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ABSTRACT

Volcanoes National Park (VNP) in Rwanda is one of the important protected
areas for conservation in the Albertine Rift ecoregion. It inhabits some of the most rare
and endemic wildlife species including mountain gorillas. Despite such importance, it
continues to be threatened by forest dependence practices of local residents such as,
poaching for bush meat and the harvest of non-timber forest products. These practices
have been attributed largely to high levels of poverty among park neighboring residents.
It is believed that poor residents rely on forest resources to supplement their subsistence
livelihoods. The relationship between poverty and forest dependence behavior however,
remains unclear. Previous studies have examined the poverty and forest dependence
relationship from an economic perspective, focusing on measurable socio-economic
variables such as income and assets. Relying on such measures however limits
understanding of this relationship because poverty may not only involve quantifiable
indicators of poverty. This dissertation addresses this gap by using the Household
Livelihoods Security (HLS) framework to conceptualize poverty broadly from its
structural context and investigates the relationship between household poverty and forest
dependence. In addition, this dissertation investigates whether tourism benefit
opportunities at VNP are helping to address the forest dependence behavior of poor
residents. Tourism has recently appeared as a tool through which human-induced threats
to wildlife can be addressed. The rationale is that if tourism is well planned, it can
economically empower residents and provide them with an alternative means of
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livelihood, thereby reducing the demand for forest resources. However, literature is
inconclusive on the conservation effectiveness of community tourism benefits This
research addresses this gap by examining tourism benefits that have potential to address
forest dependence.
An exploratory sequential mixed method design was used to implement this
research in three phases. The initial phase was aimed to inductively build a contextual
understanding of research constructs and hypothesized relationships. Results were used to
design an instrument that was used to develop a measurement Index in the second phase
of this research. In the third phase, a validated measurement index was used to investigate
the relationships between household poverty, forest dependence and tourism benefits.
The initial findings suggest that forest dependence behavior of the poorest residents
neighboring VNP, primarily involves harvests of water, bush meat, bamboo and wood for
agricultural use. Multiple stakeholders attributed forest dependence behavior to food
insecurity as well as lack of shelter, skills and resources needed to maintain decent
livelihoods. Following a systematic examination of hypothesized relationships, this
dissertation reveals that food and health insecurity are two primary drivers of forest
dependence at VNP. Education insecurity was also found to be a secondary driver of
forest dependence at VNP. Surprisingly, physical indicators of poverty commonly used in
measuring poverty and forest dependence relationship such as household assets were not
found to influence forest dependence at VNP. In addition, it provides empirical evidence
to support the view that direct rather than indirect tourism benefits are more likely to
address forest dependence behavior of poor residents if benefits are targeted to them.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Background to the study
Albertine Rift1 (AR) is the eastern ridge of the East African rift valley that
stretches from the northern tip of Lake Albert in Uganda to the southern tip of Lake
Tanganyika in Zambia (Plumptre et al., 2007). It is one of the most important ecoregions
for wildlife conservation in Africa (Plumptre et al., 2003; 2007). A number of protected
areas in the AR are home to the most rare and endangered animal species in the world,
including the iconic mountain gorillas. For example, AR is known to contain more
vertebrates and many other endemic wildlife species than anywhere else in Africa
(Burgess et al., 2004). At the same time, it provides important ecosystem services to
millions of local residents (Plumptre et al., 2004). For example, most AR protected areas
are highly valued for their watershed functions, which provide neighboring local
communities with a regular flow of water (Plumptre et al., 2004; Weber, 1987). As such,
the AR is considered to be a very important region for biodiversity conservation on a
national, regional and global scale (Plumptre et al., 2007).
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The Greater Virunga Landscape (GVL) (see Figure 1.1) is regarded as one of the
most valuable wildlife habitats of the Albertine Rift ecoregion (Plumptre et al., 2007). It
is one of the most important biodiversity conservation areas in the world (Gray et al.,
2010). Despite such importance, there are many threats to this biodiversity caused by
human activities based on their dependence on forest resources to supplement livelihoods
(Bush et al., 2010). Some of these threats, such as mining, poaching for bush-meat,
timber harvests, and many others, have resulted in significant habitat loss that directly
threatens already endangered species such as mountain gorillas (Plumptre et al., 2003,
2004, 2007). For example, since the mid-1980s, about 1560 square kilometers of forest
cover has been lost and converted to other land uses in the AR (Plumptre et al., 2007).
Historically, human-induced biodiversity threats to mountain gorilla habitats of
the GVL, especially the Virunga National Park in the Democratic Republic of Congo and
Volcanoes National Park in Rwanda have been primarily attributed (and continue in the
case of DR Congo) to the decades of civil wars in the East African great-lakes region
(Plumptre, et al., 2001). These wars have made it impossible for organized and effective
law enforcement and conservation efforts in conflict areas. As conservation efforts
evolved through these conflicts, one of the primary challenges for conservation in the AR
is the increasing forest dependence behavior of impoverished park neighboring
communities (Plumptre et al., 2004; Bush et al., 2010). Some of the forest resources
include charcoal firewood, medicinal plants, minerals, bush meat, honey gathering that
also causes fire outbreaks, all of which have led to significant deforestation and
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degradation of this rather fragile mountain gorilla habitat in the AR (Plumptre et al.,
2004).

1 Murchison-Semuliki Landscape
2 Greater Virunga Landscape
3 Maiko-ItombweLandscape
4 Congo-Nile Divide
5 Greater Mahale Ecosystem
6 Marungu-KaboboLandscape

Figure 1.1 Map of the Albertine Rift Ecological Landscape
(Redford & Grippo, 2008).

Government organizations responsible for wildlife conservation in the AR with
support from international conservation organizations such as the Wildlife Conservation
Society, Diane Fossey Gorilla International, International Gorilla Conservation Program
and others, have for decades devised interventions to manage and control the humaninduced threats discussed above. Some of these interventions include trans-frontier
partnerships that involve joint planning and law-enforcement, human and institutional
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capacity building of local conservation agencies, and community awareness campaigns,
among other programs (Rutagarama & Martin, 2006; Redford & Grippo, 2008). While
the short-term results of these interventions may be effective, they have not fully
addressed human dependence on forest resources among local residents. This signifies
that causes of forest dependence, from the perspective of a poor household, which are
believed to be responsible for human-induced threats to wildlife, are not fully understood,
considered, and addressed by ongoing integrated conservation and development efforts.
Even where efforts are made to address these issues, the relationship of such intervention
and biodiversity threat management is often lacking (Adrian et al.,2011). One of the
overarching goals of this study, therefore, is to address this gap in the knowledge by
investigating the dimensions of household poverty that influence the forest dependent
behavior of the poorest residents living in proximity to protected areas of the AR. This
will enable practitioners promoting conservation of wildlife in the AR to understand and
implement integrated conservation and development programs that are linked to wildlife
threats and help to reduce biodiversity loss.
Due to its profitability potential, tourism has been promoted as a remedy to
human-induced biodiversity threats by serving as a tool for sustainable conservation and
development of rural economies (Bushell et al., 2007; Gossling, 1999; Lane, 1994). The
argument is that if tourism is planned and developed effectively, it can economically
empower local residents and provide them with alternative livelihoods rather than having
to depend on forest resources. Tourism may also serve as an incentive for conservation
support among local residents (Bookbinder et al., 1998; McNeely, 1993; Walpole and
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Thoules, 2005). Tourism, therefore, has the potential to provide longer-term benefits for
wildlife conservation and improved local livelihoods in developing countries, particularly
in the AR region where local residents neighboring protected areas are very poor and
desperate for improved livelihoods (Plumptre et al., 2004).
At Volcanoes National Park in Rwanda, one of the protected areas in the GVL
and the research site of this study, the celebrated mountain gorilla tourism presents the
government of Rwanda with a unique opportunity to establish a sustainable solution to
the ongoing biodiversity conservation challenges by improving the livelihoods of local
residents and reducing their demand and dependency on forest resources. For example, it
is believed by the government and stakeholders promoting tourism at VNP that mountain
gorilla tourism is successful, economically beneficial, and creates incentives for
conservation support among local residents (Nielsen & Spenceley, 2010; Bush et al.,
2010). However, it is suggested that the poorest local residents living in close proximity
to parks in the AR, who depend on and threaten wildlife the most (Bush et al., 2010) are
not benefiting from tourism (Bush et al., 2010; Munanura et al.,2013). Following this
hypothesis, then, mountain gorilla tourism, despite its success, is not helping to address
the main human-induced threat to wildlife, which is the human dependence on forest
resources for subsistence livelihoods by the poorest households living in proximity to
wildlife areas.
Nonetheless, no systematic study to examine the actual conservation impact of
tourism benefits to park neighboring communities has been undertaken. On the contrary,
it has been documented that forest dependence and threats to wildlife at VNP has
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continued, despite numerous tourism benefit opportunities extended to park neighboring
communities (Kalpers et al., 2003, Plumptre et al., 2004, Martin et al.,2011). A number
of theories can explain this challenge. First, tourism benefits may not be enough to offset
the costs of coexisting with wildlife (Walpole and Thieles, 2003). Second, tourism
benefits may be accessible mostly to the elite rather than those who are dependent on
forest resources for a living (Mbaiwa, 2005; Walpole & Godwin, 2000). Third, indirect
tourism benefits that are social in nature have limited linkages to wildlife threats
(Walpole & Thieles, 2003; Bunting & Wright, 1991; Blomely et al., 2010). To address
this gap, the second overarching goal of this study is to investigate and understand if
tourism benefits available to communities neighboring VNP are addressing the household
poverty dimensions perceived to drive forest dependence and, therefore, indirectly help to
reduce forest dependence among the poorest residents in proximity to VNP.

Study Rationale
Endangered species at VNP, such as mountain gorillas, continue to face humaninduced threats resulting from local resident subsistence needs (Martin et al., 2011;
Plumptre et al., 2003). Some of the human-induced threats include illegal hunting, known
as poaching, , wood harvests for handicrafts, construction, fire, and illegal honey
gathering that often results into fire outbreaks (Plumptre et al., 2004). It is recognized that
human-induced threats to conservation are caused by residents in extreme poverty living
in close proximity to protected areas. (Adams & Infield, 2003; Brandon & Wells, 1992;
Plumptre et al., 2004). The poverty line in Rwanda is estimated at 1.25 US dollars per
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day (Teresa and Habyarimana, 2010). Furthermore, 56.9 percent of Rwanda’s population
lives below the poverty line, while 36.9 percent live in extreme poverty with no income
at all (NISR, 2008). In addition, areas adjacent to VNP are considered to be some of the
poorest in the country (Tusabe & Habyalimana, 2010). This demonstrates the magnitude
of park resource dependence for livelihood needs among poor residents neighboring
VNP. It is, therefore, not surprising that recent studies indicate that tourism can only have
a significant conservation impact if tourism benefits are directed to people in extreme
poverty who tend to depend on park resources for their livelihood (Bush et al., 2010;
Plumptre et al., 2004; Spenceley et al., 2010).
However, no studies have been done to systematically examine the nature of park
dependency among local residents in extreme poverty. For example, it is not clear if the
cause of dependency among this category of residents is related to livelihood needs or
cultural traditions, and whether tourism can effectively address such causes. Additionally,
constraints that limit access to existing tourism benefit opportunities among this category
of residents are not known. As Brandon and Wells (1992) argue, it is impossible to
design an effective incentive with only a limited understanding of local needs and causes
of park dependency. The first goal of this study, therefore, is to address this gap by
systematically investigating the household poverty dimensions that influence the forest
dependence behavior of the poorest residents living in proximity to protected areas of the
AR.
Among strategies to address conservation threats, tourism has been touted as one
of most effective and durable threat mitigation mechanisms (Hamilton et al., 2000;
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Walpole & Thouless, 2005). Indeed at the VNP, the success of mountain gorilla tourism
is believed to have contributed towards a positive change in attitudes among local
residents (Nielsen & Spenceley, 2010). It is this positive attitude that has led most tourist
destinations in developing countries to believe that the fiscal potential of tourism is key to
reducing park resource dependence, thereby promoting sustainable conservation and
improved livelihoods among local residents (Brandon & Wells, 1992; Bushell, McCool,
& Eagles, 2007; Lane, 1994). Based on this rationale for many years, a number of
tourism-based local benefit initiatives intended to provide alternative livelihoods and
reduce conservation threats have been implemented (Bush et al., 2010; Martin et al.,
2011). However, recent studies at VNP indicate that human-induced threats to
conservation still remain and continue to challenge the view that mountain gorilla tourism
significantly helped to directly address conservation threats (Bush et al., 2010; Nielsen &
Spenceley, 2010).
The policy of tourism revenue sharing with local residents has been used
elsewhere as a mechanism to improve livelihoods of local residents that coexist with
wildlife, with the expectation that it will eliminate their dependence on park resources
(Spiteri & Nepalz, 2006; Sekhar, 2003). In Rwanda, the revenue sharing policy provides
for five percent of total tourism revenue to support local development programs around
national parks (Tusabe and Habyarimana, 2010). At VNP, 40 percent of this money is
spent to support the construction of schools, health centers and water tanks (Nielsen &
Spenceley, 2010; Spenceley et al., 2010). However, the effectiveness of such social
benefit initiatives towards addressing causes of threats to conservation is challenged by
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some scholars (Walpole & Thouless, 2005; Bunting & Wright,1991). In a recent study at
VNP, it was observed that while revenue sharing has improved attitudes of many local
residents by investing back tourism income, it is has done little to change behavior of
those at park periphery that most threaten the park (Bush et al., 2010). One of the
preconditions for tourism benefits to have a conservation impact is that benefits have to
be targeted at poor local residents in communities neighboring protected areas (Bush et
al., 2010). Targeting benefits to a specific group of residents to enhance the conservation
impact has been supported in literature because tourism benefits can never be enough
(Adams & Infield, 2003; McNealy, 1993; Walpole & Thieles, 2003). This informs the
second goal of this study, which is to investigate and understand whether tourism benefits
are available to communities neighboring VNP and to address the different dimensions
of household poverty that drive forest dependence and indirectly helps to reduce forest
dependence among the poorest residents.
Both goals of this study require going beyond the traditional approach of treating
park users as a homogenous group, but rather, viewing them as a heterogeneous group
with unique and varying needs and experiences. Therefore, this study focuses on the
poorest households in who live adjacent to the park boundary for they tend to being
dependent on park resources for their livelihood. Studies focusing on poor households
have not been done at VNP, and the literature on the use of such an approach is scanty.
When studies of this nature are done at successful tourist destinations such as VNP,
results provide us with an opportunity to empirically test the belief among tourism and
park management practitioners that tourism is a solution for human-induced threats to
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wildlife. The rationale for this is that if tourism does not address conservation threats in
such high tourism revenue generating parks, then less successful parks have no chance of
using tourism to mitigate human-induced threats to wildlife in the AR and beyond.

The Study Site
Site description and background
This study was conducted in April 2012 at Volcanoes National Park (VNP) in
Musanze District located in the Northeastern part of Rwanda. VNP covers an area of 160
kms2 with an altitude ranging between 2,400 m to 4,507 m high (Munanura, Backman, &
Sabuhoro, 2013). It is contiguous to Virunga National Park of the Democratic Republic
of Congo (DRC) and Mgahinga National Park in Uganda (Gray et al., 2010). These parks
in the three countries form Virunga Massif, one of the most important ecoregions for
biodiversity conservation in the world (Kalpers et al., 2003).
On the Rwandan side, VNP is surrounded by local residents in four parkbordering administrative sectors of Musanze district, including Kinigi, Shingiro, Gatagara
and Nyange sectors. These administrative sectors are some of the most highly populated
communities in Rwanda. Some villages exceed 1000 people per km2 (Bush, Ikirezi,
Daconto, Gray, & Fawcett, 2010). Most of the people in proximity to the park boundaries
are subsistence farmers who live in extreme poverty and often depend on illegal harvests
of forest resources from VNP to supplement their livelihoods (Bush et al., 2010). Kinigi
administrative sector, in particular, and four of its neighboring village cells (Nyabigoma,
Nyonirima, Kaguhu and Bisoke) were selected out of the four administrative sectors for
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this study. This was because of all the four administrative sectors neighboring the park,
Kinigi sector has the most incidences of illegal park use, and its people are considered to
be the main aggressors of wildlife at VNP (RDB, Unpublished wildlife monitoring
report).
VNP was established as a national park by the Belgian colonial administration in
1925, as part of the Albert National Park, which touched both Rwanda and Congo
(ORTPN, 2005). Following independence, the management of VNP was transferred to
the authority of the Forestry Department of the Rwanda government. In 1974, the Office
Rwandais de Tourisme et de Parc Nationaux (ORTPN) was created by presidential
decree and given the mandate to manage national parks in Rwanda (ORTPN, 2005). In
2008 , ORTPN was merged with other government organizations to form the Rwanda
Development Board (RDB). It is through the RDB that tourism promotion and
biodiversity conservation became part of a wider mandate to promote economic
development in Rwanda.
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Figure 1.2 The Study Site (Source; Abel Musana, Research Warden for VNP).

Conservation value of Volcanoes National Park
VNP presents a unique, high altitude part of the Albertine Rift, which is
recognized as one of the most critical ecosystems for conservation in the world
(MacKinnon and MacKinnon, 1986). With varying altitudinal range, VNP is
characterized by distinctive zones of open montane forest, bamboo, sub-alpine and afroalpine vegetation (ORTPN, 2005). High elevation and strict altitudinal zonation create
distinct habitats for an extremely high percentage of globally rare and endangered species
(ORTPN, 2005). The most famous of its endangered taxa are the mountain gorillas,
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which has led VNP to receive international acclaim for its conservation and tourism
(Plumptre, McNeilage, Hall & Williamson, 2003). The most striking feature of VNP is
the high level of endemism and distinctiveness in its flora and fauna (Plumptre et al.,
2003). The importance of VNP for conservation was realized as long ago as 1925 when it
was declared the first national park (Albert National Park) in Africa (ORTPN, 2005). In
1979, as one of the wild mountain regions, it was classified as a World Heritage Site and,
more recently in 1984, as a biosphere reserve (ORTPN, 2005). Locally, the government
of Rwanda has continuously reaffirmed its commitment to protect it.
VNP is also important for its contribution to the wellbeing and economy of the
residents neighboring the park and the country in general (Plumptre et al., 2004; Weber,
1987). Although small in size, VNP contributes approximately 10 percent of the
country’s rainfall (Plumptre et al.,2004). With its forest cover, it stabilizes the infiltration
and release of water, providing relatively steady streams to the neighboring agricultural
fields (Weber, 1987). The focus on mountain gorillas as a unique flagship species has
also allowed the development of a successful tourism industry both at the local and
national level (Munanura et al.,2013). Since the introduction of tourism in 1979, it has
become the third highest foreign exchange earner in Rwanda, after to tea and coffee
(Weber, 1987, Munanura et al.,2013). The government of Rwanda has contributed
significantly to fund conservation of national parks from the tourism revenue.
Communities have also benefited directly from tourism by selling their local artisan
products and establishing small-scale tourism-based businesses. Indirectly, local residents
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have benefited through the government’s revenue-sharing scheme and employment
opportunities in the tourism sector.
Tourism at Volcanoes National Park
Tourism numbers at VNP have been increasing since 1974 when ORTPN was
created (ORTPN, 2005). However the trend significantly increased in 1979 upon the
introduction of mountain gorilla tourism (Nielsen and Spenceley, 2010). During the civil
war and genocide between 1990 and 1994, tourism at VNP virtually disappeared. For
example, annual tourist numbers went from 39,000 in 1984 to less than 1,000 tourists in
1994 (Nielsen and Spenceley, 2010). Since security returned in the country in 1995,
tourism has increased every year (Munanura et al.,2013). For example since 2010, over
20,000 visitors per year have toured VNP generating, in 2011, annual tourism revenue of
over 10 million US dollars for Rwanda (RDB, Unpublished report).
Today, mountain gorilla tourism remains the foundation of tourism success at
VNP, and for this reason, VNP forms the backbone of tourism in Rwanda. Other
attractions have since been developed at VNP, including visits to the crater lakes, bird
treks, mountain climbing, among others, which have contributed to the growth of tourism
at VNP. However, none of these attractions has the appeal that mountain gorilla tourism
has. For example, over 80 percent of tourists to VNP are mountain gorilla visitors
(Nielsen & Spenceley, 2010).
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Dissertation Structure
This dissertation includes seven chapters. The next five chapters (Chapter Two to
Chapter Six) are formatted as journal manuscripts. Each chapter includes an introduction,
literature review, methods description, results, discussion, and conclusion section. The
seventh chapter synthesizes all the findings presented in each chapter and presents the
implications of the findings as well as the study limitations. Chapter Two and Three offer
an exploratory explanation of key variables of this study; tourism benefits, forest
dependence and household poverty within the local context. Chapter Four uses the
exploratory findings presented in Chapters Two and Three to develop valid measures (a
measurement index) for the household poverty and the forest dependence relationship.
Chapter Five uses the valid measures developed in Chapter Four to investigate household
poverty dimensions that influence forest dependence among the poorest residents who
live in proximity to the boundary of VNP. Chapter Six investigates the potential for the
tourism benefits available at VNP to address the household poverty dimensions that were
found to influence forest dependence at VNP. Chapter Seven, synthesizes the findings
from all Chapters and presents their implications for practitioners and future research.
Chapter Two addresses the following research questions;
1. How do local residents and park management officials perceive forest
dependence behavior at VNP?
2. How do local residents and park management officials perceive the causes
of forest dependence?
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3. Are there variations in the perceptions of local residents and park
management on forest dependence behavior and its causes?
Chapter Three addresses the following research questions;
1. How are tourism benefit opportunities at VNP perceived by local residents
and park officials in relation to their potential in addressing causes of
forest dependence?
2. Do the perceptions of local residents and park officials on the potential
benefits of tourism’s ability to address forest dependence vary?
3. What are the implications of perception variations?
Chapter Four addresses the following research question;
1. What are the valid measures of household poverty and forest dependence
constructs that can be used to measure the relationship between household
poverty and forest dependence behavior?
Chapter Five address the following research questions;
1. What are the household poverty dimensions of the poorest households
who live in proximity to VNP that influence forest dependence at VNP?
2. Which household poverty dimensions is perceived to have a greater
influence on forest dependence behavior of poor households?
Chapter Six addresses the following research questions;
1. What are valid measures of direct and indirect tourism benefits at VNP?
2. Do direct and indirect tourism benefit opportunities at VNP have equal
influence on household poverty dimensions that cause forest dependence?
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CHAPTER TWO
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN POVERTY AND FOREST DEPENDENCE; AN
INDUCTIVE EXPLORATION OF MULTIPLE STAKEHOLDER PERCEPTIONS AT
VOLCANOES NATIONAL PARK IN RWANDA.

Introduction
Biodiversity loss in developing countries of Sub-Saharan Africa is driven largely
by acute poverty in communities neighboring forested protected areas (Bahuguna, 2000;
Sachs et al., 2004). To individuals in these communities, forests have been a source of
their livelihoods for many generations (Hackel, 1999). In the advent of “fence and fine”
forest management regimes, poor households struggling to meet their subsistence
livelihood needs have continued to depend on “protected” forest resources illegally
(Tumusiime, Vedeld, & Gombya-Ssembajjwe, 2011). At the same time, these countries
harbor and are obligated to protect some of the remaining ecological hotspots of global
conservation importance, such as the Albertine Rift ecoregion (Olson et al., 2001;
Plumptre et al., 2007). However, the internal development constraints of these countries
continue to affect the protection of these important resources. For example, increasing
population, poor agricultural productivity, and other structural constraints have pushed
people in rural forested areas into absolute poverty, posing significant implications for
forest dependence and biodiversity loss. It is not surprising to find in the literature that
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poverty is the primary driver of forest dependence and biodiversity in Sub-Saharan Africa
(Bahuguna, 2000; Masozera & Alavalapati, 2004).
Rwanda presents a good case through which we can observe poverty as a driver of
forest dependence and biodiversity loss. For example, the Volcanoes National Park
(VNP) in the northwestern part of the country is home to some of the most endangered
species in the world such, as the Mountain Gorilla (Plumptre et al., 2007). However, a
high level of poverty challenges sustainable conservation of these important resources
because Rwanda is regarded as one of the poorest countries in Sub-Saharan Africa (Chen
& Ravallion, 2008). For example, the poverty line in Rwanda is estimated at 1.25 US
dollars per day with 56.9% of its 10.5 million population below the poverty line and over
35% living in extreme poverty with no income at all (Tusabe & Habyalimana, 2010).
Evidence suggests that protected areas in Rwanda, such as VNP, are surrounded by
extreme poverty attributed to land scarcity, high population density that in some areas
exceeds 1,000 people per km2, poor agricultural productivity, and absence of means to
alternative livelihoods (Bush, Ikirezi, Daconto, Gray, & Fawcett; Clay, 2010; Tusabe &
Habyalimana, 2010).
Numerous interventions and investments have been made to address forest
dependence and biodiversity loss at VNP. For example, community education and law
enforcement programs have been implemented for years, and more recently, communitybased enterprises have been supported through a tourism revenue sharing scheme to
provide incentives for conservation (Bush et al., 2010; Spenceley, Habyalimana, Tusabe,
& Mariza, 2010). However, the immediate conservation effect of these efforts has been
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challenged in Rwanda (Nielsen & Spenceley, 2010; Spenceley et al., 2010), and
elsewhere in Africa (Brown, 2002; Kiss, 2004). While the attitude of residents adjacent to
VNP towards wildlife has improved (Nielsen & Spenceley, 2010), evidence suggests that
forest dependence and biodiversity loss continues and increases in some areas of the park
(Bush et al., 2010; Martin et al., 2011).
In the literature, poor conservation outcomes of numerous conservation
interventions has been attributed to misdiagnosis of causes of forest dependence and
biodiversity loss from a local perspective (Salafsky & Wollenberg, 2000; Wunder, 2000).
Salasfky and Wollenberg (2000) provided two prerequisite questions that must be
answered for poverty and conservation linkages to significantly influence conservation.
First, how is the linkage between poverty and biodiversity conservation defined? Second,
how is the link between poverty and biodiversity conservation measured? Using the case
of VNP, this study addresses the first question by inductively exploring the local meaning
of poverty and forest dependence from multiple stakeholders’ perspectives. The
stakeholders include poor households in close proximity to the boundaries of VNP, local
residents with direct access to tourism benefits, and park management officials.

Literature Review
Defining Forest dependence
Forests in developing countries provide multiple benefits to neighboring
households (Hackel, 1999; Tumusiime et al., 2011). Such benefits include, for example,
exploitation of forest resources for commercial purposes, tourism services, harvests of
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Non-Timber Forest Products (NTFPs), harvests for subsistence livelihood needs, and
ecological services (Beckley, 1998). In developing countries with forests of global
biodiversity and ecological values, forest dependence has become a source of conflict
between communities and government officials responsible for conservation (Blomley,
2003; Tumusiime et al., 2011). Communities neighboring forests in developing countries,
particularly in Africa, depend on forests for subsistence livelihood needs, such as food,
medicine, nutrition, and NTFPs to earn income (Bahuguna, 2000; Cavendish, 2000;
Wunder, 2001). In countries like Rwanda, where population density is high with limited
farmland, households neighboring forests tend to rely on forest resources to supplement
their agriculture for income (Wunder, 2001). In some cases, it is the only source of
livelihood for those households neighboring parks with no farmland (Bush et al., 2010).
In such situations, dependence on forest resources is thought to be unsustainable and
requires effective management to maintain biodiversity conservation objectives (Wunder,
2001).
Managing forest dependence to meet livelihood needs amidst great human
demand for forest resources is complex (Hackel, 1999). Therefore, it is not surprising that
forest dependence has been theorized in literature as a multifaceted phenomenon with
multiple dimensions (Beckley, 1998; Salafsky and Wollenberg, 2000). For example,
forest resource benefits operate and react differently at multiple national, community,
household, and individual levels, as indicated in Figure 2.1 (Beckley, 1998). As the
model indicates, the drivers of forest resource use and dependence are different at each
unit of analysis. Managing forest dependence effectively calls for a clear definition of the
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appropriate unit of analysis that can be used to define and measure forest dependence

Country drivers of forest use

National level

Village drivers of forest use

Community level

Household drivers of forest use

Household level

Individual drivers of forest use

Individual level

Unit of Analysis options

Forest dependence
behavior

(Beckley, 1998).

Figure 2.1 Model of Unit of Analysis options for measuring forest dependence (Adapted from
Beckley, 1998)

There is no consensus in the literature on the unit of analysis that provides an
appropriate understanding and measurement of forest dependence. Some authors have
argued for the country level as an appropriate unity of analysis, suggesting that the
socioeconomic situation of a country provides a contextual understanding of forest
dependence (Overdevest & Green, 1995). Others have argued that community level is the
appropriate unit of analysis (Beckley, 1998; Dewi, Belcher, & Puntodewo, 2005).
However, community level proponents assume homogeneity, ignoring the influence of
geopolitical, socioeconomic, cultural and group dynamics of highly populated rural
communities in the developing world. As Adhikari et al. (2007) suggested, assumptions
of homogeneity in measuring forest dependence are bound to fail because communities
are not homogenous entities that can be identified by a common interest. Therefore, from
a developing country perspective, community level as a unit of analysis is less
informative because of different types of forest users with different socioeconomic status,
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cultural values, and forest use objectives and interests (Adhikari et al., 2007). Following
Beckley’s suggestion (1998) that lower units of analysis, such as the individual level and
household level, provide better explanation of forest dependence. This chapter focuses on
household as a unit of analysis to define forest dependence at VNP because it is the basic
unit of production and reproduction where important family livelihood decisions are
made (de Sherbinin et al., 2008). Additionally, the literature suggests that variation in
forest dependence between different units of analysis also depends on the type of benefits
and resources derived from forests (Beckley, 1998). This chapter therefore narrows and
limits the meaning of forest dependence to harvests of forest resources for subsistence
use and income to supplement household livelihoods. As seen earlier in this section,
forest dependence in developing countries is driven largely by the subsistence livelihood
needs (Bahuguna, 2000; Bush et al., 2010; Masozera & Alavalapati, 2004).

Poverty, Forest dependence and Biodiversity Conservation
Poverty is a complex and multidimensional concept to define (Chambers, 1995;
Wunder, 2001). Some authors defined and viewed it from an economic perspective
(Reardon & Vosti, 1995; Wunder, 2001) while others defined it from wellbeing and
livelihoods perspectives (Chambers & Conway, 1992). In fact, evidence supports both
perspectives in defining poverty (Angelsen & Kaimowitz, 1999; Sunderlin, Angelsen, &
Wunder, 2003), which validates the importance of identifying the unit of analysis to
define and measure poverty, as discussed earlier.
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Traditionally, poverty has been conceptualized as low income insufficient to meet
basic needs of a household (Goedhart, Halberstadt, Kapteyn, & Van Praag, 1977). It is
not surprising that the definition of poverty has been largely limited to income and wealth
(Angelsen & Wunder, 2003). To understand poverty and its relation to biodiversity
conservation, there is a need to move beyond macroeconomic measures of poverty, such
as income, which are more applicable at a national rather than at a village or household
levels. The livelihoods approach enables conceptualization of poverty beyond assets and
income (Chambers & Conway, 1992).
The literature suggests through the livelihoods approach, poverty can be better
understood from a household and biodiversity management perspectives (Bhandari &
Grant, 2007; de Sherbinin et al., 2008; Nyaupane & Poudel, 2011; Sachs et al., 2009).
This approach has been widely used to understand the relationship between poverty and
biodiversity conservation because it adds non-material aspects of households or an
individual’s wellbeing to the poverty definition such as poor health, poor living
conditions, food production and illiteracy among others that creates inability for a
household to maintain a living (Angelsen & Wunder, 2003; Chambers, 1995). In fact,
Sunderline et al. (2005) argued that managing biodiversity conservation effectively
requires paying close attention to the livelihoods of residents in areas adjacent to forest
areas. Chambers and Conway (1992) defined livelihoods as a means of making a living
and comprising capabilities, assets, and resources used in daily activities. It has become
an important approach to define poverty because of its emphasis on the means of
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maintaining a living, which allows for a broader definition of poverty (Sunderline et al.,
2005).
The link between poverty and biodiversity conservation has been explored
extensively in literature (Angelsen & Wunder, 2003; Cavendish, 2000; Masozera &
Alavalapati, 2004; Nyaupane & Poudel, 2011; Salafsky & Wollenberg, 2000; Sunderlin
et al., 2003). Much debate on this link is on whether poverty should be considered as an
exogenous or endogenous variable in its relationship to biodiversity conservation
(Angelsen & Wunder, 2003). Both of these approaches are relevant, depending on the
research question of interest. Looking at poverty from an exogenous perspective, as
Angelsen and Wunder (2003) suggested, the research question of interest would inquire
about why the poor depend on forest resources. On the contrary, the endogenous
perspective would aim to find out why people who depend on forest for resources are
poor. From a developing country’s perspective, an exogenous relationship has been
commonly explored in the relationship between poverty and conservation where poor
household livelihood needs are primary drivers of biodiversity loss (Bahuguna, 2000;
Cavendish, 2000; Masozera & Alavalapati, 2004; Reardon & Vosti, 1995; Vedeld,
Jumane, Wapalila, & Songorwa, 2012). From this perspective, many Integrated
Conservation and Development Programs (ICDPs) have been developed to economically
empower residents to overcome poverty and serve as incentives to reduce forest
dependence and biodiversity loss (Archabald & Naughton-Treves, 2001). However, the
conservation effect of ICDPs in developing countries is regarded as minimal (Blomley et
al., 2010; Brown, 2002; Kiss, 2004). This might be attributed to a simplistic perception of
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the link between poverty and conservation that has led to misdiagnosis of drivers of
biodiversity loss, leading to poor conceptualization of ICDPs (Angelsen & Wunder,
2003; Archabald & Naughton-Treves, 2001; Blomley et al., 2010; Salafsky &
Wollenberg, 2000). Without considering both perspectives, we remain oblivious to the
full understanding of the relationship between poverty and biodiversity loss. As Salafsky
and Wollenberg (2000) suggested, we must adhere to systematically define, measure, and
provide direct linkages between poverty and conservation from multiple perspectives on
the relationship to achieve both improved livelihoods and conservation.

Methods
Participants
Thirty participants, including 26 men and 4 women, participated in this study. A
stratified purposeful sampling approach was used to select participants from three distinct
categories representing local groups comprising individuals whose life or professional
experiences are associated with park resources dependence (Creswell, 2009; Rabiee,
2004). The number of participants in each group was capped at 12, to avoid
fragmentation of a group into subgroups and factions (Rabiee, 2004). The first group of
participants included the heads of poor households whose residences are in close
proximity to the park boundary. In Rwanda, poverty is classified into three categories of;
poverty, extreme poverty and absolute poverty (GOR, 2008). The first group of
participants represented households in absolute poverty. With the help of a local leader,
12 heads of poor households were selected and invited to participate in this study. The
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second group of participants included 12 local people who are members of local
community-based associations and therefore have direct access to numerous benefits
from the government intended to improve livelihoods and reduce demand for forest
resources. The third group of participants included the senior park management of VNP
represented by six assistant park wardens who are involved in the day-to-day
management of forest dependence issues. They included the assistant warden for tourism,
assistant warden for law enforcement, assistant warden for monitoring and evaluation,
two assistant wardens for community outreach, and the assistant warden for park
administration.

Data collection and Analysis procedures
This study uses a phenomenological approach of qualitative inquiry to describe
the dependence of poor residents living near VNP on park resources. Phenomenology
enables the understanding of a phenomenon (Richards & Morse, 2012) based on a
descriptive, reflective, interpretive, and engaging research framework from which lived
experiences of phenomena can be elicited (Creswell, 2009). Additionally, it allows for
flexibility and openness that are needed to understand, conceptualize, and describe
people’s lived experiences (Giorgi, 1985). Through its basic elements of intuitive
analysis and description, the phenomenological approach provides a better explanation of
dependence behavior on park resources and its causes in local communities adjacent to
VNP. As a methodological framework, phenomenology was used to guide data collection
and analysis procedures described in the following sections.
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Data collection procedure
Participants within three categories described above, participants were invited to
participate in three focus group interviews held on three separate occasions. Before
conducting the interviews in each group, the researcher introduced the objectives of the
study and himself and then asked for permission to record the discussion. Participants
were assured that their participation is voluntary and their responses confidential.
Interviews with poor residents, tourism benefiting residents, and park management lasted
1 hour and 45 minutes, 1 hour and 15 minutes, and 1 hour, respectively. The interview in
each group followed a set of questions based on a pre-determined interview protocol that
was tested for face validity by both university professors and practitioners experienced in
this research domain, and changes were made before interviews began. The structure and
sequence of questions followed the focus group interview protocol proposed by Krueger
and Casey (2009). It included the opening, introductory, transition, key and ending
questions (Krueger & Casey, 2009). The key questions focused on the three main aspects
of this study aimed at understanding dependence behavior of poor residents, causes of
dependence behavior from a household livelihoods’ perspective, and tourism benefits and
the relationship that exists between them. The purpose of this questioning approach was
to provide a setting and direction facilitating a conversational response with minimal
involvement of the researcher (Kitzinger, 1994; Krueger & Casey, 2009). Interviews
were recorded simultaneously on two digital devices to avoid misrepresentation (Krueger
& Casey, 2009).
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Data analysis
Using field notes and digital recording, interviews conducted with the three
groups of participants were transcribed separately by listening to recorded files and
comparing with field notes to ensure validity and make sense of the interview. Since the
interviews were conducted in Kinyarwanda language, the researcher who is a native
Rwandan translated the recording while transcribing the text from a digital recorder. The
entire transcript, written in English, comprised 37 pages. Upon completion, transcripts
were compared with field notes to identify inconsistency in translated transcript. Both the
recorded file of all three interviews and corresponding English transcripts were sent to
the community outreach warden to check translated text for mistakes, omissions, and
misrepresentations. Subsequently, the transcripts were returned with minor changes in
texts associated with local names of locations and wildlife species.
To analyze the final version of transcripts, a coding approach was used to identify
response categories and develop themes (Creswell, 2009; Richards & Morse, 2012;
Seidman, 2006). Consequently, key sentences were highlighted and key words and
memos were noted in page margins and associated with highlighted text (Seidman, 2006).
Following the coding exercise, a thematic framework was done, where highlighted text
that exhibited similarity in each transcript was merged or moved to form categories and
descriptive statements (Seidman, 2006). This was intended to identify the patterns of
data, formulate meanings, and discover relationships within each transcript (Krueger &
Casey, 2009; Seidman, 2006). Generated themes and associated analytical text were
reviewed and compared across three focus groups to identify consensus and divergence in
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the perceptions of forest dependence behavior across three focus groups (Creswell, 2009;
Rabiee, 2004; Sim, 2001). To enable the comparison of data in each group and identify
consensus or divergence in results, the data from the three focus groups were analyzed
concurrently to develop themes and categories that cut across all three focus groups.

Results
Theme One
The primary forest resources illegally harvested from VNP by neighboring poor
households for consumption and income generation include water, bush meat, bamboo,
honey, grass for cattle feeds and sticks for crop support.

Summary of theme one results
Interview results from three focus groups of poor households, tourism benefiting
residents, and senior park management officials were compared. As Figure 2.2 indicates,
all three groups believe that the primary forms of forest dependence are water, bamboo,
and bush meat harvested for household livelihood needs and income generation. Other
forms of dependence identified by at least two groups include grass for cattle feeding as
well as honey and sticks to support crops such as beans. Both groups of local residents
emphasized that these resources were harvested in the past and that they no longer
harvest park resources anymore. They therefore discussed illegal park resource use
practices as a phenomenon of the past. Results from park management officials suggest
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that the use of park resources is still ongoing. The denial of illegal forest use by poor
local resident groups may be attributed to their fear of prosecution from the government
officials. For the group of residents with access to government funded tourism benefit
initiatives, this tendency could be caused by the desire to demonstrate change in behavior
towards support for conservation to justify financial support they get from the
government. The results of the focus group interviews are presented below.

Figure 2.2. Perceptions on forest resource use compared among park officials (n=6), poor
residents (n=12) and local residents in tourism associations (n=12)

Perceptions of poor household residents
Participants stated that local residents commonly harvested water, bush meat,
bamboo, and sticks as forest resources, as highlighted in the quotes below;
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PH 5; “ ...one can say that what is left is that people go to the park to collect water. But
this is also a small part of the community in Kansoro village that still collect water from
the park.”

PH 3; “ In the past, we used to harvest sticks to support crops, bamboo for construction
and hunting for meat to feed the children. But now there is nothing we are
harvesting except water.”

PH 8; “The time when I was mature enough to know what was going on, the common
activities were bamboo harvests, hunting for buffalo meat. Now days even your brother
will report you to the authorities”

Perceptions of tourism benefiting residents
Forest resources commonly harvested by local residents that emerged from this
focus group include bush meat, firewood, honey, traditional medicine, bamboo, ropes,
grass for cattle feed and water. These resources are harvested for household consumption
and income generation to feed their families.

TBR 3; “they get meat and firewood, bamboo for handicraft and meat from rats, bushpigs, Buffalo, ropes from tree backs and traditional medicinal herbs.”

TBR 1;“others go to get water during the dry season. we also have people who go to
harvest honey because people believe that bees in the forest provide better honey.”
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TBR 9; “they go there to get grass for their cattle or to sell it to cattle owners...
children fetch water in the forest for people who brew alcohol and get paid when the
local brew is sold.”

Participants in this focus group emphasized that people who still go to the park for
resources do not do so because of lack of food but because it has become a habit or
because they need money to buy alcohol, as indicated in the quotes below;

TBR 12; “the things they told you that are from the forest don't exist anymore because
the park is protected and the people have learnt the value of the park. The survival of
poor people is now assured by the money from RDB and income from tourism. People
are no longer dependent on park for resources to maintain their livelihoods.”

TBR 1; “people who still go to the forest don’t go there because they are hungry no. They
go there because it is a habit they have developed over time. They think that they have to
go to the park to get something they can sell to get money for alcohol. They believe they
can’t survive without alcohol and the forest is the quickest way to get money for alcohol.
This is the reason they go to the forest to get forest resources to sell and get money to buy
alcohol not to feed their families.”

Perceptions of senior park management officials
The results from park management officials focus group indicated that local
residents illegally harvest from the park, bush meat, water, bamboo harvests, grass for
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cattle feeds, honey, and sticks to support crops. Participants pointed out that at least ten
people are arrested in the park every day and over 1,000 snares are collected every
month. This is a sign that bush meat and other primary forest resource removal are still a
serious problem in the park, contrary to what the local residents suggest. Harvesting
sticks to support crops such as beans was also identified as significant threat because over
90% of people near the forest are farmers who need these sticks to support and increase
the productivity of beans and other crops in their fields. Bamboo was also identified as
one of the resources local people harvest for both construction and income generation.
Water is also considered one of the primary resources people collect from the park
because of limited sources of water in villages close to the park. While park officials
recognize that allowing access to water in the park would not pose a huge threat to
wildlife, they argue that it exposes the park to other illegal activities, as indicated in the
following quotes;

PM 1; .”..during the dry season, there is a huge problem with water. As a result, people
go to the park for water. This has a huge implication to the park management because it
is not a bad idea to allow people to get water from the park during the dry season, but
the problem is that people set snares to get meat in the park under the pretext of
collecting water.”

PM 4; “We get to know when people go to fetch water and bring meat in water
containers through their friends.”
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Forest resources that are pursued primarily for income are honey, bamboo, bush
meat, and baby gorilla trafficking. There is a huge market for each of these resources
locally and this is a temptation for poor residents who live near the park. For example,
there is a large market for forest honey because of the belief that beehives in a natural
forest produce better quality honey. As indicated in the quotes below, forest resources
mentioned above are of high demand and have potential to generate income, which
potentially will keep tempting local residents to illegally harvest them;

PM 1; “That issue of taking beehives is a serious problem because they think bees
produce more and better honey inside the park where they are more comfortable.”

PM 2; “An individual with land and agricultural field will not go to the forest to look for
sticks to support his crops but will buy it from a poor person.”

PM 6; “People who go poaching in the park normally don't eat that meat but sell it to
people in towns who are rich and like bush meat. In fact there is a common belief here
that bush meat is not for a poor person because it is expensive.”

Theme Two
Poverty in households near the boundary of VNP is characterized by food
insecurity, lack of shelter, lack of domestic animals, and attributed to scarcity of
farmland, smaller yields for those with land due to animal crop raiding and lack of jobs.
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Summary of theme two results
The results from three focus groups on the meaning of poverty in communities
adjacent to VNP indicated a consensus on the attributes of poverty, such as lack of
shelter, lack of food, and lack of domestic animals from which locals can earn income, as
shown in Figure 2.3. Park officials and tourism benefiting residents also seem to agree
that poor people do not send their children to school and do not seek medical care when
sick. Poverty in this region is attributed to the lack of land, and those with land attribute
low food harvests to animal crop raiding and destruction of crops. They also attribute
poverty to the lack of jobs and isolation of poor from other community members and
development programs. It is indicated that poor people maintain their livelihoods by
working on their neighbor’s field crops to earn food. The results for each of the three
focus groups are presented below;

Figure 2.3. Perceptions of poverty compared across groups of park officials (n=6), Poor
residents (n=12) and residents in tourism associations (n=12)
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Perceptions of Poor Household residents
Poor household participants perceive poverty in terms of food insecurity
attributed to the lack of land and destruction of crops by wild animals from the park.
When this happens, the livelihoods of the poor depend on income or food they obtain
from their neighbors’ fields. As shown in the quotes below, it is clear that poor families
either spend days and nights guarding their fields from wild animals or pursue
employment from their neighbors further away from the forest to meet their livelihoods
needs.

PH 5; “… those households near the park however, you start guarding your field right
after planting your seeds from porcupines that will plough them out of the ground. When
plants mature, we worry about guarding against Buffalo.”

PH 10; “We can’t protect our fields from wild animals. We can’t spend nights guarding
our fields from buffalos. We didn’t become poor because we don’t have arms to work, no.
How can you survive without food.”

PH; 3 .”..the other day, elephants came to our area and as of now, none of us have
anything left in our potato plantation. But our neighbors 500 meters away from the park
have the potato plantations intact.... it is these undestroyed fields that provide us with
income because we get jobs to guard against thieves not animals...working for them
[neighbors] for example to harvest their crops and get paid about 200-500frw [less than
$1] a day depending on the amount of potatoes harvested to buy food for our children.
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This is how we get income to feed our families when our crops are destroyed...If you
don’t get a job, then you sleep. That’s how we live up in the mountain areas near the
park.”

Other indicators of poverty besides the lack of food among poor families close to
VNP include lack of domestic animals, such as cattle, chicken, and goats from which
they can earn income. Even the “one cow per household” rural development policy in
Rwanda is not favorable to the poor because of an inability to maintain the cow. For
example, the poor do not have the land or other resources needed to keep and feed the
cows. Some of the poor residents do not have their own places to live, as indicated below.
Participants suggested that it is unrealistic to be expected to benefit from such program;

PH 11; “I just returned from Congo where I was as refugee. I don’t have a house and I
now live in my brother’s kitchen.”

PH; 3 “Some of us were promised to be given houses but I got iron sheets and my house
is an open but roofed shell. I don’t have bamboo to use to cover open walls. I don’t have
resources to buy soil mud to build solid walls. Most of us live in these open shells in a
very cold volcanic mountain area. We don’t have houses to live in and wild animals
destroy the only livelihood means in potato fields. We are basically desperate.”
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Perceptions of tourism benefiting residents
Participants perceived that children of the poor families near the park do not go to
school, irrespective of free primary education. They attributed this problem to the lack of
resources to buy scholastic materials, such as uniforms and books. They perceived poor
people in general as individuals who do not have a house, wash clothes, seek medical
services, have domestic animals, bath and whose children do not go to school. That is,
participants perceive these poor individuals as people whose main concern is to obtain
food every day. While men from poor families spend most of their time in bars, women
cultivate food with the help of older children. Participants attributed poverty to isolation
from the rest of the community, a lack of a menial or low skilled labor market, crop
raiding by wild animals, and laziness, as indicated below;

TBR; 1 “they don't participate in government programs...how can they participate in
meetings when they are hungry.”

TBR; 5 “some of those people who live near the park tend to go into the park to look for
food instead of going to look for work elsewhere...they are lazy and prefer to be alone.”

TBR; 10 “ animals eat crops and destroy fields near the park...soil is also not fertile
because they plant only one crop every season...

TBR; 8 “people here rely on potatoes farming but only one crop cannot get you out of
poverty.”
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TBR; 1 “there are no jobs in this area. Someone can spend the whole day sited at home
or in a bar because they can’t find work. This is because no companies come here to give
us jobs...poor people can only get work from neighbors who may have money but this is
really little money to get someone out of poverty.”

TBR; 5 “while others will attend to their domestic animals or fields when they don't get
jobs, poor people will have a lot of free time because they don't have land to cultivate or
animals to attend to in the absence of jobs.”

Perceptions of Senior Park Officials
Park management officials view poverty from the perspective of the
“UBUDEHE,” a Rwandan government rural development policy that classifies people
into various categories; The poor, extremely poor and absolutely poor. The people who
cannot afford to pay universal health insurance and qualify for the government 'funded
health insurance program at the local level belong to the absolutely poor households.
They normally do not have a house and live in temporary grass shelters, they do not have
land or money to rent to cultivate, the do not have domestic animals at home, do not have
access to health care when sick, and struggle daily to get food for the day. They depend
on cultivating and working for their livelihood needs.

PM; 2 “the poor people may not have land to cultivate, but do work for others in their
community to earn income.”
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Park officials believe that the poor who seek forest resources for food or income
threaten the wildlife in the process, as indicated below. There was consensus among park
officials participating in the focus group discussion that crop raiding, lack of land,
illiteracy, stubbornness and lack of jobs cause poverty. They linked these issues to
wildlife threats in the following ways;
PM; 3 “...these people are not educated so what they do is to go and steal or sell forest
resources. For example, they put bee hives in the forest because that is the land to which
they have access.”

PM; 2 “…people harvest sticks that support crops in agricultural fields and sell them to
earn money...a farmer with land and agricultural field will not go to the forest to look for
sticks to support his crops but will buy it from a poor person”

PM; 1 “the problem here is illiteracy because you find people here with ability to have
alternative livelihoods but they have a feeling that we have always eaten bush meat so
they continue to go the park.”

Theme Three
Illegal use and dependence on forest resources for livelihoods among poor
households in proximity to VNP are primarily attributed to the same causes of poverty,
such as lack of land to cultivate food, lack of compensation for animal crop raiding, and
lack of jobs.
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Summary of theme three results
The results from three focus groups supported a consensus on the causes of
dependence and illegal use of forest resources among poor households. These causes
include lack of land to cultivate, lack of compensation for animal crop raiding, and lack
of jobs, as indicated in Figure 2.5. Both local resident groups attribute forest resource use
to lack of food. Interestingly, park officials did not suggest lack of food as a cause of
forest resource use but instead, they attributed it to poverty, lack of compensation, high
population density, resistance to change, and high market value for forest products that
make forest resources profitable. To mitigate forest dependence among poor households,
both local resident groups advocate for fencing of park boundary. However, park officials
advocate for poverty alleviation, job opportunities, and law enforcement. The results
revealed that local residents are more concerned with immediate solutions, such as food
security, while park officials are more preoccupied with broader and long-term solutions.

Figure 2.4. Perceptions of causes of forest use compared among park officials (n=6), poor
residents (n=12) and residents in tourism associations (n=12)
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Perceptions of poor residents
Poor household participants attributed illegal use of forest resources to lack of
food, which is caused primarily by crop raiding by wild animals and lack of
compensation for destroyed crops. They also believed that lack of land to cultivate, lack
of jobs, and infertile land contributes to illegal use of forest resources. Participants argued
that the inability to protect their fields for twenty-four hours a day and lack of
compensation from government are key factors that cause illegal use of forest resources.
They believed that the only lasting solution is fencing the park and receiving
compensation whenever wild animals destroy their crops.

PH; 5 “For us who live close to the park, we don’t harvest anything from our fields
because animals destroy crops. The other day, elephants came to our area and as of now,
none of us have anything left in our potato fields.”

PH; 9 “You work hard to plant your potato fields and not being able to harvest even a
kilogram of potatoes really causes all these problems we are talking about.”

PH; 12 “We cannot protect our fields from wild animals.”

Perceptions of tourism benefiting residents
Participants with access to tourism benefits also attribute illegal use of forest
resources by local residents to lack of food, which results from destruction of crops by
wild animals and soil erosion. They also suggested that land is not fertile anymore
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because of planting one crop every season. In combination, these issues create food
scarcity, which forces people to turn to the park to secure their livelihood needs. They
believe that the park is overpopulated and as a result, wild animals come out to look for
food in neighboring fields. In their view, this has tremendously affected food productivity
in areas neighboring the park, as indicated below.

TBR; 1 “I was born here but when you think about the past when growing up and
cultivating peas and maize, buffalos never used to raid our fields. But when buffalos
started raiding our fields, we stopped planting crops that take long to harvest and we
can’t protect them from buffalo that like them a lot. That is how we stopped cultivating
peas and maize in this area. We only cultivate potatoes and in fact, our land is not
productive anymore because of planting one crop every season.”

Participants suggested that lack of compensation for crops is a very big constraint
to farmers near the park and suggested that it is one of the key reasons for illegal use of
forest resources among local residents. They argued that compensation mechanisms that
are in place are not effective because of bureaucracy and lack of understanding of crop
raiding problems by members of the compensation commission. They argued that
compensation could be fair and effective only if they were allowed to have a voice and to
be a part of compensation evaluation and decision-making commission.

TBR; 5 “When the commission responsible for compensation evaluation does not include
us, the victims, but people from Gitarama who don't know how animals destroy our
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crops, we don't get proper compensation because application is delayed without followup because those people don't care, they don't feel our pain. What is important to them is
the salary they get every month. The compensation should include people who know
about crop raiding problem in this area, not people who get to know about it from radios.
We need people on the compensation commission who have experienced this problem,
who have been victims and know the effects.”

If compensation is not possible, participants believed that the government should
help them build a fence that will keep wild animals away from their fields. If this was
done, they believed that their fields would yield enough food and there would not be a
need for forest resources, as indicated below. It was also clear from the discussions that
there are historical conflicts and resentment by local residents towards park officials,
which might influence illegal use of forest resources. A lack of low skill jobs in this
region for non-skilled workers was also mentioned to be one of the causes of illegal use
of forest resources;

TBR 8; “Let me give you an example of how a poor person can benefit if buffalos are
kept away from fields. If someone has a piece of land of about 2 acres, that land can
produce about 5 trucks of potatoes, which is worth a lot of money. However, when
buffalos come out, this land is worth nothing because buffalos destroy everything, from
plants to actual potatoes in the ground.”
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TBR 6; “One day, a buffalo come out of the park into a local person’s field full of
potatoes. It was injured and could not move because it had been injured. The crops were
destroyed during the process of killing the buffalo. However, park officials took the
buffalo in the car after killing it and the owner of the field whose crops had been
destroyed was not compensated nor given at least meat from that buffalo. He would have
been consoled by meat had they considered him and we, who live near the park and
slaughtered it, would be consoled to share the meat with him. They put the whole buffalo
in the car and took it. So you can see that that person was not happy at all. These are
some of the constraints we face.”

Perceptions of park management officials
Park officials attribute illegal forest use among local residents to poverty,
resistance to change, resentment and retribution for not being compensated for lost crops,
laziness, lack of occupation, high demand and profit for forest resources, and lack of
skills and population density. The quotes below describe how each of these contributes to
increasing illegal use of forest resources.

PM 2; “They go to the park out of stubbornness and resentment, wondering why the
government prohibits them from accessing forest resources, especially poaching.”

PM 3; “Some people do it to earn money because they sell forest products for money....
they make a judgment that the risk of being caught is minimal compared to the money
they earn.”
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PM 2; They sell forest products, such as meat and bamboo and earn money. When they
see that they make a lot of money, they continue and encourage others…whenever you
see a poor person able to get 10,000 francs[approximately 150 US dollars] from buffalo
meat, this person who never even had 1000 francs[approximately 1 and 50 cents US
dollars] in his life, will never stop poaching.”

PM 1; “There are people who are involved in poaching because they say that there is no
compensation for their destroyed crops and if it exists, it does not benefit them”

PM 3; “I also want to point out lack of occupation. As you know, land ownership ranges
from 0.2 to 0.8 hectares. So, a household can cultivate this piece of land in one week and
they are done. After that, they don't have anything to occupy them, especially the youth.
This encourages them to think about free resources in the forest from which they can
earn money.”

PM 5; “Lack of occupation really encourages them to go into the forest. For example,
when the government was constructing the road from Musanze to Kinigi, threats reduced
tremendously

because people were massively employed in the road construction.”
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Discussion

Perceptions of human forest resource use and dependence at VNP
The results indicated that the primary indicators of forest resource use and
dependence behavior among poor households neighboring VNP are harvests of water,
bamboo, and bush meat. Harvests for crop support sticks, honey and grass for livestock
are also regarded as forms of dependence at VNP, although to a lesser extent. Local
residents and park officials differ in their perceptions regarding the causes of forest
dependence behavior. Local residents believe that forest dependence behavior is driven
primarily by lack of land, crop raiding of their fields by wildlife, and lack of jobs to
generate income to feed their families. In essence, local residents perceive that food
insecurity drives forest dependence behavior. The park officials, on the other hand, view
the drivers of forest dependence behavior from a wider perspective of poverty. They
believe that poverty attributed to crop raiding, limited availability of land, lack of jobs,
and stubbornness drive forest dependence. Disparity in the proposed solutions is also
observed, with local residents calling for immediate solutions to secure their subsistence
livelihoods while park officials prescribing long-term solutions, such as poverty
alleviation. This disparity has led to misdiagnosis of drivers of forest dependence and
biodiversity loss, leading to conception and implementation of ineffective policies. For
example, government policy that addresses conservation threats through significant
investment of revenue sharing funds in long-term poverty alleviation strategies, such as
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development of social-infrastructure, has not significantly reduced human-induced threats
to conservation (Bush et al., 2010; Nielsen & Spenceley, 2010).
It is clear from the results that food insecurity is the main driver of forest
resources use and dependence by park neighboring poor households. The results point to
land scarcity, animal crop raiding, and lack of alternative income generating
opportunities as the main causes of food insecurity. From a Rwandan perspective, land
scarcity and declining soil fertility is a nationwide problem(Bigagaza et al., 2002), and
solutions to this problem at VNP must be viewed from this perspective. The population
of Rwanda has increased tremendously from 1.5 million in 1934 to 10.5 million in 2012
(Musahara & Huggins, 2005; GOR, 2012). Over 93% of Rwanda’s population is rural
and depends on land for subsistence agriculture (Clay, 1995). Yet, Rwanda’s arable land
is only 52% of its 26,336 km2 total surface area (GOR, 2008). Most of it is not suitable
for agricultural productivity (Clay, 1995). With an unprecedented average population
density of 368 people per km2 (GOR, 2012), the scarcity of land and its implications on
food insecurity is a national challenge. In some areas close to VNP, such as Gahunga
sector, the population exceeds 1,000 people per km2 (Bush et al, 2010). Such pressure on
land for agricultural production has led to farmland fragmentation, expansion of farming
to steep and fragile lands, and changes in the structure of landholdings, which have
affected land productivity in Rwanda (Clay, 1995). As seen earlier, this situation is worse
in highly populated areas adjacent to VNP. To manage the agricultural productivity and
food insecurity problem amidst such a scope of land scarcity in areas close to VNP, poor
households must be supported to invest significantly in coping strategies and productive
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technologies that can improve land productivity (Clay, 1995). Such coping strategies may
include, for example, investing in soil conservation and changes in land use, variations in
cropping patterns, and agroforestry (Clay, 1995). Efforts should be made to identify
people without land and help them acquire land or at least develop a communal land
tenure system to allow these poor residents to engage in agricultural productivity. This
will help address three identified problems of lack of occupation, food, and income.
Animal crop raiding of local agricultural fields is also another contributing factor
to food insecurity in areas adjacent to the park, as the results indicated. A social
economic study done by Bush et al. (2010) indicated that buffaloes, porcupines, golden
monkeys, and bush pigs were the most problematic animals affecting potato and maize
plantations near the park. The presence of Mountain Gorillas in community land has
more recently been linked to the crop-raiding problem (Kwizera, Per comm.). In the eyes
of a rural farmer, these animal species are regarded as pests that ignite and perpetuate
human-wildlife conflicts (Pienkowski et al., 1998). In Africa, where protected areas are
part of highly populated human landscape, crop raiding remains a critical element in
human-wildlife conflicts (Naughton-Treves, 1998; Pienkowski et al., 1998). Management
of crop raiding at VNP therefore calls for a thorough assessment of crop raiding seasonal
patterns, problematic animals, and work with local residents to find a long lasting
solution (Tweheyo, Hill, & Obua, 2005). Currently, park officials are investing in
installation of stonewall fence in areas where crop raiding is common. However, the
extent to which this is successful is not clear. Evidence indicates that fences may not
deter primates crossing into farmland (Mwathe & Waithaka, 1995; Tweheyo et al., 2005).
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While investing in long-term solutions, it should be understood that some level of crop
raiding could persist (Naughton-Treves, 1998; Pienkowski et al., 1998).
Therefore park management at VNP should work with local residents to find ways
to reduce crop raiding where the fences have been less effective and invest in efforts that
can enable local tolerance for wildlife beyond park boundaries (Naughton-Treves, 1998).
As Sekhar (1998) suggested, human-wildlife conflicts attributed to crop raiding are better
addressed through co-management with local residents. Some of the solutions to animal
crop-raiding could be for example, planting crops that are less attracting to wildlife and
supporting residents affected by crop-raiding with access to alternative sources of
livelihoods (Osborn & Parker, 2002). Additionally, poor households neighboring the park
could be engaged in community-based enterprise programs with potential to generate
income. This would potentially provide a dual solution to a crop-raiding problem by
providing alternative livelihood sources while creating tolerance to crop raiding among
local residents (Sekhar, 1998).

Perceptions of poverty in households neighboring VNP
The primary indicators of poverty in households neighboring VNP were found to
be the scarcity of food, no shelter, no domestic animals, children not going to school, and
families not seeking medical care. In essence, poor households maintain a living by
begging or working for food and accepting casual labor opportunities in privileged
households further away from the park in their community. Poverty, as perceived by poor
households in communities adjacent to VNP, is attributed to land scarcity, crop raiding,
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lack of jobs, and isolation from development. These perceptions reveal that poverty in
this area is viewed as a food insecurity problem that is driven mainly by land scarcity and
animal crop raiding. In addition, the poor lack other income generating opportunities,
such as livestock faming. While the government provides such opportunities through “a
cow per household” project, the results showed that poor households lack the capability
to maintain them.
The results demonstrate a difference in the perceptions of poverty. While local
residents primarily perceive poverty as a food insecurity problem, park officials perceive
it from a broader perspective, attributing it to illiteracy, indifference behavior, poor
health, and lack of employment opportunities. The implications of this difference in
perceptions is significant particularly at the policy formulation level where causes of
conservation threats attributed to poverty are misdiagnosed, leading to misguided
integrated conservation and development programs (Salafsky & Wollenberg, 2000). For
example, over 80% of revenue sharing funds are invested in socio-infrastructure projects
to improve livelihoods and conservation of the park. However, the results in this study
showed that the primary objectives of improving livelihoods and conservation using
revenue sharing funds might be missing a mark by failing to significantly invest in food
security programs targeting poor households neighboring the park. It is not surprising
therefore that the conservation effect of tourism revenue sharing program at VNP is
lacking, as mentioned in previous studies (Bush et al., 2010; Nielsen & Spenceley, 2010).
Policy makers must investigate and consider the causes of forest dependence from
a poor household perspective. At VNP, food insecurity was found to be one of the main
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drivers of forest dependence that must be recognized and addressed to overcome forest
dependence. This is not a new phenomenon in conservation. The Luangwa valley case in
Zambia, for example, developed a food security program through Community Markets
for Conservation (COMACO) to meet both livelihood and conservation needs (Lewis et
al., 2011). Food insecure households were identified in Luangwa Valley, and through
COMACO, these households were trained, they were used to meet livelihood needs, and
they were linked to market chains for their surplus agricultural produce (Lewis et al.,
2011). Beyond food insecurity, park officials along with collaborating government and
non-government organizations must understand poverty from a local context and view it
as a multiple dimensional phenomenon when designing conservation policies. The
implications of each poverty dimension towards the goal of improving livelihoods and
conservation of wildlife at VNP must be clearly assessed and understood to inform policy
formulation and decision-making. As seen in the theoretical framework section, policy
makers managing VNP must view poverty from a livelihoods perspective by considering
physical, social, and economic wellbeing of a household as well as its capacity to
maintain it (Angelsen & Kaimowitz, 1999; Chambers, 1995). By using the livelihoods
approach, policy makers will be able to assess the multiple drivers of poverty from a
household perspective and effectively link poverty to forest use and dependence at a
household level.
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Conclusion
Poverty in Rwanda is classified into three categories, “the poor”, “extremely
poor”, and “absolute poor.” The results showed that poverty from an absolute poor
perspective in areas neighboring VNP is primarily characterized by food insecurity, lack
of alternative means of livelihoods, lack of shelter, and absence of household assets that
can generate income. Additionally, households in absolute poverty that neighbor VNP do
not seek medical care and education opportunities available to them. It is clear from these
results that poverty has multiple meanings to people neighboring the park. The results
also demonstrated that the dominant form of forest dependence at VNP is water, bamboo,
and bush meat harvests. Gathering honey and crop support sticks were also found to be
the forest resources used by park neighboring poor households.
These findings revealed that forest dependence varies depending on the household
livelihood needs. Additionally, multiple dimensions of poverty from a poor household
perspective, as reflected in the results, could influence variations in forest resource use
and dependence. The implication of this is that park management who evaluate the link
between poverty and conservation must consider the multidimensional nature of poverty
and the influence of each dimension on a household’s use and dependence on forest
resources. Current efforts to link poverty and human-induced threat to biodiversity at
VNP include development of social infrastructure projects and community-based
enterprises with a potential to generate income for communities. However, the immediate
conservation effect of these programs has been questioned because of policy and decision
makers’ ability to properly diagnose the cause of forest dependence. For example, in
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highly populated areas characterized by acute poverty, economic returns for poor from
community-based enterprises may not be enough for them to seek alternative livelihoods
(Hackel, 1999). Additional efforts to target the potential forest dependent residents and
work with them to develop effective linkages among poverty, forest dependence, and
biodiversity conservation are lacking (Salafsky & Wollenberg, 2000).
The way forward could be seen from two perspectives. First, the management of
VNP should aim to develop a link between poverty and biodiversity conservation by
targeting and working closely with households in extreme poverty rather than residents in
associations who are economically better off. Partnership with such residents should aim
to establish trust and improve relations with park management officials through the
following initiatives; develop regulated access to some of the most important resources
they cannot otherwise get elsewhere, such as water; involve them in monitoring illegal
use of forest resources for them to be part of the ongoing conservation efforts at VNP;
work with them to monitor and control crop raiding; work with them to develop
appropriate mechanisms to monitor and manage compensation claims for crop raiding;
and seek their active participation in the conception and design of tourism revenue
sharing benefits and linkages. Second, future research in form of a community-wide
survey must be undertaken to investigate on a broader scale, the multiple dimensions of
poverty from a household livelihoods perspective and the influence of each dimension on
forest dependence. Until the aspects of poor household livelihoods that influence their
forest use and dependence behavior are investigated, understood, and addressed, the
future of biodiversity in biodiversity rich developing countries will remain distressing.
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CHAPTER THREE

TOURISM BENEFIT PERCEPTIONS AMONG PROTECTED AREA MANAGERS
AND LOCAL RESIDENTS: THE CASE OF TOURISM REVENUE SHARING AT
VOLCANOES NATIONAL PARK, RWANDA

Introduction
Tourism revenue sharing has become a popular strategy for integrated
conservation and development programs in Africa (Archabald & Naughton-Treves, 2001;
Blomley, Namara, McNeilage, Franks, Rainer, Donaldson, Malaps, Olupot, Baker,
Sandbrook, Bitariho & Infield, 2010). In some African countries revenue sharing
programs have been embraced as a mechanism through which sustainable conservation
can be achieved in highly threatened protected areas (Blomley et al., 2010). In Rwanda
for example, five percent of annual tourism revenue is earmarked annually to fund
community projects neighboring the park (Kagarama, Bizoza & Kayigamba, 2011). In
2011, the revenue sharing budget was a little over 113 million Rwandan Francs
(Approximately USD 176,000). Every year, community projects in areas adjacent to
Volcanoes, Nyungwe and Akagera National Parks receive 40 percent 30 percent and 30
percent, respectively, of the annual revenue sharing fund (Kagarama et al, 2011). The
rationale behind such significant investment of tourism revenue in communities near
parks is to promote locals’ coexistence with wildlife by offsetting cost impacts
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(Archabald & Naughton-Treves, 2001). Such costs include loss of agricultural
productivity to animal crop raiding and loss of access to forest resources (Archabald &
Naughton-Treves, 2001). Additionally, tourism revenue sharing programs are expected to
help improve livelihoods and provide incentives for local residents to reduce forest
resource dependence and support conservation (Blomley et al., 2010; Brandon & Wells,
1992). There is evidence in the literature to support the argument that tourism benefits
have created positive attitudes toward conservation (Adams & Infield, 2003; Archabald
& Naughton-Treves, 2001; Walpole & Thouless, 2005).
The conservation impact of the tourism revenue sharing strategy is debatable
(Adams & Infield, 2003; Ahebwa, Duim, & Nyakaana, 2008; Archabald & NaughtonTreves, 2001). It is documented that the tourism revenue sharing strategy supporting
community-based programs has failed to significantly demonstrate success in addressing
conservation threats from communities neighboring the protected area (Ahebwa, Ver der
dium and Nyakana, 2008; Archabald & Naughton-Treves, 2001; Brandon & Wells, 1992;
Hackel, 1999). Archabald & Naughton-Treves (2001) attribute this failure to a number of
limitations, including multiple stakeholders with divergent interests, poor policies, lack of
accountability at national and local level, and inadequate funds to address livelihood
needs. While these limitations present an understanding of potential failure of tourism
revenue sharing programs in addressing conservation threats, the main concern for
community-based conservation programs effectiveness has been the poor link between
community-funded programs and their conservation impact (Blomley, 2010; Wunder,
2001, Sunderlin, Angelsen, Belcher, Burgers, Nasi, Santoso and Wunder, 2005). In this
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chapter, we use the case of Volcanoes National Park (VNP) in Rwanda to examine the
potential of tourism revenue sharing as a community-based conservation strategy to
address conservation threats. We take a multi-stakeholder approach in this examination
using focus group discussions with senior park management officials, local residents with
access to tourism revenue sharing funds, and poor residents without access to the benefits
of tourism revenue sharing. Focus group results are discussed comparatively, and
recommendations are provided to improve the conservation impact of tourism revenue
sharing strategy at VNP in Rwanda.

Literature Review
Tourism benefits as an incentive for conservation
Tourism has evolved as an economic development tool for developing countries
because of its potential to generate foreign exchange (Ashley & Roe, 1998; Walpole &
Goodwin, 2001; Wunder, 2000). One of the valued benefits of tourism in developing
countries is the political will among governments in Africa to support wildlife
conservation amidst many locally competing resource use needs (Sekhar, 2003). Wildlife
conservationists in developing countries have turned to nature-based tourism as a strategy
to promote non-consumptive use of natural resources to achieve both local community
development and conservation goals (Lindberg & Huber, 1993; Wunder, 2000). The
appeal of wildlife tourism as a conservation and development tool is its potential to
provide local economic benefits while maintaining wildlife integrity (Stem, Lassoie, Lee,
Deshler, & Schelhas, 2003). This approach has resulted in various community-based
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initiatives common in the tourism literature, such as community-based tourism projects.
Such initiatives are introduced to reduce poverty, thereby indirectly creating incentives
for wildlife conservation among local residents (Ashley & Roe, 1998; Boo, 1991;
Walpole & Goodwin, 2001).
Tourism as a conservation incentive tool operate on the premise that if local
people can earn income, or receive benefits through such community-based tourism
projects, they, in turn, would value wildlife and help to protect it (Goodwin, 1996;
Walpole & Thouless, 2005; Wunder, 2000). However, achieving such an indirect
objective is more complex than it appears because of multiple practical challenges. Many
studies on tourism as an incentive for conservation have focused on local resident
employment opportunities (Tosun, 2000; Walpole & Goodwin, 2001; Walpole &
Thouless, 2005), income from tourism (Ashley & Roe, 1998; Gossling, 1999; Tosun,
2000), and perception change toward wildlife conservation (Sekhar, 2003; Walpole &
Thouless, 2005). Results from these studies have fallen short of addressing the cause of
threats to wildlife conservation, which is attributed to the limited understanding of the
drivers to human-induced threats to wildlife and how they can be directly targeted and
addressed by tourism benefits. An illustration of such complexity can be seen in the
research of Ashley and Roe (1998), who point out that conservation of wildlife in most
developing countries depends on the commitment of all residents, whereas in reality,
tourism benefits are only accessed by a few. For example, most tourism benefits
promoted as conservation incentives are not targeted at residents that bear the cost of
coexisting with wildlife and are threatened the most (Vaughan, 2000; Walpole &
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Goodwin, 2001). This raises the issue of sustainability that surrounds nature-based
tourism in developing countries, and its ability to ensure long-term survival of wildlife
and the wellbeing of neighboring local residents. Such gaps in tourism benefits as an
incentive for conservation call for further rigorous studies of local residents’ attitude
toward wildlife, an understanding of the causes of negative perceptions and actions of
local residents affecting wildlife, and what needs to be addressed to achieve long-term
support for conservation.

Constraints on tourism to create local support for wildlife conservation
Local residents’ participation in tourism and the impact of associated benefits to
wildlife conservation in developing countries are not well known because developing
countries have been underrepresented in the tourism literature (Spenceley & Goodwin,
2007; Wunder, 2000). If we are to advance in this direction as Xu and associates (2009)
suggest, it is important to direct our inquiry toward local residents’ participation in
tourism, and go beyond this to understand the constraints affecting their ability to
participate and ensure that there is a direct link between participation and wildlife
conservation. A few studies that have been done in developing countries suggest that
there are numerous challenges for local communities to access tourism benefits
(Bookbinder, Dinerstein, Rijal, Cauley, & Rajouria, 1998; Sekhar, 2003; Walpole &
Thouless, 2005). Some of the key challenges presented in such studies include tourism
enterprises generating net benefits for communities (Walpole & Goodwin, 2001; Walpole
& Thouless, 2005), distribution of tourism benefits equitably among local residents
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(Gossling, 1999; Walpole & Thouless, 2005; Wunder, 2000), linkages between tourism
benefits and wildlife conservation desires (Van der Duim & Caalders, 2002; Vaughan,
2000), and the community support for tourism in their area (Sekhar, 2003).
Some of these challenges are unrealistic because of the complexity surrounding
wildlife conservation in developing countries and a limited understanding of diverse local
livelihood needs their relationships to wildlife. As Xu and associates (2009) suggest, such
complexity helps to explain the discrepancy between tourism theory and practice. For
example, the ability to have an equitable distribution of benefits among local residents is
suggested by numerous studies (Van der Duim & Caalders, 2002; Walpole & Goodwin,
2001; Walpole & Thouless, 2005), but it is difficult in reality because of limited
resources and high demand for those resources in highly populated communities in
developing countries. Secondly, support for tourism must be based on tangible and direct
benefits to local residents who bare the opportunity cost of wildlife conservation and
tourism, rather than the common method of indirect benefits promoted through monetary
value and development programs such as the building of schools and health centers
(Ashley & Roe, 1998; Tosun, 2000; Walpole &Thouless, 2005). Absence of a direct
linkage between tourism benefits and wildlife conservation is one of the key limitations
of tourism serving as an incentive for wildlife conservation among local residents
(Blomley et al, 2010). Some studies support the view that only direct incentives that
address conservation problems, rather than in direct monetary benefits, will be effective
to ensure sustainability of community support for conservation (Bookbinder et al., 1998;
Wunder, 2000).
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Background to Volcanoes National Park
Conservation value of Volcanoes National Park
VNP presents a unique, high altitude part of the Albertine Rift, which is
recognized as one of the most critical ecosystems for conservation in the world
(MacKinnon and MacKinnon, 1986). With varying altitudinal range, VNP is
characterized by distinctive zones of open montane forest, bamboo, sub-alpine and afroalpine vegetation (ORTPN, 2005). High elevation and strict altitudinal zonation create
distinct habitats for an extremely high percentage of globally rare and endangered species
(ORTPN, 2005). The most famous of its endangered taxa are the Mountain Gorillas,
which has led VNP to receive global acclaim for its conservation and tourism (Plumptre,
McNeilage, Hall & Williamson, 2003). The most striking feature of VNP is the high
levels of endemism and distinctiveness in its flora and fauna (Plumptre et al., 2003).
VNP is also important for its contribution to the wellbeing and economy of the
people neighboring the park and the country in general (Plumptre et al., 2004; Weber,
1987). Although it is small in size, VNP contributes approximately 10 percent of the
country’s rainfall (Plumptre et al, 2004). With its forest cover, it stabilizes the infiltration
and release of water, providing relatively steady streams to the neighboring agricultural
fields (Weber, 1987). The focus on Mountain Gorillas as a unique flagship species has
also allowed the development of a successful tourism industry both at the local and
national level (Munanura et al, 2013).
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Tourism at Volcanoes National Park
Tourism numbers at VNP have been increasing since 1974 when ORTPN (Office
Rwandaise du Tourisme et Parc Nationaux) was created (ORTPN, 2005). However the
trend significantly increased in 1979 upon the introduction of Mountain Gorilla tourism
(Nielsen and Spenceley, 2010). During the civil war and genocide between 1990 and
1994, tourism at VNP virtually disappeared. For example, annual tourist numbers
reduced from 39,000 in 1984 to less than 1,000 tourists in 1994 (Nielsen and Spenceley,
2010). After security returned in the country in 1995, tourism started to improve by the
year, as Table 3.1 below indicates (Munanura et al, 2013). For example since 2010, over
20,000 visitors have toured VNP, generating in 2011, annual tourism revenue of over 10
million US dollars for Rwanda (RDB, Unpublished report).
Today, Mountain Gorilla tourism remains the foundation of tourism success at
VNP, and for this reason, VNP forms the backbone of tourism in Rwanda. Other
attractions have since been developed at VNP, including visits to the crater lakes, bird
treks and mountain climbing, which all have led to a significant growth of tourism at
VNP. However, none of these attractions has the appeal of mountain gorilla tourism has.
For example, over 80 percent of tourists to VNP are mountain gorilla visitors (Nielsen &
Spenceley, 2010).
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Table 3.1 Annual tourist numbers and revenue for VNP (Source; RDB, Unpublished).
Year

Visitor numbers

Revenue in US dollars

1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
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1,663
2,653
1,192
0
417
1,313
2,155
5,575
7,239
8,542
10,495
14,008
18,028
19,783
18,855
23,359
27,422

10,475
430,542
346,164
149,145
0
87,333
281,693
233,176
1,024,137
1,402,953
2,257,898
3,005,783
4,523,217
6,883,844
7,743,024
7,343,549
8,895,020
10,197,337

Total

162,760

54,815,290

Revenue sharing experience at Volcanoes National Park
Implementation of the tourism revenue sharing policy for Rwanda started in 2005
(Kagarama et al., 2011). It is based on the principle of investing five percent of the total
tourism revenue Rwanda generates annually back into the communities that neighbor the
parks (Kagarama et al., 2011). This initiative is aimed at providing these local
communities with economic incentives that will generate support for conservation
(Kagarama et al., 2011). The Rwandan government and the RDB (Rwanda Development
Board) view this policy as a means to sustainably protect parks that are continuously
threatened by local residents in communities that neighbor the parks (Kagarama et al.,
2011). In comparison to other parks, VNP takes the largest share—40 percent of the total
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amount earmarked for tourism revenue sharing every year (Kagarama et al., 2011). Since
its introduction in 2005, RDB has invested over 580 million Rwandan Francs
(approximately USD 900,000) (Table 3.2 with data from RDB’s, Unpublished report).

Table 3.2. Tourism revenue shared with community residents near VNP (Source; Janvier Kwizera,
Community Warden at VNP)
Year of Implementation
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
Total

Amount in Rwandan Francs
16,000,000
75,102,037
66,000,000
65,876,795
111,427,000
26,000,000
113,243,753
113,189,166
586,838,751

Amount in USD (640RwF/1USD)
25,000
117,347
103,125
102,932
174,105
40,625
176,943
176,858
916,936

The tourism revenue sharing policy for Rwanda seeks to achieve three main
objectives; reducing illegal activities in the park, improving livelihoods, and building
trust among the local communities that neighbor Rwanda’s protected areas (Kwizera,
unpublished report). However, a mismatch exists between funded projects and the
objectives of the tourism revenue sharing policy. For example, the majority of the
revenue sharing-funded projects at VNP are social in nature, targeting infrastructure
projects such as schools, clinics, water tanks and others as indicated in Table 3.3
(Kagarama et al, 2011). While these present significant long-term benefits that might be
directly linked to the main revenue sharing objectives, they do not offer immediate and
urgent solutions to the threats to the conservation of VNP that emanate from communities
neighboring the park. As Kwizera suggests in his unpublished community conservation
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report, such programs benefit wealthy residents who live near village centers, where
funded projects are concentrated, rather than the poorest household in remote areas,
which are in proximity to VNP. In fact, there is evidence that threats such as bamboo
cutting, water harvests, and poaching from communities neighboring the park at VNP
have not reduced in recent years (Munanura et al, 2013; Bush et al, 2010).
Table 3.3 Annual tourism revenue sharing investment in communities neighboring VNP from 20052012 (Source; Janvier Kwizera Note; US$1=640 Rwandan Francs)
Projects funded
by Tourism
Revenue funds at
VNP
Infrastructure
projects
Bridges
Houses for the poor
Schools
Water tanks
construction
Water canalization
Cooperative owned
community
enterprises
Agricultural
projects
Bamboo plantations
Livestock projects
Support for
carpentry
Motorcyclist
competition
Support for
handicraft
Total Annual
Revenue Sharing
Investment at VNP
% of Revenue
Sharing Investment
in Infrastructure
projects
% of Revenue
Sharing Investment
in Community
enterprise projects

Annual Tourism Revenue Sharing investment at Volcanoes National Park in Rwandan Francs (640RwF/1USD)
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

7,000,000

5,000,000
9,000,000
75,102,037

60,000,000

48,000,000

9,000,000

60,000,000
22,927,000

2,000,000
38,594,793
27,387,501

12,000,000
7,513,543

17,876,795
6,000,000

15,500,000

20,807,292

30,135,000
34,257,777
10,923,333
5,567,500

32,305,556

3,500,000
14,517,187
6,000,000
3,500,000
2,423,437

16,000,000

75,102,037

66,000,000

65,876,795

100%

100%

90.9%

72.9%

0

0

8.1%

27.1%

111,427,00
0

26,000,000

113,243,753

113,189,166

74.4%

100%

60%

71.4%

25.6%

0

40%

28.6%

Therefore, there is a mixed reaction toward whether the revenue sharing policy at
VNP has been a success. It is believed to have been successful since its implementation.
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The critics fault it for showing little evidence of the conservation impact that can be
attributed to investment in social and indirect community benefit programs (Nielsen &
Spenceley, 2010, Sabuhoro, 2006). As indicated in Table 3; on average, over 80 percent
of tourism revenue sharing monies has funded social-infrastructure projects, while
community enterprises continue to be marginally supported. It is worth noting that even
the few community enterprises supported are generally owned and controlled by residents
in cooperatives who are economically better off than the average residents. It is not
surprising that the conservation impact of Rwanda’s revenue sharing policy has been
challenged in the literature (Nielsen & Spenceley, 2010; Spenceley, Habyalimana,
Tusabe, & Mariza, 2010).
The conflicting views of the revenue sharing policy can be attributed to multiple
interests associated with the scheme. On one end of the continuum is the conservation
interest associated with the revenue sharing scheme and on the other end is local
community development. What often tips the balance toward community development
over conservation is the political influence at the decision-making level. Political leaders
who represent local communities on decision-making committees have used the revenue
sharing schemes as a tool to gain political capital.
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Methods
Participants
Thirty participants, including 26 men and 4 women, participated in this study. A
stratified purposeful sampling approach was used to select participants from three
distinctive categories representing local groups comprising individuals whose life or
professional experiences are associated with park resources dependence (Creswell, 2009;
Rabiee, 2004). The number of participants in each group was capped at 12, to avoid
fragmentation of a group into subgroups and factions (Rabiee, 2004). The first group of
participants included the heads of poor households whose residences are in close
proximity to the park boundary. In Rwanda, poverty is classified into three categories of;
poverty, extreme poverty and absolute poverty (GOR, 2008). The first group of
participants represented households in absolute poverty. With the help of a local leader,
12 heads of poor households were selected and invited to participate in this study. The
second group of participants included 12 local people who are members of local
community-based associations and therefore have direct access to numerous benefits
from the government intended to improve livelihoods and reduce demand for forest
resources. The third group of participants included the senior park management of VNP
represented by six assistant park wardens who are involved in the day-to-day
management of forest dependence issues. They included the assistant warden for tourism,
assistant warden for law enforcement, assistant warden for monitoring and evaluation,
two assistant wardens for community outreach, and the assistant warden for park
administration.
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Data collection and Analysis procedures
This study uses a phenomenological approach of qualitative inquiry to describe
the dependence of poor residents living near VNP on park resources. Phenomenology
enables the understanding of a phenomenon (Richards & Morse, 2012) based on a
descriptive, reflective, interpretive, and engaging research framework from which lived
experiences can be elicited (Creswell, 2009). Additionally, it allows for flexibility and
openness that are needed to understand, conceptualize, and describe people’s lived
experiences (Giorgi, 1985). As a methodological framework, phenomenology was used
to guide data collection and analysis procedures described in the following sections.

Data collection procedure
Participants within three categories described above, were invited to take part in
three focus group interviews held on three separate occasions. Before conducting the
interviews in each group, the researcher introduced the objectives of the study and
himself and then asked for permission to record the discussion. Participants were assured
that their participation was voluntary and their responses confidential. Interviews with
poor residents, tourism benefiting residents, and park management lasted 1 hour and 45
minutes, 1 hour and 15 minutes, and 1 hour, respectively. The interview in each group
followed a set of questions based on a pre-determined interview protocol that was tested
for face validity by both university professors and practitioners experienced in this
research domain, and changes were made before interviews began. The structure and
sequence of questions followed the focus group interview protocol proposed by Krueger
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and Casey (2009). It included opening, introductory, transition, key and ending questions
(Krueger & Casey, 2009). The key questions focused in part, on the three main aspects of
this study, tourism benefits and the relationship that exists with VNP. The purpose of this
questioning approach was to provide a setting and direction facilitating a conversational
response with minimal involvement of the researcher (Kitzinger, 1994; Krueger & Casey,
2009). Interviews were recorded simultaneously on two digital devices and as field notes
to enable comparison and avoid misrepresentation (Krueger & Casey, 2009).

Data analysis
Using field notes and digital recording, interviews conducted with the three
groups of participants were transcribed separately by listening to recorded files and
comparing with field notes to ensure validity and make sense of the interview. Since the
interviews were conducted in Kinyarwanda language, a researcher who is a native
Rwandan translated the recording while transcribing the text from a digital recorder. The
entire transcript, written in English, comprised 37 pages. Upon completion, transcripts
were compared with field notes to identify inconsistences or errors in translation. Both
the recorded file of all three interviews and corresponding English transcripts were sent
to the community outreach warden to check translated text for mistakes, omissions, and
misrepresentations. Subsequently, the transcripts were returned with minor changes in
texts associated with local names of locations and wildlife species.
To analyze the final version of transcripts, a coding approach was used to identify
response categories and develop themes (Creswell, 2009; Richards & Morse, 2012;
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Seidman, 2006). Consequently, key sentences were highlighted and key words and
memos were noted in page margins and associated with highlighted text (Seidman, 2006).
Following the coding exercise, a thematic framework was done, where highlighted text
that exhibited similarity in each transcript was merged or moved to form categories and
descriptive statements (Seidman, 2006). This was intended to identify the patterns of
data, formulate meanings, and discover relationships within each transcript (Krueger &
Casey, 2009; Seidman, 2006). Generated themes and associated analytical text were
reviewed and compared across three focus groups to identify consensus and divergence in
the perceptions of tourism benefits across three focus groups (Creswell, 2009; Rabiee,
2004; Sim, 2001). To enable the comparison of data in each group and identify consensus
or divergence in results, the data from the three focus groups were analyzed concurrently
to develop themes and categories that cut across all three focus groups.

Results.
Summary
The results are presented in three sections representing the three focus group
interviews held. The key findings of this study are three-fold. First, it emerged that poor
households neighboring the park and whose livelihoods threaten the park do not have
access to the tourism benefits funded through revenue sharing. This is attributable to the
membership fee requirement of cooperatives and associations that are the primary
beneficiaries of the tourism revenue sharing scheme. Second, social-infrastructure
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projects that are significantly funded as tourism benefit projects provide long-term
benefits but do not address the immediate livelihood needs that commonly cause and
perpetuate illegal use and dependence on forest resources. Third, there is a disconnect
between the perceptions of the poor household participants and those of the remaining
two groups. While poor household participants do not highly regard the revenue sharing
scheme and state that it has not influenced their behavior in any way, benefiting residents
and park management officials agree that the tourism revenue sharing scheme is highly
successful. They believe that the benefits from tourism have significantly improved the
lives of local residents and the conservation at VNP.

Perceptions of poor households with no direct access to tourism benefits
Poor household focus group participants believe that as a community, they have
benefited from tourism through infrastructure projects such as schools, water tanks,
health centers and other revenue sharing funded programs. It was also acknowledged that
some of the benefits from tourism are accessible to a few poor individuals through shortterm employment or supplying RDB with construction materials in preparation for park
events such as KWITA IZINA, a baby gorilla naming ceremony.

PP3; “the money used to construct Nyabigoma primary school came from tourism.
Children used to walk for over an hour from Nyabigoma village to go school in Rushishi.
We have had water tanks built here at the cell administrative office in Kinigi, which has
provided us with water.... All these are benefits from tourism that are clear to us.”
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Participants also acknowledged that some poor families in this community have
benefited from tourism by having their houses constructed or receiving contributions
such as iron sheets for roofing. At the same time, they suggested that very few poor
households have had access to these benefits. Additionally, they noted that these benefits
do little to address their primary livelihood needs such as food. For example, water tanks,
in general, were constructed far from communities that typically harvest water from the
park. As a result, people still prefer to go to the forest even after the heavy investment in
water tank construction, because the water sources in the park are closer to them.
Participants also pointed out that even individuals that have had access to benefits such as
house construction are not satisfied because of constraints put on them, such as the
requirement to contribute construction materials by poor people, which they cannot
afford. These limitations make good ideas fail to address problems they are intended to
address.

PH 5; “here in Kansoro community we don’t have water. Most of our people get water
from the park, which is close to us. People don’t like to walk long distances from our
homes to where water tanks were constructed at big buildings in Kinigi.”

PH 8; “SACOLA and other organizations have built us houses to get us out of grass
houses. Some of us now live in iron roofed houses”

PH 4; “but even though we have houses, we don’t have food to eat from those houses.”
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PH 5; “these houses are not helping us. They are going to fall without being used
because they are only roofed structures without walls to protect us from cold.”

PH 12; “I live in someone else’s house, but it's not because they didn’t build me a
house, but I failed to get money to buy wooden poles so that they can build it for me.”

Participants attributed the inability of poor households to benefit from tourism,
particularly the revenue sharing scheme, to lack of money to pay the memberships fee
required of community based tourism association members. They believe that those who
are able to pay membership fees have overcome poverty, while those who cannot afford
membership fees have sunk further into poverty and destitution. For this to be addressed,
they suggested that community tourism associations with free membership that target
poor residents should be created to enable them to be active and benefit from tourism
revenue sharing opportunities available at VNP.

PH 4; “The main problem is that most of the benefits are available to people in
associations. To be a member, you have to pay a membership fee. For example, a
membership fee for women’s cooperative that makes baskets in our area is now about
200,000frw [approximately US$200].”

PH 10; “For us poor people to get 1000 frw [US$2] may take months or even may never
happen. We can’t benefit from those tourism opportunities you are talking about because
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we can’t afford membership fees... revenue sharing is meant for people in associations or
cooperatives not us....”

PH 1; “There is no way we can join such groups.... I joined one but I was chased out
because I failed to pay the annual membership fee.... Maybe if we had a cooperative of
our own as poor people where we don’t have to contribute a membership fee, then it
would be possible for us to be in a cooperative and benefit from tourism like the others.”

PH 3; “I think helping us and putting us in cooperatives and associations involving us
in an activity that can generate income will be good. This can help us especially at the
time where we are not able to get a job elsewhere.”

Perceptions of residents in associations benefiting from tourism revenue sharing
Participants in this focus group, who all are members of local community tourism
associations and cooperatives, acknowledged that tourism is of significant benefit to
them. They suggested that tourism benefits come to them through funding support they
get from SACOLA, a community private sector joint venture project. Additionally, they
get benefits through RDB’s revenue sharing program that provides them with capital as
well as funding important infrastructure projects such as schools that benefit their
community overall. Through their associations they get occupations and income from
activities, such as handicrafts sold to tourists. They argue that the tourism revenue
sharing scheme has improved their wellbeing and transformed their community
significantly.
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TBR 2; “We get 5 percent of total revenue from tourism, which is used as capital in our
cooperatives. This is one of the things we had missed from tourism in our community.”

TBR 1; “The money that we received from revenue sharing last year was about 113
million Rwf [US$190,000]. If I remember correctly, half of that money went to
cooperatives, and the other half into infrastructure projects.”

TBR 11; “SACOLA supplied over 20 cows, they built houses for poor people. However,
these were only given to people in Kinigi and Nyange.”

TBR 7; “SACOLA helps to prevent crop raiding and provides employment to poor people
who live near the forest to construct stone walls...when the money for maintaining the
stone wall comes, the members of the cooperatives and those people living near the areas
where the wall is built get work and get income from tourism directly that feeds their
families.”

While participants appreciated the tourism benefit opportunities they have access
to from the revenue sharing scheme, they felt that there were some elements that could be
improved. For example they stated that the 5 percent revenue sharing policy could be
improved to 10 percent as it would have a greater impact in their community.
Additionally, limitations to access to revenue sharing projects should be removed for the
benefit of all community members, including the poor. An example was provided in
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which water from a water tank constructed with revenue sharing money is being sold to
residents, which alienates poor residents who cannot afford to buy water, and as a result
look for other open access water sources including water streams in the park. It was also
observed that projects are not being well managed in the post award period, which affects
the sustainability of community benefits.

TBR 5; “Five percent revenue sharing money is not enough and should be increased to at
least 10 percent which could have a significant impact in this community.”

TBR 2; “We talked about the fact that we were supported with water tanks. Well, at the
water tank that they built here at the sector office, water is sold and not free. 20-liter
container costs 50frw and no poor person can afford to buy water. For me water projects
supported by revenue sharing are good, but don't benefit the poor people in this area.”

TBR 5; “The revenue sharing people who built water tanks are not the ones who
instructed that water should be paid for. It is the local authorities near the water tanks
that instructed that water should be paid for.... Water taps get spoiled, when this
happens, our people expect the government to repair them. This is why local leaders
decided to charge money for water.”

The primary concern irrespective of current tourism benefit perceptions among
this group of residents is the lack of access to employment opportunities in the park. This
group suggested that they are always overlooked during the park staff recruitment
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process, and this has created resentment and sometimes conflicts with park officials.
They pointed out that they feel there is a sense of rejection and low regard toward local
people by park officials because jobs in the park are offered to people from other regions
of the country. This has certainly catalyzed conflict between local residents and park
management.

TBR 1; “When it is time to employ people in the park, people like us who live near the
park and know it the best should be considered first. We feel bad to see people from
other regions of the country like Gitarama and Butare, who don't know the park, come
here and take our jobs.”

TBR 7; “We understand the need to employ people from other areas of our country, but
our wish is that the government should give us a certain percentage of such jobs. For
example, if the government is to employ 10 people in the park, 8 of those should come
from the areas neighboring the park.”

TBR 3; “I don't agree that people here have no abilities. I will give you an example. The
trackers and guides are not educated, but are people who know the park really well. But
the problem is that RDB employs people from other regions and ignores us because we
are not educated. We have the ability and know the park very well, but we are not given
jobs”
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Participants acknowledged that the cooperative and association membership fee is
a limitation for poor residents seeking to access tourism benefits. They believed that
joining and working in the association is expensive for poor communities and as such,
tourism is not very beneficial to poor households and will remain so unless RDB agrees
to work with poor people who are not in associations.

TBR 2; “For example, we have the COTIMU cooperative, to which I belong. When we
started it, all of us were required to have equal shares. We started by having each
member contribute 2,000frw [US$3]. And this was not a lot of money at that time, but
the very poor person could not afford this amount to join. As we progress, our shares
have been increasing.... For any new individual to join us now, it is quite difficult
because their membership fee will be based on the current value of shares, which is too
high for the poor to afford. So every year, membership keeps increasing, and it becomes
difficult for new members to join. Poor people can’t afford this at all. Even if they had
some money to contribute, what will they use to buy food?”

TBR 12; “We also started a potato-farming cooperative. We started with a smaller
membership fee so that every poor person could join and benefit. But the very poor
people don’t have even the little money required to join. So as we advance from poverty,
very poor people remain behind in poverty.”
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Perceptions of park management officials
Park officials strongly believed that tourism has significantly benefited local
residents, particularly those grouped in associations and cooperatives. They stated that
the livelihoods of residents in associations have improved but also acknowledged that
residents not in associations have not benefited from tourism. They also suggested that
most of the community benefit projects funded through the revenue sharing program are
social in nature, and therefore, are intended to benefit all community members. They
pointed out that the community development interests of the local leaders primarily drive
funding decisions. There were mixed reactions among park officials participating in the
focus group interview on the effectiveness of the current revenue sharing scheme at VNP.
While some of them believed revenue sharing has been significantly successful in
changing local community lives, some did not agree, citing that it benefits those that were
already economically better off.

PM 1; “I believe the livelihoods of the people in associations really have improved
because of tourism. Tourism benefits have made a difference to them. But on the other
hand, not all people in this community are in associations. Those who are not in
associations don't have access to tourism benefits at all. They just observe tourism and its
benefits from a distance.”

PM 3; “for me, tourism benefits all the local people through health care, roads, and
many other social benefits. Even poor people benefit from these services because their
children will use the schools constructed from tourism revenue.”
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PM 1; “When mayors come to meetings where revenue sharing decisions are made, they
come with projects that can be funded in line with performance contracts they have with
the president. Such projects include infrastructure programs, schools, health centers,
roads and others. These are tangible projects they can show off to the president to
demonstrate their achievements for the year.”

Park officials acknowledged the challenges of associating social benefits to
conservation and pointed out that direct benefits are preferable. For example, they
suggested that crop raiding by wildlife is the main conservation problem they deal with,
yet it cannot be addressed by social benefits funded through the revenue sharing program.
As a result, people want direct benefits as compensation for their lost crops. Participants
believe that once the compensation policy is in place, people will be more appreciative of
tourism’s benefits and human-wildlife conflicts will decrease.

PM 2; “local people here argue that they don't get benefits from tourism because 5
percent revenue sharing builds schools but does not protect their potato fields from wild
animals. This is an indication that compensation policies in the pipeline might be helpful
in addressing some of these concerns.... the benefits will not be appreciated until
compensation is in place for crop raiding.... the people here want direct benefits, not the
indirect benefits that revenue sharing supports”
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PM 4; “these people always say that first consider me as the one whose crops were
destroyed, who helps when the forest is on fire before you support others with tourism
benefits. In fact, the 5 percent revenue sharing was aimed at such issues, but we also
need infrastructure and to support sustainable projects rather than just individual
interests.”

To realize a greater impact on conservation through tourism benefits, park
officials believed that there is need to change the benefit-sharing approach to start
supporting individual poor households that are not currently benefiting from tourism
associations. Additionally, they suggested that other bold approaches such as low skilled
mass employment opportunities, management of soil erosion, and compensation for crop
raiding are the most important solutions needed to minimize human-wildlife conflicts at
VNP.

PM 2; “We need to start changing the approach, away from associations to individual
households that are not benefiting from associations, to address conservation
problems.... We need to reevaluate the effectiveness of our programs. For example, if
water projects are not helping people, then we need to find out how else we can we
address it. For example, people now live in imidugudu [housing estate] with iron sheet
houses, why can’t we promote water harvesting from their houses? If they have a source
of bamboo problem, why can’t we promote agro forestry in communities? For me, this is
the era we are in and how we need to address issues.”
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PM 1; “We need programs that offer mass and low skilled employment. We should aim to
solve problems that cause conflicts such as soil erosion by water from the park and crop
raiding before we encourage people to live in harmony with wildlife. If we do that,
conservation will be successful.”

Discussion

Implications of tourism benefit perceptions among poor households
Results from this study suggest that poor households are isolated from direct
tourism benefit opportunities and are peripheral to the revenue sharing scheme at VNP.
While they recognize the long-term value of the social and indirect benefit opportunities
associated with the revenue sharing scheme, they don’t believe it is helping to address
their immediate livelihoods needs. Therefore, it appears tourism revenue sharing is not
addressing its primary objective of improving livelihoods of the poor and reducing illegal
activities in VNP.
There are some implications associated with this result. First, it is widely believed
that forest resources are increasingly being depleted by poor households neighboring
protected areas who seek basic livelihoods (Adhikari, Williams, & Lovett, 2007; Brandon
& Wells, 1992; Kaimowitz, 2003; Masozera & Alavalapati, 2004). When the livelihood
needs of the poor who live in close proximity to parks are not met through non-forest
based alternative livelihood sources, the conservation of forest resources and parks
remains exposed and threatened (Margolius & Salafsky, 2001; Sunderlin et al., 2005;
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Sunderlin, Angelsen, & Wunder, 2003). In light of the poor households’ negative
perceptions of tourism revenue sharing in addressing their basic livelihood needs, it is
clear VNP remains threatened by its poor neighboring communities. This is in contrast to
the primary goal of the revenue sharing policy for Rwanda, which is to use tourism
benefits as a tool to improve livelihoods while reducing illegal activities in parks
(Kagarama et al., 2011). There is a need, therefore, to refocus the revenue sharing policy
to offer direct and targeted tourism benefits that address basic livelihood needs of poor
households if the revenue sharing policy objectives are to be met. Second, a bigger
portion of the revenue sharing funds have been spent in developing social-infrastructure
projects, with the expectation that this will lead to reduced human-induced threats to
wildlife and illegal activities in the park (Kagarama et al., 2011; Kwizera, unpublished).
However, it is widely acknowledged in the literature that social and indirect tourism
benefits do not offset the individual costs of conservation and, therefore, are not in
position to serve as incentives for conservation support among potential forest resource
dependents (Ahebwa et al., 2008; Parry & Campbell, 1992).
To overcome these shortcomings of the revenue sharing policy and address the
concerns of poor households, there is a need to readjust policy implementation to focus
benefits on the poor households who pose more of a threat to conservation rather than the
residents in cooperatives that often are in centers away from the park boundary (Kwizera,
Unpublished). One way to achieve this is to create “non membership fee” cooperatives
for the poor so they may actively participate in the revenue sharing scheme. Additionally,
the specific livelihood needs of the poor that are considered as drivers of conservation
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threats should be carefully reviewed and understood. This analysis can form a basis for
new community enterprises and tourism benefit opportunities that are directly tied to their
livelihood needs. As posited by numerous authors, tourism benefits should be designed to
meet the needs of the local people, to compensate them for their conservation efforts and
living near parks (Adams & Infield, 2003; Ahebwa, Van der duim, & Sandbrook, 2012;
Sekhar, 2003). Revenue sharing in developing countries has been less than fully
successful because of an emphasis on communal programs (Ahebwa et al., 2008;
Archabald & Naughton-Treves, 2001; Honey, 1999). The main strategic recommendation
here is the dual approach to revenue sharing policy implementation involving both
communal and individual level tourism benefits. Both the communal and individual level
tourism benefits should be balanced, with the individual level benefits to the poor taking
a larger share of tourism revenue investment in order to achieve both an immediate and
long-term conservation impact. Such a dual approach has successfully worked elsewhere,
for example at the Jozam Chwaka Bay Conservation Area in Zanzibar (Archabald &
Naughton-Treves, 2001) and Khama Rhino Sanctuary in Botswana (Sebele, 2010).

Implications of perceptions among residents with direct access to tourism benefits
Local residents who participated in the focus group interview expressed high
regard for the revenue sharing scheme. Results indicated that this category of residents
believe that the tourism benefit sharing program has successfully improved community
livelihoods and, therefore, helped to reduce human-induced threats to conservation at
VNP. This position however, contradicts the perceptions of poor residents who do not
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believe that the revenue sharing scheme has improved both local livelihoods and
conservation of wildlife. Results also indicate that some of the members in this group of
participants recognize limitations such as the membership fees to the success of the
revenue sharing program.
These results, however, have a number of implications. First, residents with
access to tourism benefits may be deliberately perpetuating the continued channeling of
benefits through local associations, irrespective of awareness of its limitations to achieve
expected results. The justification for this attitude can be traced to two theories. The
Rational Utility Theory, where an individual balances cost and benefits to maximize
personal advantage, we can hypothesize that tourism benefiting residents could have
deliberately ignored the limitations for the poor in their assessment of tourism benefits
(Friedman, 1953). The Social Exchange Theory also explains why this behavior has
persisted through the eight years of revenue sharing implementation. As Cook and Rice
(2006) posit, one key element of social exchange theory explains that an individual
repeats the actions from which they have been rewarded. As such, there is no incentive
for benefiting residents to change the status quo, irrespective of well-known limitations to
the revenue sharing scheme. Therefore, tourism-benefiting residents in associations
should not be expected to represent the communities neighboring the park during the
revenue sharing decision-making process, as they are likely to pursue choices that are
beneficial to them rather than the poor community.
To address these limitations to the revenue sharing scheme, solutions must not be
expected solely from the benefits to the residents, but should be channeled through
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multiple forums. For example, RDB should restructure the implementation of the revenue
sharing scheme to ensure that benefits are targeted to poor residents in close proximity to
VNP if the primary objectives of sharing revenue with communities are to be attained.
Efforts should be made to establish structures that are more free of political and selfserving interests of various stakeholders. It has been noted in the literature that revenue
sharing policies have failed due to poor implementation structures that are continuously
being manipulated by multiple interests of various stakeholders (Ahebwa et al., 2008;
Archabald & Naughton-Treves, 2001). As seen earlier in this chapter, this is true for
Rwanda’s revenue sharing scheme and must be addressed for the conservation impact to
be realized both in the immediate and long term.

Implications of park management officials’ perceptions
Results indicate that the perceptions of RDB’s park management officials toward
the success of the tourism benefit-sharing scheme are mixed. It was observed that some
officials strongly believed that revenue sharing has significantly improved livelihoods in
the community and the conservation status of VNP. It was also observed that there are
some officials who believe that the revenue sharing policy has not been very successful
because of its emphasis on social-infrastructure development rather than targeting small
scale projects that benefit poor households that neighbor VNP.
Such contradictory perceptions among park officials have a number of
implications. First, the continued significant investment in social-infrastructure programs
without regard to their direct and immediate impact in addressing conservation problems
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at VNP could be attributed to an inability to make such a link during deliberations and
decision making at the park management level. This is not surprising because making a
link between poverty-driven benefits and biodiversity conservation is complex (Hackel,
1999; Sachs et al., 2009; Sekhar, 2003). For conservation impact to be achieved through
tourism benefits, identifying links such as compensation, while taking into account the
local drivers of human-induced threats to conservation is important (Sachs et al., 2009).
There is a mixed reaction in the literature regarding the most effective way to link
tourism benefits and incentives for biodiversity conservation. Some authors, for example,
believe that a relationship can be realized if the benefits are direct, and the earnings
provided are high enough for individuals to justify the protection of biodiversity in order
to maintain these earnings (Kiss, 2004; Walpole & Goodwin, 2001). At the same time,
others argue that substantial benefits and/or earnings do not necessarily lead to
conservation support (Kiss, 2004). And, others state that among the myriad of
stakeholders, conservation benefits are difficult to achieve through tourism benefits
(Ahebwa et al., 2008; Ahebwa et al., 2012; Archabald & Naughton-Treves, 2001; Sekhar,
2003). Such a complexity in perspectives regarding the linkage between benefits to
conservation must be carefully examined and understood from a local context to
determine some of the subtle but highly effective approaches to link tourism benefits to
conservation. For example, investing in building structures that enable local participation
in order to develop trust with the local people affected by the park might promote the
success of the revenue sharing policy (Kiss, 2004; Salafsky et al., 2001).
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Second, park officials have deliberately ignored revenue benefit options that help
poor residents neighboring the park, which it can be argued, is likely to result in an
immediate conservation impact. This is attributed to the influence of political leaders
involved in making tourism-benefit decisions. These leaders are supposed to represent
their community interests but instead are driven by their own political interests. The
impact of political influence at the expense of local poor is not new, and is known to have
significantly affected incentive programs aimed at promoting conservation. Similar cases
have been reported elsewhere. For example, the revenue sharing experiences from
Uganda have pointed to the self-serving interests of local political leaders as a key
challenge to the revenue sharing scheme (Archabald & Naughton-Treves, 2001). To
overcome this limitation, political influence should be minimized by creating a revenue
sharing implementation structure that enables the participation of poor residents
neighboring the park in decision-making. As commonly suggested, conservation
decisions that do not consider local drivers of biodiversity loss and that do not have local
people as key stakeholders are not likely to succeed (Kremen et al., 2008; Sachs et al.,
2009; Sekhar, 2003). It is important therefore that tourism benefits are shared with these
poor households that are most likely to affect and be affected by the park (Hackel, 1999;
Sekhar, 2003).
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Conclusion and recommendations
Revenue sharing policy has become a popular approach in extending conservation
incentives to rural communities in proximity to protected areas in developing countries
(Adams & Infield, 2003; Archabald & Naughton-Treves, 2001; Honey, 1999). The
purpose of this policy is to provide local residents with economic incentives that enable
the improvement of their livelihoods while at the same time reducing the loss of
biodiversity (Archabald & Naughton-Treves, 2001; Sekhar, 2003). Implementation
experiences however do not paint a successful picture in relation to livelihood
improvement of the poor and improved wildlife conservation because of corruption,
poorly designed policies, and multiple stakeholder interests, among other reasons (Adams
& Infield, 2003; Archabald & Naughton-Treves, 2001; Kiss, 2004). Results suggest that
at VNP in Rwanda, the primary constraints to the revenue sharing policy include selfserving political interests, poor linkages between the benefits funded and the resulting
conservation impact, a limited of consideration of key drivers of biodiversity loss in
revenue sharing decisions, and the lack of participation and involvement in decision
making of poor residents who live in proximity to the park.
To overcome these constraints, it is proposed that the current implementation
structure, particularly the decision-making process, be reviewed and restructured to
achieve two objectives; First, the structure must be designed to enable the understanding
and consideration of the drivers of biodiversity loss from the perspective of the local
community. The identified drivers of biodiversity loss must be used as the first layer of
the decision-making process in order to select projects that have the greatest likelihood of
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mitigating the human-induced conservation threats at VNP. Second, a platform through
which poor household representatives can voice their views must be created within a new
decision-making process of the revenue sharing scheme. However, care must be taken to
ensure that the views of the poor are not inhibited by the presence of individuals in
positions of power, one of the key limitations of community participation in
conservation-based decision-making (Tosun, 2000). Park management must be cognizant
of the fact that political leaders lack the will to support and enforce community
participation because of its implications in the distribution of power. Therefore, the
participation of the poor must be mandatory (Tosun, 2000). Third, the new structure must
be designed to strategically meet both immediate and long-term conservation objectives.
To achieve immediate objectives, a bigger portion of the revenue-sharing funds should be
earmarked to support projects that are targeted to the subsistence livelihood of the poor
considered as the key driver of biodiversity loss. Long-term objectives will continue to
justify the social-infrastructure investments that are ongoing currently. Given that
significant funding has already been invested in social benefits, this chapter proposes that
such investment continues, but that the funding be scaled down to allow small-scale
projects benefiting the poor to have an increase in funding. This dual approach is
proposed because conservation in developing countries is in a crisis situation that requires
rapid action for remedy (Gavin & Anderson, 2007). In addition, key recommendations
are proposed to improve direct linkages between revenue sharing projects and wildlife
conservation at VNP.
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1. Target benefits to the poor in proximity to the park. Tourism revenue-sharing
policy should be revised to target those households in absolute poverty neighboring the
park boundary, and therefore, bear the cost of coexisting with wildlife. Two important
issues should be addressed. First, funding from revenue sharing should address a food
security problem that was found to be a main concern of these households (Munanura et
al, forthcoming). Those households with land should be facilitated to improve their yield
by funding a number of agricultural projects. For households without land, communal
land should be purchased to serve as public land for cultivation and farming activity by
the landless poor residents. This will not only address a food insecurity problem, but also
will allow these households to earn an income from any surplus yield. Second, revenue
sharing should invest in projects that create employment for the unskilled labor force to
generate employment opportunities for these poor residents. Third, households in
absolute poverty should be facilitated to form and work in associations that do not require
membership fees. These could be organized according to different skill sets such as
agriculture, handicrafts, and menial labor, among others. Park officials should aim to
engage them and involve them in the ongoing community and park collaborative efforts.
In particular, representatives of these associations should be involved in defining and
making decisions on linkages between revenue sharing and the conservation projects to
be funded.
2. Minimize political influence. Results reveal significant political influence in
revenue sharing decision-making. It is recommended that political leaders should not be
involved in revenue sharing decision-making. Rather, community representatives should
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be selectively chosen by park officials from community groups that bear the cost of
coexisting with wildlife, and those whose livelihood needs are directly tied to forest
dependence and biodiversity loss. These community representatives and park officials,
particularly those based at VNP who are more conversant with ongoing human-wildlife
conflicts, should work together to discuss, define, and develop appropriate linkages
between revenue sharing projects and wildlife conservation. Such linkages should aim to
reduce both forest dependence and as well as the cost (or perceptions of cost) of living in
proximity to the park.
3. Minimize investment in social-infrastructure projects. Significant investment of
revenue sharing funds has been made in social infrastructure programs such as the
building of schools and bridges. It is proposed that revenue sharing funds should have a
direct connection between livelihood needs and forest dependence. The key forms of
dependence at VNP include water, bamboo, and bush meat harvests (Munanura et al,
forthcoming). Revenue sharing funds, therefore, should aim to address this by funding
projects such as water catchment and supply for areas that still depend on the park for
water, food security projects for households in absolute poverty, and facilitation of
private and communal bamboo plantations in communities neighboring the park.
4. Post-funding monitoring and support. Results reveal that there is minimal
follow-up in the post-implementation phase of the revenue-sharing projects. However,
this is the most important stage where linkages with conservation need to be emphasized
to maintain consistency, and to have post-funding dialogues that reinforce the project link
with conservation. It is recommended that a schedule of regular supervisory and
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consultation meetings be planned by community conservation officers to uncover and
address limitations for effective implementation of funded programs.
5. Involve beneficiary groups in biodiversity threat monitoring and law
enforcement. For a link to be created in the minds of revenue sharing beneficiaries,
community groups that benefit should be organized and involved in biodiversity threat
monitoring and law enforcement activities. By involving these community groups, a
direct connection between their funded projects and the expected biodiversity
conservation benefits can be created in their minds. This will allow the government to
transfer biodiversity conservation responsibilities to the communities neighboring the
park. This has the potential to create a tolerance for wildlife conservation costs as well as
helping to build trust between communities and the government that has traditionally
been lacking.
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CHAPTER FOUR

MEASUREMENT DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF HOUSEHOLD
POVERTY AND FOREST DEPENDENCE RELATIONSHIP (HPFD INDEX)

Introduction
Forest dependence in developing countries has been linked to poverty (Angelsen
& Wunder, 2003; Fisher, 2004; Sunderlin et al., 2005). Evidence exists that poor
households in areas adjacent to forested areas in developing countries rely on forest
resources to sustain their vulnerable subsistence livelihoods (Bahuguna, 2000; Fisher,
2004; Masozera & Alavalapati, 2004; Sunderlin et al., 2005). As such, human forest
dependence is regarded as one of the major causes of biodiversity loss and forest
degradation in developing countries, in particular in tropical sub-Saharan Africa (Turner,
1996). The link between poverty and forest dependence has been extensively explored
through quantifiable socio-economic variables such as family size, income and education
(Bahuguna, 2000; Gavin & Anderson, 2007; Masozera & Alavalapati, 2004). However,
evidence suggests that poverty in a household is multidimensional and involves both
quantifiable and unquantifiable variables (Chambers & Conway, 1992). In fact, there is
evidence that it is the unquantifiable causal variables that are significant drivers of forest
dependence and biodiversity loss (Salafsky & Wollenberg, 2000). Therefore, linking
poverty to forest dependence with quantifiable variables risks limiting the understanding
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of the relationship between poverty, forest dependence and biodiversity loss. There is
evidence that several highly funded integrated conservation and development programs
have been unsuccessful due to the wrong diagnosis of the drivers of forest dependence
behavior among local residents (Archabald & Naughton-Treves, 2001; Blomley et al.,
2010).
In recognition of poverty as a complex and multidimensional construct, scholars
have proposed Household Livelihoods Security (HLS) as a framework that can better
conceptualize it (Chambers & Conway, 1992; Ellis, 2000; Frankenberger & McCaston,
1998). It is complex because many of aspects of poverty are not visible and cannot be
effectively understood by use of income data (Chambers, 1995). Use of HLS, however,
goes beyond quantifiable measures to identify intra-household living conditions and
coping mechanisms (Lindenberg, 2002). The HLS framework has been used extensively
in developing countries for emergency and human relief services by development
agencies such as CARE International, Oxfam and DFID (Ashley, Carney, & Britain,
1999; Lindenberg, 2002). Its systematic use, as a framework to understand the
relationship between poverty and forest dependence is minimal. Ongoing efforts and the
debate linking poverty and forest dependence are mainly conceptual in nature and do not
allow for a systematic and closer examination of intra-household poverty dimensions and
how they interact to influence forest dependence and biodiversity loss.
Much of the debate on the link between poverty and conservation has been on
consideration of poverty as an exogenous versus an endogenous variable in the
relationship with biodiversity conservation (Angelsen & Wunder, 2003; Sunderlin et al.,
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2005; Wunder, 2001). Looking at poverty from an exogenous perspective raises a
pertinent question offered by Angelsen and Wunder (2003); why do poor households
depend on forest resources? Addressing this question, however, calls for valid measures
on what is household poverty and forest dependence. As Salafsky and Wollenberg (2000)
posit, defining measures is one of the key requirements to understand the link between
poverty and forest dependence, yet there has been little effort to systematically develop
measures that link poverty and forest dependence. Defining measures for such complex
constructs requires robust, reliable, and valid procedures that lend themselves to
replication (Vira & Kontoleon, 2010). Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) provides us
with such procedures (Noar, 2003).
The objective of this research is to develop and validate measures of the poverty
and forest dependence. Using the case of Volcanoes National Park (VNP) in Rwanda,
this chapter empirically examines, using the HLS framework, how multiple dimensions
of poverty in households neighboring the park influence forest dependence. A modified
two-stage procedure for new measurement development and validation proposed by
Manor and Roth is followed (Menor & Roth, 2007).

Procedure used for measurement development and validation
Development and validation of measures for the hypothesized relationship
between poverty and forest dependence follows a slightly modified Back End and Front
End procedure for new measurement validation that was proposed by Manor and Roth
(2007). The modified procedure involves four steps within the two phases of Back End
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and Front End. Figure 4.1 below, provides a visual outlook of the procedure used to
develop and validate measures in this chapter, and a brief description is also provided.
The rationale for modification of Manor and Roth’s procedure for new measurement
validation is two-fold. First, one of the hypothesized models involves formative variables.
There is evidence that models involving formative variables require different estimation
procedures from those used in reflective variables (Diamantopoulos & Siguaw, 2006;
Diamantopoulos & Winklhofer, 2001; Jarvis, MacKenzie, & Podsakoff, 2003). Second,
the element of the inductive process of measurement purification through focus group
interviews with local professionals to locally contextualize measures obtained from the
literature is important for improving the quality and utility of measures (Vira &
Kontoleon, 2010).
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Front End Phase
Review literature and hypothesize

Step One
Specify construct domain
-‐ Review of literature
-‐ Hypothesize relationships

e

Purify selected measures through
- Expert sorting
- Expert ranking and rating
- Tentative reliability tests
- Multicollinearity tests*

Back End Phase
Step Three
Data Collection
-‐ Define population and sample
-‐ Design survey instrument
-‐ Train interviewers
-‐ Pretest survey instrument
-‐ Implement survey

Reliable
and valid
?
measure
s?
Yes

-‐

No

Step Two
Generate and purify measurements
-‐ Deductively generate
measurements (literature review)
-‐ Inductively contextualize
measures (focus group interview)

Review methods

Step Four
Index validation using CFA
-‐ Reliability analyses
-‐ Validity analyses

Reliable and
valid
measures?

Yes

Future
Research

Figure 4.1. A modified procedure for new measurement validation proposed by Menor and Roth,
2007 (Note; Multicollinearity tests is performed after data collection)

Front End Phase
Step 1: Specification of construct domain. Establishment of a cause and effect
relationship requires good measurement generated from good empirical science (Menor
& Roth, 2007). Evidence exists that good measures come from a strong theoretical and
conceptual understanding of variables and the hypothesized relationships (Churchill,
1979; DeVellis, 2011). In this study, therefore, the literature on poverty and forest
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dependence was reviewed. From this review, poverty and forest dependence constructs
were conceptualized, multiple dimensions of each construct explored, and models of
potential relationships hypothesized.
Step 2: Measurement generation and purification. Specifications and
measurements for each construct were drawn from the literature into a pool of potential
measures for both poverty and forest dependence constructs. Potential measures and
hypothesized relationships between the two constructs were inductively contextualized
using focus group interviews. Following Menor and Roth’s suggestions, selected
measurements were further purified through expert sorting and rating exercises as well as
tentative reliability tests. Through the process of measurement modification based on
purification results, and a tentative pool of measures was created for further statistical
analyses using SEM, for the “Back End” phase.

Back End Phase
Step 3; Data collection. The initial step in the “Back End” phase is data collection,
and the procedures used are provided in Section 5. The initial step was to design a survey
instrument from the pool of tentative measures and used for data collection. Using a
random sampling approach, participants were identified and invited for an interview.
Interviewers were recruited, trained, and closely supervised to minimize the potential for
interviewer bias (Dillman, Smyth, & Christian, 2009). As part of the training exercise for
interviewers, the survey instrument was pretested and improved before data collection.
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Step 4. Measurement validation using Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA).
Tentative measures were further tested for unidimensionality, reliability and validity
using CFA. Based on two measurement models that were hypothesized (Figure 4.2 and
4.3), the hypothesized model of forest dependence (Figure 4.3) was tested first, for
unidimensionality and reliability. The initial unidimensionality analysis for the reflective
model was aimed to factor analyze all hypothesized measures to ensure that each of them
represents a single underlying forest dependence construct before merging it with a
formative Household Poverty model (Clark &Watson, 1995; DeVellis, 2011) The Forest
dependence model was respecified and modified iteratively until it was consistent with
the data (Byrne, 1998). The modified model of Forest dependence was then linked to the
formative Household poverty model to form a MIMIC (Multiple Indicators and Multiple
Cause) model (Diamantopoulos & Winklhofer, 2001). The external validity test required
in the estimation of formative models was performed for the hypothesized MIMIC model
of Household poverty and Forest dependence relationship (Diamantopoulos &
Winklhofer, 2001; Jarvis et al., 2003).

Specification of Poverty and Forest dependence constructs domain
Poverty Construct
Poverty is a complex and multidimensional concept (Chambers, 1995). Some
authors have defined and viewed it from an economic perspective (Alkire & Santos,
2011; Baumann, 1998; Goedhart, Halberstadt, Kapteyn, & Van Praag, 1977; Reardon &
Vosti, 1995), while others have defined it from the perspective of wellbeing and
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livelihood (Chambers & Conway, 1992; Scoones, 1998). In fact, evidence exists to
support the use of both perspectives in defining and measuring poverty (Angelsen &
Kaimowitz, 1999; Angelsen & Wunder, 2003).
Traditionally, poverty has been conceptualized as having an income insufficient
to meet the basic needs of a household (Goedhart et al., 1977). It is not surprising that the
definition and measurement of poverty has been largely limited to income, wealth and
consumption (Angelsen & Wunder, 2003). However, these measures of poverty are
biased towards urban conditions and explain little about the realities of the rural poor
(Chambers, 1983). From the perspective of rural and remote areas of a developing
country, poverty is a complex, dynamic and multidimensional construct involving
material deprivation, lack of access to basic needs, and social inequality (Chambers,
1983; Chambers, 1995). To understand poverty, there is a need to move beyond
macroeconomic measures such as income, which are more applicable at a national, rather
than a village or household level.
The literature suggests that through the HLS (Household Livelihoods Security)
framework, poverty can be better understood from a household a perspective (Bhandari
& Grant, 2007; de Sherbinin et al., 2008; Sachs et al., 2004). Chambers work on
sustainable livelihoods in the mid-1980s has generated debate over the years on the
construction of poverty from a household perspective (Chambers, 1995; Chambers &
Conway, 1992; Frankenberger & McCaston, 1998; Maxwell & Smith, 1992; Scoones,
1998). This debate has significantly advanced the conceptualization of poverty from an
income and/or assets-based phenomenon to a multidimensional concept of sustainable
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livelihoods, encompassing not just income, but also the capabilities of a household to
maintain a means of living. The HLS approach, therefore, has evolved as a framework
through which poverty can be understood better (Chambers & Conway, 1992). One of its
key attributes is that it adds unquantifiable or non-material aspects of a household’s or an
individual’s wellbeing to the poverty definition (Angelsen & Wunder, 2003; Chambers &
Conway, 1992).
Chambers and Conway (1992) defined livelihood as a means of making a living,
comprised of capabilities, assets, and resources used in daily activities. It has become an
important approach for defining poverty, because of its emphasis on the means of
maintaining a living, which allows for a broader definition of poverty (Sunderline et al.,
2005). The sustainable livelihoods’ framework, as defined above, has been further
operationalized and widely applied in poverty alleviation discussions and intervention in
developing countries. For example, CARE International has developed an HLS Index to
measure poverty for humanitarian and development intervention (Frankenberger &
McCaston, 1998; Lindenberg, 2002). CARE’s HLS framework takes a multidimensional
approach to measure livelihood security through indicators such as food security, health
security, education security, economic security, and empowerment (Frankenberger &
McCaston, 1998). Oxfam has also operationalized sustainable livelihood from economic,
social, institutional and ecological perspectives (Ashley, Carney, & Britain, 1999). While
there are operational variations, the underlying multidimensional outcomes of HLS, such
as food, health, education and economic security, are commonly agreed upon. In this
chapter, therefore, CARE’s HLS framework is used as a model through which rural
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poverty in a household can be understood. It is on this basis that a hypothesized model of
household poverty is designed, as indicated in Figure 4.2, and its components are each
briefly discussed.
Household
Poverty

Food
Insecurity

FI1

FIk

Health
Insecurity

HI1

HIl

Education
Insecurity

EDI1

EDIm

Economic
insecurity

ECI1

ECIn

Figure 4.2. Hypothesized model of household poverty dimensions

Food (In) security
Food security is commonly perceived as the access to enough food for an active
and a healthy life (Keenan, Olson, Hersey, & Parmer, 2001; Maxwell & Smith, 1992).
From a HLS perspective, nutrition and food scarcity coping strategies for poor
households have become important elements in food security conceptualization
(Frankenberger & Goldstein, 1990; Maxwell, 1996). HLS enables the conceptualization
of food security beyond access to food for poor and vulnerable households. Food
insecurity is experienced when resources of a household are inadequate to obtain enough
food to meet basic needs (Keenan et al., 2001). A food insecure household is one that is
uncertain of having nutritious, adequate and safe food, and an inability to acquire such
food in a socially acceptable way (Bickel, Nord, Price, Hamilton, & Cook, 2000).
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However, such multiple dimensions of food (in)security create the difficulty of finding
acceptable measurement indicators for food security. As Maxwell and his colleagues
point out, food security can be measured adequately by multiple indicators that are
specific to the local context (Maxwell, 1996). Table 4.1 highlights some potential food
(in)security indicators.

Table 4.1 Potential Food (In)security Indicators and Literature Sources

Food (in)security indicators
Instances of food intake
Adjustment of normal food use
Inadequate quality of food eaten
No food and money to obtain more
Food sufficiency
Frequency and severity of using hunger coping strategies
Dietary diversity
Nutrition

Literature sources
Maxwell, 1996;
Bickel et al., 2000;
Frankenberger & Goldstein, 1990;
Bickel et al, 2000;
Frankenburg,1992;
Ruel, 2003;
Maxwell, 1998;

Health (In)security
There is no consensus in the literature on the meaning of health security (Aldis,
2008). However, it is believed that the basic requirement for human life is the capability
to live a long and healthy life (Chen, 2004). Health security is important, therefore,
because it enables optimal productivity of people. There is evidence of close links
between poor health and poverty, especially in tropical developing countries where poor
health perpetuates poverty (Diamond, Matthews, & Stephenson, 2001). For example, the
income of a household is strongly associated with health (Gupta & Mitra, 2004).
Unhealthy people in a household, especially those of an age who typically work, will
reduce a household’s income earning potential and its means to make a living (Gupta &
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Mitra, 2004). Additionally, the poorer a household is, the more they are exposed to health
risks such as high fertility rates and high mortality rates, especially in rural areas with the
high rates of HIV AIDS (Diamond et al., 2001). Table 4.2 highlights some of the health
(in)security indicators.

Table 4.2. Potential Health (In)security Indicators and Literature Sources

Potential Health (In)security Indicators
Fertility rates
Use of reproductive health services
Use of health services
Access to safe drinking water
Hygiene and sanitation
(including access to latrines)
Mortality rates
Use of primary health care
Quality of health services
Life expectancy
Child mortality
Nutrition

Literature sources
Gupta & Mitra, 2004;
Falkingham & Namazie, 2002;
Diamond et al., 2001;
Checkley et al., 2004;
Lindenberg, 2002
Bhandari & Grant, 2007
Alkire & Santos, 2011
Osberg & Sharpe, 2002

Education (In)security
Poverty is believed to be a function of access to education, among other
constraints of a poor household (Osberg & Sharpe, 2002). Evidence exists that access and
pursuit of education results in social and economic benefits (Alkire & Santos, 2011;
Osberg & Sharpe, 2002). Education empowers individuals and their families to tap into
opportunities for improved wellbeing. As Alkire and Santos suggest, without education a
household’s abilities are compromised (Alkire & Santos, 2011). Limitations to education
for the poor in developing countries are extensive. There is evidence that education is
lower among poor households in developing countries due to many physical, social, and
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economic barriers (Filmer & Pritchett, 2006; Sachs et al., 2004). For example, school
attendance for children from poor households in developing countries is limited by high
costs such as fees, scholastic materials, and opportunity costs, where a parent’s priority
for children is their support to earn a living (Sachs et al., 2004). Such costs push poor
households in rural areas further into perpetual poverty and deprivation without a chance
for recovery. These costs are shown in the form of education security indicators in Table
4.3, which can be used to measure education security risks.

Table 4.3. Potential Education (In) security Indicators and Literature Sources

Potential Education (In)security Indicators
Adult literacy rate
Primary school enrollment rate
School life expectancy
Child school attendance
Years of schooling
Access to learning facilities
Lack of human resources
Lack of scholastic materials
Lack of incentives to send children to school

Literature sources
Osberg & Sharpe, 2002;
Sachs et al., 2004;
Alkire & Santos, 2011;
Sachs et al., 2004

Economic (In)security
The economic measures of poverty have traditionally been based on income,
assets, and consumption (Angelsen & Wunder, 2003). From a macroeconomic
perspective, when a household’s income and stocks of assets are insufficient to meet its
basic needs, then such a household is considered poor (Goedhart et al., 1977). The
proponents of the HLS, however, argue that such macroeconomic variables of poverty are
too narrow and misleading because they primarily rely on the quantifiable aspects of
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poverty (Chambers & Conway, 1992; Frankenberger, Drinkwater, & Maxwell, 2000).
Yet, poverty is a complex and multidimensional phenomenon, and must be viewed
beyond quantifiable measures to include diverse intra-household social, economic and
coping mechanisms involved in the process of making a living (Chambers, 1995;
Frankenberger et al., 2000; Lindenberg, 2002). Poverty from a rural developing country
perspective involves material deprivation, lack of access to basic needs, and social
inequality (Chambers, 1995). From the HLS perspective, it is argued that the quantifiable
measures of poverty shown in Table 4.4 that exist in the literature must be considered
together with other wellbeing components of poverty such as health and education
discussed in preceding sections
Table 4.4 Potential Economic (In)security Indicators and Literature Sources

Potential Economic (In)security Indicators
Access to income sources (agriculture, labor, local
enterprises)
Access to stock of assets (land, livestock)
Productivity of land
Income earned by women
Access to employment
Access to credit
Proportion of active population in a household
Proportion of active population employed

Literature sources
Goedhart et al., 1977;
Frankenberger et al.,
2000; de Sherbinin et
al., 2008; Lindenberg,
2002;
Bhandari & Grant, 2007

Forest Dependence Construct
Residents neighboring parks in developing countries have historically depended
on forest resources for livelihoods in times of scarcity (Fisher, 2004; Masozera &
Alavalapati, 2004; Salafsky & Wollenberg, 2000). Forested areas, especially those in the
tropics, provide multiple benefits such as exploitation of the resources for commercial
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purposes, tourism services, harvests of Non-Timber Forest Products (NTFPs), harvests
for subsistence livelihood needs, and ecological services (Beckley, 1998; Hackel, 1999;
Tumusiime, Vedeld, & Gombya-Ssembajjwe, 2011). For most poor households in
proximity to forested areas, these forests harbor resources from which they derive their
subsistence livelihoods (Vedeld, Jumane, Wapalila, & Songorwa, 2012). For example,
they hunt for meat and harvest resources such as wood, NTFPs, and medicinal plants for
both household use and income (Bahuguna, 2000; Cavendish, 2000; Salafsky &
Wollenberg, 2000). In countries like Rwanda, where population density is high with
limited farmland, households neighboring forests also commonly rely on forest resources
to supplement their livelihoods (Masozera & Alavalapati, 2004). In some cases, it is the
only source of livelihood for those households with no farmland (Bush et al., 2010).
While such forest-based livelihoods are important to the poor and vulnerable, they
also are believed to be the primary drivers of biodiversity loss in developing countries
(Bahuguna, 2000; Margolius & Salafsky, 2001; Masozera & Alavalapati, 2004). In most
developing countries, such forest dependent activities have become a source of conflict
between local communities and government officials responsible for conservation
(Blomley, 2003; Tumusiime et al., 2011). These conflicts are inevitable because
dependence on forest resources is unsustainable in the face of increasing biodiversity loss
in developing countries (Wunder, 2001). For this reason, forest dependence has become
an important aspect of conservation in developing countries. In lieu of this challenge,
several authors have called for a better understanding of drivers of forest dependence in
order to manage it effectively (Fisher, 2004; Masozera & Alavalapati, 2004).
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Theoretically, forest resource dependence has been conceptualized as a
multifaceted construct with multiple temporal and spatial dimensions (Beckley, 1998).
For example, forest use results appear in multiple forms of commercial exploitation,
recreational services, harvests of Non-Timber Forest Products (NTFPs), and subsistence
livelihoods (Beckley, 1998). These forms of dependence operate and react differently at
multiple levels of regional, national, community, household and individual (Beckley,
1998). The implication of this is that forms of forest dependence and the unit of analysis
have to be clearly defined to avoid ambiguity. Salasfky and Wollenberg (2000) proposed
a conceptual framework for assessing the link between livelihoods and conservation from
which forest dependence can be understood. In Salafsky and Wollenberg’s framework,
forest dependence can be viewed through multiple dimensions of livelihood dependence
on species, on forest habitat resources, as well as space and time of use (Salafsky &
Wollenberg, 2000). In the model of forest dependence hypothesized in this study (see
Figure 4.3), we limit forest dependence to animal species and habitat resources
dependence because they are regarded as primary dimensions in the Salafsky and
Wollenberg framework (Salafsky & Wollenburg, 2000), and are key drivers of
biodiversity loss in many developing countries (Margolius & Salafsky, 2001; Nyaupane
& Poudel, 2011b).
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Figure 4.3. Hypothesized Model of Forest Dependence

Indicators of forest dependence can be seen in multiple forms. For example, the
poor residents who depend on forests for subsistence livelihoods engage in activities such
as bush meat hunting as well as forestland encroachment for farming (Dewi, Belcher, &
Puntodewo, 2005; Overdevest & Green, 1995). Other subsistence-based forest activities
of poor residents in proximity to forests include harvests of NTFPs such as fuel wood,
non-wood handicraft-making materials, and traditional medicine (Sunderlin et al., 2005).
Evidence also exists that tropical forests are common sources of honey and water (Gram,
2001).
There is also evidence that residents who depend on forest resources for income,
engage in similar activities (Angelsen & Kaimowitz, 1999; Sunderlin et al., 2005). In
cases where forests harbor valuable resources such as minerals and other forest-based
products, forest dependence has attracted the interests of those with the fiscal means and
who are foreign to communities neighboring the forests (Adhikari, Williams, & Lovett,
2007; Phillips, 2001). In fact, there is evidence that there is a growing international
market for forest minerals such as coltan (Phillips, 2001) and African natural handicraft
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products (Sunderlin et al., 2005). Such increase in external demand for forest resources
aggravates forest dependence among local residents desperate for income. Table 4.5
highlights some of the indicators for these two forms of forest dependence.

Table 4.5 Indicators of Forest Dependence in the Literature

Indicators of forest dependence
Hunting bush meat for subsistence use
Hunting bush meat for income
Timber for income
Land encroachment for cultivation
Land encroachment for livestock
Mining for income
NTFPs (honey, fuel wood, non-wood materials, medicine) for
subsistence use and income

Literature sources
Mittermeier, 1987
Hitchcock, 2000
Sunderlin et al., 2005
Wunder, 2003;
Overdiverst & Green,
1995;
Lewis et al, 2011;
Gram, 2001

The Link between Poverty and Forest Dependence
The relationship between poverty and forest dependence has been extensively
explored (Angelsen & Kaimowitz, 1999; Angelsen & Wunder, 2003; Cavendish,
2000;Masozera & Alavalapati, 2004; Nyaupane & Poudel, 2011b; Salafsky &
Wollenberg, 2000; Sunderlin et al., 2005). From these studies, there is evidence to
suggest that a high correlation exists between poverty and human forest dependence
behavior, which, in turn, results in biodiversity loss (Bahuguna, 2000; Jodha, 1998;
Masozera & Alavalapati, 2004; Neumann & Hirsch, 2000; Reardon & Vosti, 1995; Vira
& Kontoleon, 2010). It is also believed that alleviation of poverty reduces the degradation
of biodiversity (Sachs et al., 2009). In fact, Reardon and Vosti (1995) refer to this as the
“vicious cycle of poverty and environment relationship.”
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Forest dependence among the poor in developing countries is commonly
attributed to limitations, such as farmland scarcity and fragmentation, poor productivity
of land as soil quality declines, and a lack of alternative sources for livelihoods
(Bahuguna, 2000; Jodha, 1998). In some cases, economically enabled individuals are also
known to influence forest dependence through fiscal, and political power (Adhikari et al.,
2007; Angelsen & Wunder, 2003). This is common when interests in forest resources are
of commercial value. In resource deficient and highly populated developing countries,
especially in Africa, forest dependence is largely driven by the subsistence livelihood
needs (Adams & Infield, 2003; Brandon & Wells, 1992; Cavendish, 2000). In a study
done by Masozera and Alavalapati (2004), for example, rural poverty was found to
highly influence forest dependence at Nyungwe National Park in Rwanda.
Despite the significant efforts made in both theory and practice, the link between
poverty and forest dependence is still unclear (Sunderlin et al., 2005). One of the reasons
is the poor understanding and conceptualization of poverty as a multidimensional
phenomenon. Attempts to address this have led to the adaptation of the HLS approach to
establish the linkage between poverty and forest dependence (de Sherbinin et al., 2008;
Nyaupane & Poudel, 2011a). HLS has been widely used to understand the relationship
between poverty and biodiversity conservation, because it adds non-material aspects of a
household’s or an individual’s wellbeing to the poverty definition (Bhandari & Grant,
2007; de Sherbinin et al., 2008; Sunderlin et al., 2005). In fact, Sunderlin and colleagues
(2005) posit that managing biodiversity conservation effectively requires paying close
attention to the livelihoods of residents in areas adjacent to the forest areas.
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In the literature, much of the debate on this relationship is on whether poverty
should be considered as an exogenous or endogenous variable in its relationship to
biodiversity conservation (Angelsen & Wunder, 2003). In fact both of these perspectives
are relevant, depending on the point of interest. Looking at poverty from an exogenous
perspective, as Angelsen and Wunder (2003) suggested, the question of interest would be
why do the poor depend on forest resources? From a biodiversity conservation
perspective and a developing country context where the livelihood needs of the poor are
key drivers of biodiversity loss, viewing this relationship from an exogenous perspective
makes sense. In fact many integrated conservation and development programs (ICDPs) in
developing countries have been adopted by viewing poverty and forest dependence as an
exogenous relationship (Archabald & Naughton-Treves, 2001). However, the
conservation effect of ICDPs in developing countries is regarded as minimal (Blomley et
al., 2010; Brown, 2002; Kiss, 2004). This has been attributed to a simplistic
conceptualization of the link between poverty and forest dependence that has led to
misdiagnosis of drivers of biodiversity loss. This, in turn, has resulted to a poor
conceptualization of linkages between poverty and biodiversity conservation (Angelsen
& Wunder, 2003; Archabald & Naughton-Treves, 2001; Blomley et al., 2010; Salafsky &
Wollenberg, 2000).
It must be understood, however, that the effect of different household livelihood
dimensions on forest dependence varies. To understand the relationship between poverty
and forest dependence and in recognition of the existing gaps in the literature, we must
assess how different dimensions of poor household livelihoods influence or interact to
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influence forest dependence (Salafsky & Wollenberg, 2000). To do this effectively, we
must systematically define, measure, and provide direct linkages between poverty and
forest dependence (Salafsky and Wollenberg 2000). Using an HLS framework, a model
of the poverty and forest dependence relationship is hypothesized in Figure 4.3.
Conceptually, it is designed as a Multiple Indicator and Multiple Causes (MIMIC) model
for identification purposes, given the formative nature of livelihood indicators
(Diamantopoulos & Winklhofer, 2001; Jarvis et al., 2003). Primarily however, a MIMIC
model allows a clear view of the direct causal effect of each dimension of household
livelihood and the associated indicators on each form of forest dependence.

Animal
Species
Dependence

Health
Insecurity

Education
Insecurity
Forest
Resources
Dependence

Economic
Insecurity

Figure 4.4. Hypothesized Model of Household Poverty and Forest Dependence relationship
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Generation and Purification of Measurements for Poverty and Forest Dependence

Measurements generation
The initial stage of any new measurement development is the theoretical
specification of the domain of constructs (Churchill, 1979). This is intended to provide
the boundaries of the domain for each construct from which potential measurement
indicators can be constructed (Menor & Roth, 2007; Weston & Gore, 2006). In this
chapter, measurement indicators for poverty and forest dependence constructs were
generated both deductively through a comprehensive literature review, and inductively
through focus group interviews with park officials and local residents. The inductive
approach was added to contextualize and filter the deductively generated measurement
indicators. The aim was to verify the local meaning of the hypothesized constructs and
relationships, and review the face validity of the deductively generated measurement
indicators from the local context. As a result of the deductive process, some of selected
measurements were retained, removed, or modified. In some cases, new indicators were
added from the inductive exercise (see Table 4.6).
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Table 4.6. Poverty Dimensions and Potential Measurement Indicators
Literature Sources1

Measurement Indicators
Health Insecurity dimension
Health care services not available***
Health Care services are not accessible
Clean piped water is not available*
Clean piped water is not accessible
Home reproductive delivery because delivery services are not available***
Home reproductive delivery because delivery services are not accessible**
Frequency of inability to work due to chronic sicknesses*
High mortality rate of reproductive household members*
No shelter*
Shelter available is not adequate
Clean latrines are not available
We don’t get adequate immunization*
We don’t have access to public health information*
It is very difficult to visit health care centers
Don’t have the government subsidized health insurance
Poor household hygiene
Health centers are poorly equipped**
Food Insecurity dimension
High frequency of eating non-preferred food
High frequency of inadequate food
High frequency of borrowing food*
High frequency of borrowing money to buy food**
High frequency of maternal buffering**
Frequency of skipping meals
Insufficient annual production of grain
Poor dietary diversity
Less number of food convenient month in a year*
High frequency of food for work
Less household food grain in stock**
No food surplus for sell**
No time to prepare good food*
No fuel wood to prepare food**
Education Insecurity dimension
High adult illiteracy rate
High rate of school dropout among children
Education is not accessible for children*
Education available is of bad quality**
Children don’t pursue high school education
Children don’t have scholastic materials
Education is pursued by boy children only*
Education is pursued by girl children only*
Education is not pursed because of no food
Economic Insecurity dimension
No assets in livestock
No diverse income sources
Land is not available for farming
Available land is not productive
Land productivity is affected by soil erosion**
Animal crop raiding of agricultural fields
High mortality rate of productive household member*
No family members are employed
Low percentage of household income from Agriculture**
Household not involved in Handicraft production**
Less active population ratio (15-59/family) in the household**
Less proportion of active population employed**
Less % of income in household is earned by women
High number of household members
Lack of skills for job creation
No access to credit facilitation***
No annual increase in agricultural yield**
Limited availability of seeds for crops planting
Low prices for agricultural produce**

Gupta & Mitra, 2004; Falkingham & Namazie, 2002;
Diamond et al., 2001; Checkley et al., 2004; Lindenberg,
2002; Bhandari & Grant, 2007; Alkire & Santos, 2011;
Osberg & Sharpe, 2002

Maxwell, 1996; Bickel et al., 2000; Frankenberger &
Goldstein, 1990; Bickel et al, 2000; Frankenburg, 1992;
Ruel, 2003; Maxwell, 1998;

Osberg & Sharpe, 2002;Sachs et al., 2004;
Alkire & Santos, 2011;Sachs et al., 2004

Goedhart et al., 1977; Frankenberger et al., 2000; de
Sherbinin et al., 2008; Lindenberg, 2002;
Bhandari & Grant, 2007

1

Please note that some indicators in table 9 were added or renamed from an inductive exercise
Measurement indicators removed after expert sorting exercise
**
Measurement indicators with low rating and removed after inter-rater reliability tests
***
Measurement indicators removed after multicollinearity tests
*
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Measurement purification
Following the deductive and inductive process for generating potential
measurements of poverty in households neighboring Volcanoes National Park (VNP) and
forest dependence, the selected measurement indicators were further subjected to three
stages of purification, following Menor and Roth’s (2007) proposition. The first stage
involved the Expert indicator sorting exercise with professionals who have decades of
experience in managing poverty and wildlife conservation relationships. The second
stage involved experts’ rating to identify indicators that are considered to be the most
agreeable measures for the poverty and forest dependence constructs. The third stage
involved subjecting the selected measurement indicators for poverty to a test for
multicollinearity to screen them for violations of multivariate normality and kurtosis
(Diamantopoulos & Winklhofer, 2001; Kline, 2011).
Expert indicator sorting exercise; One of the initial stages proposed for new
measurement development is the expert review of items to ensure that they capture the
essence of the variables and constructs they are hypothesized to measure (Menor & Roth,
2007; Noar, 2003). This is even more important for formative measurements, because
failure to consider all facets of the construct may lead to exclusion of relevant indicators
and changing the composition of latent variables (Diamantopoulos & Winklhofer, 2001).
Following this rationale, individuals with experience in poverty and forest dependence
and who deal with the hypothesized construct relationship on a daily basis were
purposively selected. These individuals were grouped into three categories of
professionals whose views on the hypothesized relationship may vary. The three groups
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involved individuals from non-governmental organizations (NGOs), local community
leaders and senior park management officials. Individuals in each group were given a
working definition of each dimension of both formative and reflective constructs in the
model and a randomized listing of all measurement indicators as seen in Table 9.
Following the guidelines of the initial stages of measurement development in the
literature, participants in each group were asked to classify and match the best fitting
items against construct dimensions based on their definition and description similarity
(Menor & Roth, 2007; Noar, 2003). Each group worked independently, and group-sorted
measures were merged and discussed in a plenary session. The measurements they all
agreed to drop are shown with single asterisks in Table 4.6.
Expert rating and tentative reliability tests; Following the expert indicator sorting
exercise, the measurement indicators were further tested for both rating reliability as well
as the reliability for the selected measurement indicators. Fleiss’ kappa and Intraclass
Correlation Coefficients (ICC) were used as recommended in literature for measurement
development (Jacob Cohen, 1968; Cohen, 2003; Fleiss & Cohen, 1973; Spitzer, Cohen,
Fleiss, & Endicott, 1967). To determine whether the experts were in agreement and
whether that agreement was not reached by chance, Fleiss weighted kappa was assessed
on expert ratings of the pool of measurement indicators. Fleiss weighted kappa is
recommended in the literature as the method of choice in assessing reliability among
multiple raters (Fleiss, 1971; Fleiss, 1981). The reliability of the measurement indicators
selected was also assessed using ICC, also as suggested in literature (Fleiss & Cohen,
1973). The results in Table 4.7 show that there was a fair agreement in the NGO and park
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officials’ groups, while the agreement with the local community leaders group was poor.
The ICC results also show a similar trend to Fleiss’ kappa results, suggesting that there
was significant concordance in both NGO and Park officials groups and less in local
community leaders group. As a result, the removal of measurement indicators shown in
the Table 4.6 with double asterisks, were only based on the lower ratings of the both
NGO and park officials’ groups. The lower rated measurement indicators by the local
community leaders group in the sorting and purification stage were not considered for
removal from the pool of indicators because of the results presented in table 4.7.
Table 4.7. Measurement and Inter-rater Reliability Tests for Indicator Purification
Fleiss Kappa assessment
Raters

Weighted Kappa
coefficients1

SE

95%
Confidence
Interval
0.05-0.31

Intra-class correlations
assessment
Analysis of
Mean ICC
Variance
correlation2

Local leaders
0.2
0.1
F=6.3
0.4
representatives (3)
NGOs representatives (3)
0.5
0.1
0.35-0.63
F=1.8
0.8
Park officials
0.5
0.1
0.23-0.72
F=2.3
0.7
representatives (2)
Scaled agreement varies between -1 to +1, where negative value indicates poor agreement, 0 is agreement
by chance, and positive value indicated better than chance agreement (Fleiss & Cohen, 1973).
Measurements with ICC of 0.7 and above are considered to be reliable (Spitzer et al, 1967).
1

2

Multicollinearity assessment; In formative models, multicollinearity tests
are important because they help to identify measures that may not distinctively influence
hypothesized latent constructs (Diamantopoulos & Siguaw, 2006; Diamantopoulos &
Winklhofer, 2001). It is believed that formative measurement indicators with a Variance
Inflation Factor (VIF) of over 10 have high multicollinearity and may not result in a
unique meaning for the latent construct they are associated with (Diamantopoulos &
Winklhofer, 2001). Multicollinearity tests, therefore, were performed upon completion of
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data collection before further analyses to ensure that the selected measurement for use in
the CFA produced a unique meaning for each of the four dimensions of poverty they are
assumed to predict. Each measurement indicator was regressed with all the others in the
pool of measurement indicators in an iterative process. Results identified three
measurement indicators that appeared to have high a VIF such as “Healthcare services
are not available” and “No access to credit” and “Home reproductive delivery is common
because delivery services are not available”. All the measurement indicators with
potential collinearity problems ranged between a VIF of 3 and 5. While this range of VIF
may suggest some level of collinearity problems (Kline, 2011), they were maintained to
avoid altering the meaning of the constructs by removing multiple formative indicators
(Diamantopoulos & Winklhofer, 2001). Three measurement indicators with high VIF
marked with triple asterisks in Table 6 were, therefore, not considered in subsequent
measurement validity analyses in the “Back End” phase of measurements development.

Methods for Data Collection
Participants
The target population of this study was local residents in extreme poverty, whose
households are adjacent to the boundary of VNP. The sample selection of participants
was narrowed from all the households in extreme poverty adjacent to the park boundary,
to only those in Kinigi sector. Kinigi sector was selected out of four administrative
sectors neighboring the park because it has higher incidences of illegal forest resources
use. The selection of participants was limited to four administrative cells in Kinigi sector
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that are adjacent to the park including Nyabigoma, Nyonirima, Kaguhu and Bisoke cells.
From each cell, a list of extremely poor household heads in the respective cells was
obtained from local leaders, who have all community residents classified according to
their social-economic status. Four lists were labeled, combined and numbered to form a
sampling frame for this study. Following the suggestion of Dillman and colleagues,
systematic sampling was used to select participants from the sampling frame using a
random interval of 4 (Dillman et al., 2009). A sample of 208 participants was finally
selected and invited to participate in this study.

Instrument
The instrument used in this study was developed from a pool of measurement
indicators generated and purified as shown in Table 6. Following DeVellis’ guidelines for
writing clear and unambiguous indicator statements, measurement indicators were
rewritten in the form of a clear and concise belief statement that local residents can
understand (DeVellis, 2011). For each belief statement representing a measurement
indicator, a response format was created using a seven-point Likert scale where 1
represented Strongly Disagree and 7 represented Strongly Agree. The developed
instrument was pretested on a group of 10 residents who were in the same category of the
targeted participants. A few indicators were rewritten to address the uncertainty that was
observed during pretesting. The instrument was implemented with the support of 10
assistants who reside in the same area. These assistants were trained and practiced, using
mock interviews among themselves to ensure that they all understood the content and
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potential problems they might encounter during interviews. The use of interviewers in
data collection was selected as the most effective approach because most participants
cannot read and write. As Morrow and colleagues suggest, there is a high correlation
between poverty and illiteracy, which ruled out other potentially applicable modes
(Morrow, Paratore, Gaber, Harrison, & Tracey, 1993).
Use of interviewers in data collection allowed maximization of response rates,
enabled the clarification of questions, and assured confidentiality for participants.
However, the interviewer-administered approach to a survey has the potential for
interviewer bias (Groves, Fowler, Couper, Lepkowski, & Singer, 2009). To manage such
potential bias, three steps were taken, following Dillman and colleagues’ guidelines
(2009). First, an interview protocol was developed to guide interviewers in data
collection. This protocol was one of the tools used during interviewer training and the
instrument pretesting exercise, and also served as a reference document during data
collection. Second, interviewers were trained before the survey. Following their training,
an instrument pretesting exercise allowed the researcher to select assistants who exhibited
a good understanding of required tasks and aptitude to be able make good judgments.
Third, the researcher closely worked with interviewers during the survey and monitored
them during interviews. Additionally, completed instruments were reviewed overnight to
identify anomalies that could be discussed the next day of data collection in order to limit
the occurrence of anomalies.
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Measurement Validation using Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Validation of measurement indicators was done in two steps using Confirmatory
Factor Analyses (CFA) in EQS software (version 6.1). The purpose of the Confirmatory
Factor Analysis was to perform validity and reliability tests to identify the best
measurement indicators in the hypothesized models (Kline, 2011). The measurement
validation procedures followed in this chapter (as explained section 4.1 and 4.2) are
recommended in the scale development literature (DeVellis, 2011; Noar, 2003; Vaske,
2008; Menor and Roth, 2007).
The first step in the “Back End” phase of measurement validation was to
determine the reliability and validity of the measurement model hypothesized for forest
dependence. This was done to identify reliable measures of forest dependence before
formative measures were added into the model for identification purposes (Ullman &
Bentler, 2001). The second step involved the combination of both the formative poverty
measurement model and the already validated reflective forest dependence model
hypothesized. The procedures for each of these two steps are further described in
following subsection and validated measurement indicators for the link between poverty
and forest dependence are provided in Table 4.8.

Reliability of the hypothesized forest dependence measurement model
CFA was applied to the 12 items to assess their reliability in measuring two
hypothesized forest dependence constructs, including dependence on animal species and
dependence on forest habitat resources. An index is considered unidirectional if the
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indicators selected represents a single construct (Menor & Roth, 2007; Noar, 2003). The
overall fitness of the model was examined and found to be significant (χ2 =185.3; df=53,
p<0.001). This suggests that the forest dependence measurement model is inconsistent
with the data (Byrne, 1998). However, the chi square statistics have been questioned as a
good measure of model fitness in the literature, and it was suggested that model fitness be
examined using absolute and incremental fitness measures (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Kline,
2011). Following this rationale, robust fit indices were examined and results showed a
Comparative Fit Index (CFI) value of 0.892 and Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation (RMSEA) of 0.113 with a 95 percent confidence interval ranging from
0.096 to 0.131. These results demonstrate that the fitness of the hypothesized model of
forest dependence is poor because CFI and RMSEA values do not exceed the established
standards of 0.95 for CFI and 0.06 for RMSEA (Hu and Bentler, 1999).
The examination of standardized residuals highlights two measurement indicators,
harvest of grass for livestock (note low λ=0.37) and harvest of water (note low λ=0.62),
to be responsible for the degree of misfit in the hypothesized model. A review of the
LLM test univariate incremental values reveal an error covariance between the following
measurement indicators; harvests for medicinal herbs, water and grass for livestock. The
results suggest that these three measures are multidimensional and contribute to most of
the misfit in the model. However, respecification of these error covariances is not
substantiated in the literature, and therefore, they were dropped from the pool of
measures for the forest dependence model (see Table 4.6 for dropped measurement
indicators). To test for reliability of the remaining measurements, the standardized
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loadings were examined for each measurement indicator, following guidance from the
literature (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Clark & Watson, 1995; Byrne, 1998). As indicated in
Table 8, two additional measurement indicators; harvesting bush meat for medicinal use
(λ= 0.65), and harvesting handicraft materials for home use (λ= 0.57), were found to be
below the suggested 0.7 standard (Hu & Bentler, 1999). These results indicate that they
were not reliable measures of both forest dependence constructs. While these
unidimensional and unreliable indicators shown with asterisks in table 4.8 were removed,
harvest of meat for medicinal use indicator was not, in order to avoid under-identification
of forest dependence on animal species latent construct.

Table 4.8. Factor Loadings and Error Variances of the Hypothesized Forest Dependence Model

Factor

Factor Standardized
Loading

Error Variance

Dependence on Animal species
1. Bush meat for subsistence use
0.82
0.57
2. Bush meat for income
0.70
0.71
3. Bush meat for medicinal use
0.65**
0.76
Dependence on Forest habitat resources
1. Harvesting bamboo for subsistence use
0.75
0.65
2. Harvesting bamboo for income
0.73
0.68
3. Harvesting herbs for medicinal use
0.63*
0.74
4. Collection of water
0.62*
0.79
5. Harvesting wood for crop support
0.71
0.71
6. Harvesting grass for livestock
0.37*
0.93
7. Harvesting honey
0.77
0.64
8. Harvesting craft materials for home use
0.57**
0.82
9. Harvesting craft materials for income
0.75
0.66
Note; All loadings were found to be significant at 95% confidence interval
* Measurement indicators removed following Lagrange Multiplier Test statistics (Byrne, 1998)
** Measurement indicators removed for poor reliability using 0.7 standard (Hu & Bentler, 1999)

The forest dependence model was respecified following modifications suggested
in Table 4.8, and the results demonstrate a good fit, as shown in Table 4.9. This means
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that the respecified model is consistent with the data (Byrne, 1998). Additionally, results
suggest that measurement indicators in the respecified forest dependence model are
reliable (Hu & Bentler, 1999).
Table 4.9. Goodness of Fit Measures for the Respecified Forest Dependence Model
Absolute fit measures
Incremental fit measures
Reliability measures
χ2
RMSEA
CFI
NNFI
α
Rho
32.59; (df=19);
0.06
0.98
0.97
0.891
0.892
p=0.027
χ2; Chi-Square, NNFI; Non-Normed Fit Index; α; Crombach alpha, Rho; Reliability coefficient

The hypothesized model for Household poverty and Forest dependence link

Figure 4.3, shown earlier in this chapter, presents a cause and effect relationship
between poverty and forest dependence. It depicts a MIMIC model combining a
formative poverty model and a reflective forest dependence model (Diamantopoulos &
Winklhofer, 2001). For identification purposes (Diamantopoulos & Winklhofer, 2001;
Jarvis et al., 2003), the forest dependence as a reflective construct predicted by formative
constructs, is hypothesized to consist of two latent composite factors; dependence on
animal species and dependence on forest habitat resources, based on existing theory
(Salafsky & Wollenberg, 2000). The resulting MIMIC model provides us with a
measurement model where the causal effect of household poverty indicators on forest
dependence can be measured.
The MIMIC model with four formative factors representing multiple dimensions
of poverty and their respective causal measurement indicators along with two reflective
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factors of forest dependence was estimated. The estimation was done iteratively by
adding one formative factor representing each dimension of poverty at a time to assess
the significance of each one’s effect on forest dependence. At each step of the iteration,
the model fitness was assessed, as well as the standardized loadings of each formative
measurement predicting four dimensions of poverty. Each measurement with low
standardized loading was removed at each step, and the model was respecified and
assessed for goodness of fit (see Table 4.10). Formative indicators with poor standardized
loadings below 0.3 (Clark & Watson, 1995), were removed iteratively. Before removal of
a measurement item from the model however, both direct and indirect effect parameters
were examined. Examination of parameter effects was used to support the removal of
measurement indicators with poor standardized loadings as shown in Table 4.8. The
structural model with valid measures for Household poverty and Forest dependence
relationship is presented in Table 4.11.
Table 4.10. Goodness of Fit for the MIMIC Model of the hypothesized relationship between
household poverty and forest dependence dimensions
Hypothesized model of household poverty and
forest dependence relationship
Household Poverty
Forest dependence
dimensions
dimensions
Economic Insecurity
+
Dependence on Animal
Food Insecurity
species
+
+
Health Insecurity
Dependence on Forest
+
habitat resources
Education Insecurity

χ2
(df; prob)

CFI

NNF
I

RMSEA

Rho

525.6
(427; p<0.001)

0.950

0.922

0.035
(0.023-0.044)

0.897
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Table 4.11. MIMIC Model with Standardized Loadings and Parameter effects

Formative measurement indicators of poverty
dimensions

Economic Insecurity dimension of poverty
No assets in livestock *
No diverse income sources
Land is not available for farming
Available land is not productive*
Animal crop raiding of agricultural fields*
No family members is employed
Less % of income in household is earned by
women
High number of household members
Lack of skills for job creation*
Limited availability of seeds for crops planting
Food Insecurity dimension of poverty
High frequency of eating non-preferred food*
High frequency of inadequate food*
High frequently of borrowing food
Frequency of skipping meals*
Insufficient annual production of grain/FOOD*
Poor dietary diversity
High frequency of food for work
No fuel wood to prepare food
Health Insecurity dimension of poverty
Clean piped water is not accessible
Shelter available is not adequate
Clean latrines are not available
Health Care services are not accessible*
Do not have the government subsidized health
insurance*
Poor household hygiene
Education Insecurity dimension of poverty
High adult illiteracy rate*
High rate of school dropout among children
Children don’t pursue high school education
Children don’t have scholastic materials*
Education is not pursed because of lack of food*

Standardized
loadings on
formative
factors

-0.288
-0.229
-0.045
0.601
-0.879
0.163

Indirect effects of formative
indicators on reflective
factors
Dependence
Dependence
on Animals
on Forest
species
resources
Factor1
Factor2
0.062
0.058
0.014
-0.1054
0.1314
-0.024

Standardized loadings on
Reflective factors

-0.201

Dependence on
Forest
resources
Factor2
-0.033

-0.008

-0.2343

0.569

0.459

-0.162

-0.008

Dependence on
Animals
species Factor1

0.009
0.008
0.002
-0.015
0.018
-0.003

-0.199

0.057

0.008

0.057
0.278
-0.165

-0.010
-0.063
0.031

-0.001
-0.009
0.004

0.523
0.300
0.025
-0.249
0.455
-0.208
-0.172
0.238

-0.004
-0.002
-0.008
0.002
-0.006
0.003
0.002
-0.002

4

-0.101
-0.055
-0.004
0.060
-0.142
0.067
0.039
-0.049

-0.005
0.088
0.067
0.828

-0.002
0.072
0.047
0.3984

-0.002
0.051
0.033
0.2804

0.308

0.1294

0.0914

-0.151

-0.103

-0.072

0.450
-0.146
0.201
-0.680
1

-0.061
0.021
-0.027
0.112
-0.1144

-0.003
0.001
-0.001
0.005
-0.006

* Measures with loadings equal or above 0.3 selected (Clark & Watson, 1995)
1
Standard error of dependence on animal species factor is 0.777
2
Standard error of dependence on forest habitat resources factor is 0.801
3
Effect of food insecurity was found to be significant at 95% confidence interval
4
Indirect effect of indicator on reflective Forest dependence factors was found to be significant at 95% confidence
interval
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Table 4.12. Measurement Index for Household Poverty and Forest Dependence Relationship
Validated Measures of Multiple Dimensions of Poverty and Forest dependence constructs
Economic Insecurity dimension of poverty
1. We don’t have livestock assets in our household
2. Our land is no longer productive
3. Our agricultural yield is not sufficient because of crop-raiding by animals from the park
4. We don’t have skills in our household to create jobs
Food Insecurity dimension of poverty
5. We regularly don’t eat food we prefer in our household
6. We regularly don’t eat enough food for everyone in our household
7. We regularly don’t eat three times in a day
8. The annual food production for our household is insufficient
Health Insecurity dimension of poverty
9. Health care facilities are far from our household
10. We don’t have money to pay for the national health insurance plan.
Education Insecurity dimension of poverty
11. Adults in our household cannot read and write
12. Our children do not study because they don’t have the required scholastic materials.
13. Our children do not study because they don’t have food at home.
Dependence on Animal species
14. Some people in our community go to the park to hunt animals for bush-meat to feed their families.
15. Some people in our community go to the park to hunt animals for bush-meat to sell and earn income.
Dependence on Forest habitat resources
16. Some people in our community go to the park to collect bamboo for household use.
17. Some people in our community go to the park to collect bamboo for sell and earn income.
18. Some people in our community go to the park to collect wood for crop support in their agricultural fields.
19. Some people in our community go to the park to collect honey.
20. Some people in our community go to the park to collect handicraft-making materials.

Conclusion and future research
The link between poverty and forest dependence in developing countries has
remained one of the key challenges for conservation practitioners and policymakers. One
of the constraints has been the absence of valid measures through which a link between
poverty and forest dependence can be assessed and understood to inform policy
formulation. This chapter makes a contribution towards this challenge by providing a
Multiple Indicator and Multiple Cause (MIMIC) analysis of the Poverty and Forest
dependence relationship, as well as presenting a pool of validated measures. While the
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study is limited to the context of Rwanda, the validated measures have utility potential
beyond this context.
To improve its broader and multiple context utility potential, however, future
research is needed. It is recommended that research should aim to replicate a proposed
MIMIC model of poverty and forest dependence in different sites in developing
countries. It is from such replication efforts that policymakers and practitioners in
developing countries can obtain a more robust pool of measures to model the causal
relationship between poverty and forest dependence. In this way better policies for
poverty mitigation and biodiversity conservation can be formulated. Additionally, the
efforts to replicate and validate measures for the proposed MIMIC model should aim to
have larger samples of over 300 people to address the sample size effect on results (Clark
& Watson, 1998). Validated measures, however, under-identify the health dimension of
the MIMIC model proposed. Future research should therefore aim to improve this model
by identifying additional measures of health insecurity.
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CHAPTER FIVE

HOUSEHOLD POVERTY DIMENSIONS INFLUENCING FOREST DEPENDENCE
AT VOLCANOES NATIONAL PARK, RWANDA; AN APPLICATION OF
HOUSEHOLD LIVELIHOODS SUSTAINABILITY (HLS) FRAMEWORK AND
HOUSEHOLD POVERTY AND FOREST DEPENDENCE (HPFD) INDEX.

Introduction.
The relationship between poverty and forest dependence has been explored
extensively (Angelsen & Kaimowitz, 1999; Angelsen & Wunder, 2003; Bhandari &
Grant, 2007; Cavendish, 2000; de Sherbinin et al., 2008; Masozera & Alavalapati, 2004;
Nyaupane & Poudel, 2011; Reardon & Vosti, 1995; Salafsky & Wollenberg, 2000;
Sunderlin et al., 2005; Vedeld, Jumane, Wapalila, & Songorwa, 2012; Wunder, 2001).
However, evidence exists of knowledge gap and need for more identification of causes of
the links between poverty and forest dependence (Sachs et al., 2009; Wunder, 2001). This
knowledge gap has been attributed to two main problems. First, poverty and forest
dependence are both complex concepts to conceptualize (Beckley, 1998; Chambers,
1995; Sachs et al., 2009). Secondly, attempts to explore the relationship between poverty
and forest dependence have been unsystematic (Reardon & Vosti, 1995; Vira &
Kontoleon, 2010 ). Evidence exists that due to conceptualization complexities, the
relationship between poverty and forest dependence must be systematically examined
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using robust and reliable techniques that can enable replication and comparison (Salafsky
& Wollenberg, 2000; Vira & Kontoleon, 2010). Most studies that have attempted to
examine the relationship between poverty and forest dependence have primarily relied on
quantifiable measures of poverty (Adhikari, Williams, & Lovett, 2007; Bahuguna, 2000;
Cavendish, 2000; Fisher, 2004; Jodha, 1998; Masozera & Alavalapati, 2004;
McSweeney, 2002). However as Chambers (1995) suggests, many aspects of poverty are
not captured by quantifiable income and consumption variables. Overreliance on such
quantifiable measures has led to only a partial understanding of the causal relationship
between poverty and forest dependence. Evidence exists that, in fact, it is the
unquantifiable measures of poverty that significantly drive forest dependence and
biodiversity loss (Angelsen & Wunder, 2003; Salafsky & Wollenberg, 2000).
The Household Livelihoods Sustainability (HLS) approach commonly used as a
framework to conceptualize poverty in international development provides us with a
more holistic conceptualization of poverty (Chambers & Conway, 1992; Ellis, 2000;
Frankenberger, Drinkwater, & Maxwell, 2000; Scoones, 1998). The HLS framework
allows us to view poverty broadly, by considering its quantifiable and unquantifiable
measures framed within the intra-household living conditions (Chambers & Conway,
1992; Frankenberger et al., 2000; Scoones, 1998). HLS as a theoretical framework is
emerging as a systematic approach to study the relationship between forest dependence
and poverty (Adhikari et al., 2007; Agrawal & Redford, 2006; Angelsen & Wunder,
2003; Bhandari & Grant, 2007; De Sherbinin, Carr, Cassels, & Jiang, 2007; Nyaupane &
Poudel, 2011). This chapter aims to use HLS as a theoretical framework and the validated
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Household Poverty and Forest Dependence (HPFD) Index, presented in Chapter 3 to
identify household poverty dimensions that influence forest dependence at Volcano
National Park (VNP) in Rwanda. Since forest dependence represents multiple meaning at
varying multiple scales (Beckley, 1998), it is by definition in this study, limited to the use
of forest resources by local residents for subsistence needs and measured at a household
level. The unit of analysis is limited to the household level because it is viewed as the
basic unit of production (De Sherbinin et al., 2007) and where the most important family
decisions are made (Vira & Kontoleon, 2010).
This study was carried out at VNP in Rwanda for two main reasons. First, VNP is
one of the three parks in the world that is inhabited by mountain gorillas, one of the most
endangered species in the wild, and whose habitat is threatened by the forest dependence
behavior of local residents (Bush, Ikirezi, Daconto, Gray, & Fawcett, 2010; Nielsen &
Spenceley, 2010; Plumptre et al., 2004). There are only 380 remaining mountain gorillas
in the Virunga Volcanoes (Gray et al., 2010), and their habitats, such as VNP, must be
protected to avoid extinction. Second, many community enterprise and poverty
alleviation programs aim at addressing the forest dependency problems at VNP, but their
conservation impact has been challenged (Bush et al., 2010; Nielsen & Spenceley, 2010).
In fact, similar programs in the form of Integrated Conservation and Development
programs aimed at addressing poverty to reduce biodiversity loss have not been
successful (Archabald & Naughton-Treves, 2001; Blomley et al., 2010; Brown, 2002;
Kiss, 2004). With the use of the HPFD Index grounded in the HLS framework, this study
presents a unique opportunity identify dimensions of household poverty among residents
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in proximity to VNP, from which effective forest dependence and biodiversity loss
remedial actions can be proposed.

Literature review

Household Livelihoods Sustainability Framework and Poverty Concept
Poverty is a complex and multidimensional concept (Chambers, 1995). Some
authors have defined and viewed it from an economic perspective (Alkire & Santos,
2011; Baumann, 1998; Goedhart, Halberstadt, Kapteyn, & Van Praag, 1977; Reardon &
Vosti, 1995), while others have defined it from the perspective of wellbeing and
livelihood (Chambers & Conway, 1992; Scoones, 1998). In fact, evidence exists to
support the use of both perspectives in defining and measuring poverty (Angelsen &
Kaimowitz, 1999; Angelsen & Wunder, 2003).
Traditionally, poverty has been conceptualized as having an income insufficient
to meet the basic needs of a household (Goedhart et al., 1977). It is not surprising that the
definition and measurement of poverty has been largely limited to income, wealth, and
consumption (Angelsen & Wunder, 2003). However, these measures of poverty are
biased towards urban conditions and explain little about the realities of the rural poor
(Chambers, 1983). From the perspective of a rural and remote areas of a developing
country, poverty is a complex, dynamic, and multidimensional construct involving
material deprivation, lack of access to basic needs, and social inequality (Chambers,
1983; Chambers, 1995). To understand poverty, there is a need to move beyond
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macroeconomic measures such as income, which are more applicable at a national, rather
than a village or household levels.
The literature suggests that through the HLS framework, poverty can be better
understood from a household perspective (Bhandari & Grant, 2007; de Sherbinin et al.,
2008; Sachs et al., 2004). Chambers’ work on sustainable livelihoods in the mid-1980s
has generated debate over the years on the construction of poverty from a household
perspective (Chambers, 1995; Chambers & Conway, 1992; Frankenberger & McCaston,
1998; Maxwell & Smith, 1992; Scoones, 1998). This debate has significantly advanced
the conceptualization of poverty from an income and/or assets-based phenomenon to a
multidimensional concept of sustainable livelihoods encompassing, not just income, but
also the capabilities of a household to maintain a means of living. The HLS approach,
therefore, has evolved as a framework through which poverty can be understood better
(Chambers & Conway, 1992). One of its key attributes is that it adds unquantifiable or
non-material aspects of a household’s or an individual’s wellbeing to the poverty
definition (Angelsen & Wunder, 2003; Chambers & Conway, 1992).
Chambers and Conway (1992) defined livelihood as a means of making a living,
comprised of capabilities, assets, and resources used in daily activities. It has become an
important approach for defining poverty, because of its emphasis on the means of
maintaining a living, which allows for a broader definition of poverty (Sunderline et al.,
2005). The sustainable livelihoods’ framework, as defined above, has been further
operationalized and widely applied in poverty alleviation discussions and intervention in
developing countries. For example, CARE International has developed an HLS Index to
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measure poverty for humanitarian and development intervention (Frankenberger &
McCaston, 1998; Lindenberg, 2002). CARE’s HLS framework takes a multidimensional
approach to measure livelihood security through indicators such as food security, health
security, education security, economic security, and empowerment (Frankenberger &
McCaston, 1998). Oxfam has also operationalized the concept of sustainable livelihood
from economic, social, institutional, and ecological perspectives (Ashley, Carney, &
Britain, 1999). While there are operational variations, the underlying multidimensional
outcomes of HLS, such as food, health, education and economic security, are commonly
agreed upon. In this chapter, we use these multiple dimensions and their validated
measures from the HPFD Index.

Forest Dependence Construct
Residents neighboring parks in developing countries have historically depended
on forest resources for livelihoods in times of scarcity (Fisher, 2004; Masozera &
Alavalapati, 2004; Salafsky & Wollenberg, 2000). Forested areas, especially those in the
tropics, provide multiple benefits, such as exploitation of the resources for commercial
purposes, tourism services, harvests of non-timber forest products (NTFPs), harvests for
subsistence livelihood needs, and ecological services (Beckley, 1998; Hackel, 1999;
Tumusiime, Vedeld et al., 2011). For most poor households in proximity to forested
areas, the forests harbor resources from which they derive their subsistence livelihoods
(Vedeld, Jumane, Wapalila, & Songorwa, 2012). For example, they hunt for meat and
harvest resources such as wood, NTFPs, and medicinal plants for both household use and
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income (Bahuguna, 2000; Cavendish, 2000; Salafsky & Wollenberg, 2000). In countries
like Rwanda, where population density is high and limited farmland, households adjacent
to forests also commonly rely on forest resources to supplement their livelihoods
(Masozera & Alavalapati, 2004). In some cases, it is the only source of livelihood for
those households that have no farmland (Bush et al., 2010).
While such forest-based livelihoods are important to the poor and vulnerable, they
also are believed to be the primary drivers of biodiversity loss in developing countries
(Bahuguna, 2000; Margolius & Salafsky, 2001; Masozera & Alavalapati, 2004). In most
developing countries, such forest dependent activities have become a source of conflict
between local communities and government officials responsible for conservation
(Blomley, 2003; Tumusiime et al., 2011). These conflicts are inevitable because
dependence on forest resources is unsustainable in the face of increasing biodiversity loss
in developing countries (Wunder, 2001). For this reason, forest dependence has become
an important aspect of conservation in developing countries. As a result, several authors
have called for a better understanding of drivers of forest dependence in order to manage
it effectively (Fisher, 2004; Masozera & Alavalapati, 2004).
Theoretically, forest resource dependence has been conceptualized as a
multifaceted construct with multiple temporal and spatial dimensions (Beckley, 1998).
For example, forest use results in multiple forms of commercial exploitation, recreational
services, harvests of NTFPs, and subsistence livelihoods (Beckley, 1998). These forms of
dependence operate and react differently at multiple levels—regional, national,
community, household and individual (Beckley, 1998). The implication for multiple
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forms of forest dependence on these different levels is that forms of forest dependence
and the unit of analysis have to be clearly defined to avoid ambiguity. Salasfky and
Wollenberg (2000) proposed a conceptual framework for assessing the link between
livelihoods and conservation from which forest dependence can be understood. In
Salafsky and Wollenberg’s framework, forest dependence can be viewed through
multiple dimensions of livelihood dependence on species, on forest habitat resources, as
well as space and time of use (Salafsky & Wollenberg, 2000). In the model of forest
dependence hypothesized in this study (see Figure 1), we limit forest dependence to
animal species and habitat resources dependence because they are regarded as primary
dimensions in the Salafsky and Wollenburg framework (Salafsky & Wollenburg, 2000),
and are key drivers of biodiversity loss in developing countries (Margolius & Salafsky,
2001; Nyaupane & Poudel, 2011b).
Indicators of forest dependence can be seen in multiple forms. For example, the
poor residents who depend on forests for subsistence livelihoods engage in activities such
as bush meat hunting as well as forestland encroachment for farming (Dewi, Belcher, &
Puntodewo, 2005; Overdevest & Green, 1995). Other subsistence-based forest activities
of poor residents who live in proximity to forests include harvests of NTFPs such as fuel
wood, non-wood, and wood construction and handicraft-making materials and traditional
medicine (Sunderlin et al., 2005). Evidence also exists that tropical forests are common
sources of honey and water (Gram, 2001). In this chapter, we use the forest dependence
indicators identified in the HPFD Index as valid measures of forest dependence at VNP.
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Poverty and the Forest Dependence Relationship
The relationship between poverty and forest dependence has been extensively
explored (Angelsen & Kaimowitz, 1999; Angelsen & Wunder, 2003; Cavendish, 2000;
Masozera & Alavalapati, 2004; Nyaupane & Poudel, 2011b; Salafsky & Wollenberg,
2000; Sunderlin et al., 2005). From these studies, there is evidence to suggest that a high
correlation exists between poverty and human forest dependence behavior, which, in turn,
results in biodiversity loss (Bahuguna, 2000; Jodha, 1998; Masozera & Alavalapati,
2004; Neumann & Hirsch, 2000; Reardon & Vosti, 1995; Vira & Kontoleon, 2010). It is
also believed that alleviation of poverty reduces the degradation of biodiversity (Sachs et
al., 2009). In fact, Reardon and Vosti (1995) refer to this as the “vicious cycle of poverty
and environment relationship.”
Forest dependence among the poor in developing countries is commonly
attributed to limitations, such as farmland scarcity and fragmentation, poor productivity
of land as soil quality declines, and a lack of alternative sources of livelihood (Bahuguna,
2000; Jodha, 1998). In some cases, economically enabled individuals are also known to
influence forest dependence through fiscal, and political power (Adhikari et al., 2007;
Angelsen & Wunder, 2003). This is common when interests in forest resources are of
commercial value. In resource deficient and highly populated developing countries,
especially in Africa, forest dependence is largely driven by the subsistence livelihood
needs (Adams & Infield, 2003; Brandon & Wells, 1992; Cavendish, 2000). In a study
done by Masozera and Alavalapati (2004), for example, rural poverty was found to
highly influence forest dependence at Nyungwe National Park in Rwanda.
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Despite the significant efforts made in both theory and practice, the link between
poverty and forest dependence is still unclear (Sunderlin et al., 2005). One of the reasons
for this is the poor understanding and conceptualization of poverty as a multidimensional
phenomenon. Attempts to address this gap have led to the adaptation of the HLS
approach to establish the linkage between poverty and forest dependence (de Sherbinin et
al., 2008; Nyaupane & Poudel, 2011a). HLS has been widely used to understand the
relationship between poverty and biodiversity conservation, because it adds non-material
aspects of a household’s or an individual’s wellbeing to the poverty definition (Bhandari
& Grant, 2007; de Sherbinin et al., 2008; Sunderlin et al., 2005). In fact, Sunderlin and
colleagues (2005) posit that managing biodiversity conservation effectively requires
paying close attention to the livelihoods of residents in areas neighboring the forest areas.
In the literature, much of the debate on this relationship is on whether poverty
should be considered as an exogenous or endogenous variable in its relationship to
biodiversity conservation (Angelsen & Wunder, 2003). In fact both of these perspectives
are relevant, depending on the point of interest. Looking at poverty from an exogenous
perspective, as Angelsen and Wunder (2003) suggested, the question of interest would be
why do the poor depend on forest resources? From a biodiversity conservation
perspective and a developing country context where the livelihood needs of the poor are
key drivers of biodiversity loss, viewing this relationship from an exogenous perspective
is valuable. In fact, many integrated conservation and development programs (ICDPs) in
developing countries have been adopted by viewing poverty and forest dependence as an
exogenous relationship (Archabald & Naughton-Treves, 2001). However, the
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conservation effect of ICDPs in developing countries is regarded as minimal (Blomley et
al., 2010; Brown, 2002; Kiss, 2004). This has been attributed to a simplistic
conceptualization of the link between poverty and forest dependence that has led to
misdiagnosis of drivers of biodiversity loss. This, in turn, has resulted to a poor
conceptualization of linkages between poverty and biodiversity conservation (Angelsen
& Wunder, 2003; Archabald & Naughton-Treves, 2001; Blomley et al., 2010; Salafsky &
Wollenberg, 2000).
It must be understood, however, that the effect of different household livelihood
dimensions on forest dependence varies. To understand the relationship between poverty
and forest dependence and in recognition of the existing gaps in literature, we must assess
how different dimensions of poor household livelihoods influence or interact to influence
forest dependence (Salafsky & Wollenberg, 2000). To do this effectively, we must
systematically define, measure, and provide direct linkages between poverty and forest
dependence (Salafsky and Wollenberg 2000). Using an HLS framework and the validated
HPFD Index that provides legitimate measures of poverty and forest dependence at VNP,
a model of the poverty and forest dependence relationship is hypothesized in Figure 5.1.
Conceptually, it is designed as a Multiple Indicator and Multiple Causes (MIMIC) model
for identification purposes, given the formative nature of livelihood indicators
(Diamantopoulos & Winklhofer, 2001; Jarvis et al., 2003). Primarily however, a MIMIC
model allows a clear view of the direct causal effect of each dimension of household
poverty and each dimension of forest dependence.
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Figure 5.1 Hypothesized Model of the Relationship between Household Poverty and Forest Dependence

Research Questions and Hypotheses
The literature reviewed and presented in the above sections as well as the
exploratory results from the first phase of this study shaped the identification of the
overarching research goal and two important questions from the perspective of practice
and forest dependence theory advancement.
The overarching Research Goal; To understand and inform practitioners of the
factors influencing the relationship between household poverty and forest dependence
among poor household neighboring Volcanoes National Park (VNP) in Rwanda for
effective policy formulation and decision making.
Research Question 1; What dimensions of household poverty are perceived to
influence forest dependence by the poor households neighboring VNP?
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Research Question 2; What dimensions of household poverty are perceived to
have a greater influence on forest dependence by the poor households neighboring VNP?

Methodology
Research design
This study was done in three phases following an exploratory sequential mixed
methods design (Creswell, 2009). Phase one was carried out in September 2012, and it
involved an exploratory study using focus group interviews with three groups (local
residents with access to tourism benefits, local residents without access to benefits and
park officials), who are important to answer both research questions. The aim of this
phase was mainly to explore the meaning of poverty and forest dependence from the local
context and from the perspective of three important players in the poverty, forest
dependence, and biodiversity loss relationship. The results from this exploratory phase
were then used to inform the design of phase two and to interpret phase three results. In
phase two, a survey was done in April 2013 to create a valid and reliable index from
which an instrument was developed to measure the relationship between poverty and
forest dependence (DeVellis, 2011; Noar, 2003). Phase three involved the administration
of the instrument developed in phase two in June and July 2013 at VNP to investigate the
causal relationship between poverty and forest dependence and generalize the exploratory
results (Creswell, 2009).
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Phase one; exploratory focus group discussions with residents and park officials
Thirty participants, including 26 men and 4 women, participated in the phase one
exploratory study. A stratified purposeful sampling approach was used to select
participants from three distinctive categories representing local groups comprising
individuals whose lived or professional experiences are associated with park resources
dependence (Creswell, 2009; Rabiee, 2004). The first group of participants included the
heads of poor households whose residences are in close proximity to the park boundary.
In Rwanda, poverty is classified into three categories—poverty, extreme poverty and
absolute poverty (GOR, 2008). The poor participants referred in this study are those
households who fit in the category of absolute poverty. With the help of a local leader,
twelve heads of poor households were selected and invited to participate in this study.
This group was selected because forest dependence is commonly attributed to poor
people living in proximity to forest boundaries (Bush et al., 2010; Roe, 2008). The
second group of participants included twelve people who are members of the local
community-based associations and, therefore, had direct access to numerous benefits
from the government that are intended to improve livelihoods and reduce demand for
forest resources. Comparing two such distinctive community groups presented an
opportunity to understand variations in the perception of forest dependence that may exist
locally as well as to identify the gaps in the policies passed by the government
(Overdevest & Green, 1995; Sim, 2001). The third group of participants included the
senior park management of VNP represented by six assistant park wardens who are
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involved in the day-to-day management of forest dependence issues. They included the
assistant warden for tourism, assistant warden for law enforcement, assistant warden for
monitoring and evaluation, two assistant wardens for community outreach, and the
assistant warden for park administration. Park management officials were selected as
participants in order to understand forest dependence from a government policy
perspective. Results from this exploratory phase combined with a literature review
informed the HPFD Index measurement development in phase two. In addition, they
were used to contextualize survey results on the causal relationship between poverty and
forest dependence presented in this chapter (phase three).

Phase two-household poverty and forest dependence (HPFD) index development
The initial stage of any HPFD Index development was the theoretical
specification of the poverty and forest dependence constructs (Churchill, 1979;Menor &
Roth, 2007; Weston & Gore, 2006). Potential measurement indicators for poverty and
forest dependence constructs were generated deductively—through a comprehensive
literature review—and inductively, from phase one exploratory focus group interviews
with local residents and park officials. For each construct, a set of measurement
indicators were developed and subjected to three stages of measurement purification,
following Menor and Roth’s (2007) proposed “back end” and “front end” development
process for new measurements. The first stage involved the expert indicator sorting
exercise with professionals who have decades of experience in managing poverty and
wildlife conservation relationships. The second stage involved experts’ rating to identify
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indicators that are considered to be the most suitable measures for the poverty and forest
dependence constructs. The third stage involved subjecting the selected measurement
indicators for poverty to multicollinearity to screen them for violations of multivariate
normality and kurtosis (Diamantopoulos & Winklhofer, 2001).
Following the data screening exercise for multicolinearity and multivariate
normality, the measurement indicators were further tested for validation and reliability,
using Confirmatory Factor Analyses (CFA) in EQS software (version 6.2) (DeVellis,
2011; Noar, 2003; Vaske, 2008; Menor and Roth, 2007). The purpose of the CFA was to
perform validity and reliability tests to identify the best measurement indicators in the
hypothesized model of forest dependence and poverty relationship (Kline, 2011). The
CFA measurement validation procedures used in the index validation process followed
two steps proposed in the scale development literature (DeVellis, 2011; Noar, 2003;
Vaske, 2008; Menor and Roth, 2007). The first step was to determine the reliability and
validity of the measurement model hypothesized for forest dependence. This was done to
examine and identify valid measurement indicators for forest dependence constructs that
before adding them to the hypothesized model for identification purposes (Ullman &
Bentler, 2001). The second step involved the combination of both the formative poverty
measurement model and the already validated reflective forest dependence model into a
Multiple Indicators and Multiple Causes (MIMIC) model hypothesizing a causal
relationship between poverty and forest dependence. This process led to the HPFD Index
as an outcome of the phase two stage of this study presented in Table 5.1 below.
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Measures in the HDFD Index in table 5.1 formed the instrument that was pretested and
prepared for administration in phase 3, which is the core focus of this chapter.
Table 5.1 Validated Household Poverty and Forest Dependence (HPFD Index) at VNP
Validated Measures of Multiple Dimensions of Poverty and Forest dependence constructs
Economic Insecurity dimension of poverty
1. We don’t have livestock assets in our household
2. Our land is no longer productive
3. Our agricultural yield is not sufficient because of crop-raiding by animals from the park
4. We don’t have skills in our household to create jobs
Food Insecurity dimension of poverty
5. We regularly don’t eat food we prefer in our household
6. We regularly don’t eat enough food for everyone in our household
7. We regularly don’t eat three times in a day
8. The annual food production for our household is insufficient
Health Insecurity dimension of poverty
9. Health care facilities are far from our household
10. We don’t have money to pay for the national health insurance plan.
* We do not have access to clean water for use in our household
Education Insecurity dimension of poverty
11. Adults in our household cannot read and write
12. Our children do not study because they don’t have the required scholastic materials.
13. Our children do not study because they don’t have food at home.
Dependence on Animal species
14. Some people in our community go to the park to hunt animals for bush-meat to feed their families.
15. Some people in our community go to the park to hunt animals for bush-meat to sell and earn income.
* Some people in our community go to the park to hunt animals for bush-meat for medicinal use in our home.
Dependence on Forest habitat resources
16. Some people in our community go to the park to collect bamboo for household use.
17. Some people in our community go to the park to collect bamboo for sell and earn income.
18. Some people in our community go to the park to collect wood for crop support in their agricultural fields.
19. Some people in our community go to the park to collect honey.
20. Some people in our community go to the park to collect handicraft-making materials.
Note:

Each statement was measured on a seven-point Likert response scale, where 1 represents Strongly Disagree
and 7 represents Strongly Agree.
* Statements with an asterisk were added to the Index for variable identification purposes (Byrne, 2008) and
they are justified by phase one exploratory results.

Phase three-Examining the relationship between Household poverty and forest
dependence at VNP
Phase three is the main focus of the results presented and discussed in this
chapter. It is a three-stage process that involved the survey participant identification,
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instrument design, pretesting and data collection and analysis. The phase two validated
HPFD Index was used to collect data in phase three on the relationship between
household poverty and forest dependence.

Participant selection
The target population of this study was the local residents in extreme poverty,
whose households neighbor VNP. The sample selection of participants was narrowed
from all the households in extreme poverty adjacent to the park to only those in Kinigi
sector. As mentioned earlier, the Kinigi sector was selected out of four administrative
sectors neighboring the park because it has a higher incidences illegal forest resource use.
The selection of participants was limited to four administrative cells in Kinigi sector that
are adjacent to the park including Nyabigoma, Nyonirima, Kaguhu, and Bisoke cells.
From each cell, a list of extremely poor household heads in the respective cells was
obtained from local leaders, who have all community residents classified according to
their social-economic status. Four lists were labeled, combined and numbered to form a
sampling frame for this study. Following the suggestion of Dillman and colleagues, a
systematic random sampling was used to select participants from the sampling frame
using a random interval of 4 (Dillman et al., 2009). A sample of 322 participants was
finally selected and invited to participate in this study.
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Instrument design, pretesting and data collection
The instrument used in this study was developed from the phase two validated
HPFD Index presented in Table 1. Following DeVellis’ guidelines for writing clear and
unambiguous indicator statements, measurement indicators making up the HPFD Index
were rewritten in clear and concise belief statements that local residents could understand
(DeVellis, 2011). For each belief statement representing a measurement indicator, a
response format was created using a seven-point Likert scale where 1 represented
Strongly Disagree and 7 represented Strongly Agree. The developed instrument was
pretested on a group of 10 residents who were in the same category as the targeted
participants. A few indicators were rewritten to address the uncertainty that was observed
during pretesting. The instrument was implemented with the support of 10 assistants who
reside in the same area. These assistants were trained and practiced using mock
interviews among themselves to ensure that they all understood the content and potential
problems they might encounter during interviews. The use of interviewers in data
collection was selected as the most effective approach because most participants cannot
read and write. As Morrow and colleagues suggest, there is a high correlation between
poverty and illiteracy, which ruled out other potentially applicable modes (Morrow,
Paratore, Gaber, Harrison, & Tracey, 1993).
Use of interviewers in data collection allowed maximization of response rates,
enabled the clarification of questions, and assured confidentiality for participants.
However, the interviewer-administered approach to a survey has the potential for
interviewer bias (Groves, Fowler, Couper, Lepkowski, & Singer, 2009). To manage such
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potential bias, three steps were taken, following Dillman and colleagues’ guidelines
(2009). First, an interview protocol was developed to guide interviewers in data
collection. This protocol was one of the tools used during interviewer training and the
instrument pretesting exercise, and also served as a reference document during data
collection. Second, interviewers were trained before the survey. Following their training,
an instrument pretesting exercise allowed the researcher to select assistants who exhibited
a good understanding of required tasks and aptitude to be able make good judgments.
Third, the researcher closely worked with interviewers during the survey and monitored
them during interviews. Additionally, completed instruments were reviewed overnight to
identify anomalies that could be discussed the next day of data collection in order to limit
their occurrence.

Data analysis
Data analysis for the household poverty and forest dependence construct
relationship was done in two stages of pre-analysis and model testing (Schreiber et al.,
2006). The pre-analysis stage was aimed at stabilizing parameter estimates, and involved
data screening using the SPSS software package to identify outlier effects and assessment
of univariate and multivariate normality assumptions (Kline, 2005; Schreiber et al.,
2006). Missing values that are normally of concern at this stage (Schreiber et al, 2006),
were not in this study because the instrument was interviewer-administered, which
enabled full survey completion. Five cases were excluded from the analysis because they
were found to be extreme multivariate outliers (Kline, 2011). Upon data cleanup and
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stabilization, a total of 317 usable cases (samples) were then employed, through a
Structural Equation Modeling process, for the hypothesized measurement model testing
and to examine coefficients of the hypothesized causal and direct effect construct
relationships (Kline, 2005; Schreiber et al., 2006). The model testing was run in the EQS
software (version 6.2) using CFA for measurement and structural modeling (Byrne, 2008;
Schreiber et al., 2006).
The CFA was used as a measurement model to determine the level of
relationships and covariances in the poverty and forest dependence construct
relationships (Byrne, 2008; Schreiber et al., 2006). CFA was also used to identify
interrelationships between measured scales and latent constructs (Kline, 2005; Schreiber
et al., 2006). The Structural Equation Modeling procedure in this study therefore
followed the recommended steps of model specification and estimation, testing model fit,
and modification (Byrne, 2008; Kline, 2011). Model estimation was performed using the
Maximum Likelihood (ML) parameter estimation method (Byrne, 2008; Schreiber et al.,
2006). The aim of using ML model estimation was to be able to observe the level of
discrepancy shown by residuals between sample and population covariances implied by
the hypothesized model (Byrne, 2008). Following review of residuals in covariance
matrices for evidence of model misspecification (Byrne, 2008), the hypothesized model
was then tested for goodness-of-fit was performed using Chi-square tests, Comparative
Fit Index (CFI), Non-Normed Fit Index (NNFI) and Root Mean Squared Error of
Approximation (RMSEA) (Byrne, 2008; Hu & Bentler, 1999; Schreiber et al., 2006).
Both CFI and RMSEA are recommended in literature as considerably better indices for as
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assessing model fitness (Byrne, 2008). CFI is valued for the consideration of sample size
effect (Bentler, 1990; Byrne, 2008), while RMSEA is valued for the consideration of the
number of estimated parameters in the model (Byrne, 2008; Hu & Bentler, 1999). The
examination of the goodness-of-fit of a hypothesized model was performed and
considered realistic when the CFI values were within the desirable range of 0.90 and
above, with RMSEA values ranging below 0.08 (Byrne, 2008; MacCallum et al, 1996).
The goodness of fit examination was aimed at determining whether the model is
reflective of sample data. When this was confirmed, standardized parameter estimates
were used to examine effect size in the hypothesized model (Byrne, 2008; Bentler, 1980;
Hu & Bentler, 1999). Where the goodness-of-fit was found to be implausible (CFI<0.90,
RMSEA>0.08), modifications were performed based on Lagrange Multiplier Test (LM
Test) results that have strong theoretical justifications (Byrne, 2008; Hu & Bentler, 1999;
Schreiber et al, 2006). LM Test results are regarded as useful metrics that enable a
researcher to identify parameters, if freely estimated would significantly improve the
model as long as they are theoretically substantiated (Byrne, 2008).
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Results

Sample description
The characteristics of the sample were measured by gender, age, marital status,
primary education attainment, income, livestock asset ownership, shelter availability and
status, farmland ownership, and number of children in a household and their school
attendance. Using nominal scale responses, participants were asked to select a scale that
best fit their response. A summary of demographic information on this sample is
provided in Table 5.2. Demographic results, in brief, shows that a majority of participants
were married (>93%), under the age of 30 years with about 4 children per household. A
little over 18 percent of the sample had between 5 and 9 children in each household. Over
60 percent were women and more than 75 percent of participants had no basic primary
education. The level of poverty was high among participants, as indicated in the table.
For example, most of the participants (62.8 percent) earned less than 10,000 Rwandan
Francs (approximately 15 US dollars) per month, and over 31 percent did not earn any
income at all. Over 85 percent did not have basic livestock assets such as chickens or
goats, and about 60 percent did not have land for cultivation. Almost 90 percent of
participants live in incomplete shelters, and of these households, 62.5 percent did not
send their children to school.
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Table 5.2. Description of the sample that participated in the survey at VNP (n=317)
Variables
Civil status
Single
Married
Age
< 29
30-39
40-49
50-59
>60
Education
Attained primary education
No primary education
Gender
Male
Female
Household income per month in Rwandan Francs (1 US$= 650RwF)
No Income
1-10,000
10001-20000
> 20000
Livestock asset ownership
Own livestock (goat, chicken)
No asset owned
Shelter status
Complete
Incomplete
Farmland ownership
Own land
Do not own land
Number of children in a household
No children
1-4
>5
Children school attendance
Children attend school
Children do not attend school

Frequency

Valid Percent (%)

20
297

6.3
93.7

107
75
61
41
33

33.8
23.7
19.2
12.9
10.4

77
240

24.3
75.7

120
197

37.9
62.1

101
199
13
4

31.9
62.8
4.1
1.3

47
270

14.8
85.2

32
285

10.1
89.9

126
191

39.7
60.3

28
227
62

8.8
71.6
19.6

119
198

37.5
62.5

Dimensions of household poverty perceived to influence forest dependence at
VNP
Confirmatory Factor Analysis was used to statistically assess the hypothesized
measurement model presented in Figure 1. Goodness of fit for the model was examined
to ensure that the hypothesized model was acceptable and consistent with sample data
(Kline, 2011). The initial assessment showed an indication of some degree of misfit in the
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hypothesized model, as CFI and RMSEA values were in the lower bounds of the
plausible range of model fitness (CFI= 0.902, RMSEA= 0.08). To detect the potential
source of misfit, LM Test results were examined to identify univeriately the misfitting
parameters with a sharp drop in Chi-square (Byrne, 2008). Following univariate test
results, error covariances between harvests for crop support wood and harvests of
bamboo wood for subsistence use, hunting bush meat for medicinal use and hunting bush
meat for subsistence use, as well as between harvests of bamboo wood for subsistence
use and hunting bush meat for income were specified. The model was re-estimated and
indicated plausible fit (CFI= 0.95, RMSEA=0.058).
Following the examination of model fitness, the hypothesized structural
relationships were examined and the results are presented in Table 18. They indicate that
food insecurity (H1a; β=0.190, p<0.05;H1b; β=0.297, p<0.05) and health insecurity
(H2a; β=0.187, p<0.05; H2b; β=0.264,p<0.05) are two household poverty dimensions
that influence both forest dependence dimensions of dependence on animal species and
dependence on forest resources. Results also demonstrate that both education insecurity
(H3a; β=0.234, p>0.05; H3b; β=0.092, p>0.05) and economic insecurity (H4a; β=-0.924,
p>0.05;H4b; β=-0.844, p>0.05) do not significantly influence either forest dependence
dimensions.
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Table 5.3. Summary of Hypotheses Testing Results
Hypotheses
H1a. Forest insecurity has a significant influence
on dependence on animals species among poor
households neighboring VNP
H1b. Forest insecurity has a significant influence
on dependence on forest resources among poor
households neighboring VNP
H2a. Health insecurity has a significant influence
on dependence on animals species among poor
households neighboring VNP
H2b. Health insecurity has a significant influence
on dependence on forest resources among poor
households neighboring VNP
H3a. Education insecurity has a significant
influence on dependence on animals species
among poor households neighboring VNP
H3b. Education insecurity has a significant
influence on dependence on forest resources
among poor households neighboring VNP
H4a. Economic Insecurity has a significant
influence on Dependence on Animals Species
among poor households neighboring VNP
H4b. Economic insecurity has a significant
influence on dependence on forest resources
among poor households neighboring VNP
1
2

Unstandardized
parameter effects
B= 0.296(0.116) 1

Standardized
parameter effects
β= 0.190

Results

B= 0.445(0.136) 1

β= 0.297

Supported

B= 0.296(0.116) 1

β=0.190

Supported

B= 0.175(0.045) 1

β= 0.264

Supported

B= 0.083(0.101) 2

β= 0.234

Not
supported1

B= 0.032(0.045) 2

β= 0.092

Not
supported1

B= -0169(0.142)

β= -0.924

Not
supported

B= -0.148(0.127)

β= -0.844

Not
supported

Supported

Hypothesis supported by consideration of direct effects
Hypothesis supported after consideration of indirect effects (see Table 5.4)

Results of the hypothesis testing for the relationship between household poverty
and forest dependence in Table 5.3 above were based on direct effects. However, there is
evidence that without a closer examination of indirect effects, understanding the
relationship under investigation may be limited (Raykov & Marcoulides, 2000; Kline,
2011). Conversely, indirect parameter effects associated with each measure of the four
household poverty dimensions were examined to identify measures with significant
indirect relationships with forest dependence.
Results in Table 5.3 indicate quantifiable measures of the four household poverty
dimensions with potential to influence indirectly both forest dependence dimensions. As
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seen earlier, only two dimensions of household poverty (food and health insecurity) were
found to have a direct influence on forest dependence, as indicated in Table 5.3.
However, a closer examination of indirect effects in Table 5.4, reveals that two of the
measures for the education insecurity construct (high adult illiteracy and limited access to
scholastic materials for children from poor households) may also indirectly contribute to
forest dependence. Additionally, results also indicate two quantifiable measures of food
insecurity (insufficient annual production of food and skipping meals frequently) and two
measures of health insecurity (inability to access healthcare centers and unavailability of
clean water) significantly influence dependence on forest animals and resources for
livelihoods among poor households neighboring VNP. Interestingly, the economic
insecurity dimension of Household Poverty was not found to either directly or indirectly
influence forest dependence at VNP, contrary to what is commonly believed locally.
From the above analysis, a structural model with the significant relationships was
run to identify how each of the indicators—food insecurity, health insecurity and
education insecurity—directly affect forest dependence dimensions as well as their
indirect effects on the individual measures of both forest dependence dimensions
obtained from the HPFD index (see Chapter 3). Results presented earlier reveal that the
food insecurity, health insecurity and education insecurity influence forest dependence.
When the indirect effects of household poverty on individual forest dependence
indicators are examined, results presented in Table 5.4 reveal that food insecurity is the
main cause of forest dependence, and this effect is attributed to both insufficient annual
food production and the high frequency of skipping meals that are common among the
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poor households neighboring VNP. Additionally, results reveal that difficulty in
accessing health care and high adult illiteracy rate are also among the key attributes of
poverty that drives forest dependence among poor households neighboring VNP.

Table 5.4. Unstandardized Parameter Effects between Household Poverty and Forest Dependence

Household Poverty Dimensions and Indicators
Food insecurity
Eating non preferred food frequently (FI1)
Eating inadequate food frequently (FI2)
Skipping meals frequently (FI3)
Insufficient annual production of food (FI4)
Health insecurity
Inability to access healthcare centers (HI1)
No access to government subsidized health care
program (HI2)
Unavailability of clean water (HI4)
Education Insecurity
High adult illiteracy rate (EDI1)
Access to scholastic materials for children
(EDI2)
Dropping out of school because of lack of food
(EDI4)
Economic insecurity
Poor productivity of agricultural land (ECI1)
Animal crop-raiding (ECI2)
Lack of assets in livestock (ECI3)
Lack of diverse income sources (ECI4)

Forest Dependence Dimensions
Dependence on Animal Species
Dependence on Forest Resources
Direct Effects
Indirect Effects
Direct Effects
Indirect Effects
(SE)
(SE)
(SE)
(SE)
0.296(0.116)*
0.445(0.136)*
0.012(0.103)
0.018(0.154)
0.084(0.118)
0.126(0.176)
0.332(0.139)*
0.499(0.156)*
0.296(0.116)*
0.445(0.136)*
0.130(0.045)*
0.175(0.045)*
0.130(0.045)*
0.175(0.045)*
-0.049(0.035)
-0.066(0.045)
0.155(0.079)*
0.083(0.101)

0.209(0.095)*
0.032(0.042)

0.366(0.096)*
-0.346(0.146)*

-0.452(0.143)*

0.139(0.343)
-0.131(0.322)
0.032(0.042)

-0.169(0.142)

-0.148(0.127)
0.083(0.101)
0.090 (0.154)
-0.211(0.429)
-0.169(0.142)

*Total and indirect effects of Household Poverty on Forest Dependence is significant at 0.05
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0.253(0.422)
0.078(0.136)
-0.185(0.377)
-0.148(0.127)

FI3

F1

FIDEP1

E32

FIDEP2

E33

FIDEP3

E34

FIDEP4

E35

FIDEP5

E36

FIDEP6

E37

FIDEP7

E38

FIDEP8

E39

FI4

D1
HI1

D2
HI4

F2
EDI1

EDI2

Household Poverty Dimensions and indicators
F1
Food Insecurity
Skipping meals frequently (FI3)
Insufficient annual production of food (FI4)
Health Insecurity
Inability to access healthcare centers (HI1)
Unavailability of clean water (HI)
Education Insecurity
High adult illiteracy rate (EDI1)
Access to scholastic materials for children (EDI3)

F2

Forest Dependence indicators
FIDEP1 FIDEP2 FIDEP4 FIDEP5 FIDEP 6

0.120*
0.154*

0.213*
0.177*

0.342*
0.451*

0.345*
0.454*

0.310*
0.408*

0.557*
0.476*

0.614*
0.526*

0.179*
0.108*

0.225*
0.132*

0.157*
0.202

0.158*
0.203

0.142*
0.183

0.180*
0.225*

0.199*
0.248*

0.261*
-0.109*

0.201*
-0.175*

0.471*
-0.322

0.475*
-0.325

0.426*
-0.292

0.333*
-0.473*

0.367*
-0.522*

Note; F1= Forest dependence on animal species construct, F2= Forest dependence on forest resources, FIDEP 1= Hunting bush meat for subsistence
use, FIDEP2=Hunting bush meat for income, FIDEP4= Harvesting of Bamboo wood for subsistence use, FIDEP5= Harvesting Bamboo for income,
FIDEP6= Harvesting Crop support wood in agricultural fields, FIDEP7=Harvests of Honey in the park, FIDEP8=Harvests of handicraft materials.
FIDEP 7 and 8 are not included because they were not identified as key threats at VNP (see chapter 2 results); *parameter effects significant at p<0.05.

Figure 5.2 Structural Model with Parameter Effects of Household Poverty on Forest Dependence at VNP

Household poverty dimensions with greater influence on forest dependence
To determine the household dimensions with greater influence on forest
dependence, the structural model (Figure 5.2) was used as a baseline model to test for
invariance of mean structures between each of the quantifiable measures of food
insecurity, health insecurity, and education insecurity, and forest dependence constructs
they were hypothesized to predict. The model was estimated and produced a good fit
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(CFI=0.985; RMSEA=0.045). Following the guidelines for testing invariance of mean
structures, a fully constrained model was estimated, and direct relationships between six
measures of each dimension of household poverty and forest dependence were fixed to
equivalence (Byrne, 2008; Kline, 2011). To test for invariance, change in Santora-Bentler
Chi-Square was examined along with the change in CFI as indicated in table 5.5. The
consideration of the change in CFI was based on the rationale that the sole use of change
in Santora-Bentler Chi-square to evaluate invariance is impractical and should be
considered along with change in CFI (Byrne, 2008).
Both models were compared and the results presented in Table 5.5 reveal
noninvariance (ΔS-Bχ2 30.857; Δdf=10; p<0.01). However consideration of change in
Santora-Bentler Chi-square can be misleading (Byrne, 2008). When change in CFI is
considered, results show the evidence of equivalence with a minimal change in CFI of
0.008, which is below the proposed level (Δ CFI >0.01) for noninvariance (Byrne, 2008).
Therefore, these results confirm that food insecurity, health insecurity, and education
insecurity have equal effect on forest dependence and none of them has a greater
influence or effect on either forest dependence dimensions.
Table 5.5 Test of Invariance on the Effect of Multiple Dimensions of Poverty on Forest Dependence
Hypothesized model
Model 1; Unconstrained
baseline model (six variables of
Household Poverty dimensions
predicting Forest Dependence)
Model 2; Fully constrained
model (comparison of effects
resulted in 10 constraint pairs.

Scaled Differences1

Robust Statistics

CFI

ΔCFI

0

0.985

0

P<0.01

0.977

0.008

S-Bχ 2

df

Prob

ΔS-Bχ 2

Δdf

Prob

85.84

52

P<0.05

0

0

114.9

62

P<0.01

30.8675

10

1

Models
compared

2v1

Scaled differences were calculated using the Santorra-Bentler Scaled Chi-square adjusted difference tests
(Santorra & Bentler, 2001). CFI= Comparative Fit Index; df=degree of freedom; S-Bχ2 =Santorra-Bentler
scaled Chi-square; Prob=test of significance at 95% confidence interval.
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Discussion

This study was conducted to investigate and reveal the dimensions of household
poverty perceived to influence forest dependence among poor residents neighboring
VNP. The findings reveal that forest dependence at VNP is influenced primarily by food
insecurity and health insecurity. It was also revealed education insecurity in poor
households contributes to forest dependent behavior, due to the high adult illiteracy rate
and lack of scholastic materials that limit school attendance or leads to dropping out. The
findings also reveal that food insecurity among the poor households is driven by
insufficient annual food production and the high frequency of meal skipping. Health
insecurity, on the other hand, is driven by poor access to clean water and health care
services. The findings on health and education security risks and their influence on forest
resource dependence are in keeping with the HLS premise that poverty should not only
be viewed from an asset and income perspective, but also the capability of the household
to meet and maintain wellbeing is equally important in understanding poverty and its
impact (Chambers & Conway, 1992; Frankenberger & McCaston, 1998).
The key findings and contribution of this study are three-fold. First, this study
provides an empirical justification for the importance of health and education in the
debate on the relationship between poverty, forest dependence and biodiversity
conservation, factors which have not been previously given due attention. Second,
economic security of income and assets do not have a significant influence on forest
dependence at VNP. This is surprising and in disagreement with current hypothesis in
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biodiversity conservation literature that argues that forest dependence is primarily a
function of household income and asset needs (Bahuguna, 2000; Bhandari & Grant,
2007; Cavendish, 2000; Jodha, 1998; Mamo, Sjaastad, & Vedeld, 2007). This finding
questions the “asset poverty” concept in assessing the link between poverty and forest
dependence (Bhandari & Grant, 2007; Cavendish, 2000; Fisher, 2004) and supports the
“welfare poverty” idea that is emerging, which views poverty from its structural context
beyond income and assets (Angelsen & Wunder, 2003; Reardon & Vosti, 1995; Vedeld
et al., 2012; Wunder, 2001). It reveals that there is more to poverty than income,
employment, and household assets in its causal relationship with forest dependence. This
could point to why most income and asset based interventions in the form of ICDPs have
misdiagnosed the causes of biodiversity loss, which, as is evident in the literature, has led
to failure (Archabald & Naughton-Treves, 2001; Brown, 2002; Kiss, 2004).
Third, the finding that there is no difference on how food security, health security,
and education security risks affect forest dependence is also surprising. While food
security risks have featured prominently in poverty and forest dependence studies as part
of the income and asset hypothesis (Bhandari & Grant, 2007; Cavendish, 2000; Mamo et
al., 2007), health and education risks have not. Yet, human health and education risks are
considered as significant drivers of poverty in the development arena. In fact, they are
both key components of international frameworks for sustainable development, such as
the United Nations sustainable development Agenda 21(Robinson, Hassan, & BurhenneGuilmin, 1993), and Millennium Development Goals (Sachs et al., 2004; Sachs &
McArthur, 2005; Wagstaff, 2004). Their absence or at least abstract consideration of
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health and education security risks in the poverty and forest dependence debate is
surprising (Vira & Kontoleon, 2010). For example, the second goal of the MDG is to
have all children in developing countries complete universal education by 2015 (Sachs et
al., 2004). In fact, The MDG goals are predominantly focused on addressing human
health challenges such as malaria, HIV Aids, child mortality and maternal health
(Wagstaff, 2004). Agenda 21 also stipulates that for sustainable development to be
achieved, primary human needs must be addressed (Robinson et al., 1993). Existence of
such an international development policy framework is a demonstration of the global
recognition of human health and education security risks as constraints to poverty
mitigation and sustainable development efforts. While these livelihood security risks
appear in the development debate, they are missing in the biodiversity conservation
discourse (Vira & Kontoleon, 2010).
Evidence exists that without education, the chances for a household to overcome
poverty are limited, and the implications for wildlife are significant (Sachs et al., 2004;
Sachs et al., 2009). Demographic results presented in Table 5.2, show that over 62
percent of children from poor households neighbor the park do not attend school. This
poses a forest dependence and conservation concern for VNP in the light of the findings
of the effect of education security risks on forest dependence. Most developing countries
have introduced universal primary education and used net enrollment to justify the MDG
targets (Sachs et al., 2004). However, constraints such as lack of scholastic materials
observed in this study remain unnoticed, leading to high dropout rates among the poor,
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which drives them further into poverty. Evidence exists for a lack of scholastic materials
as a significant education security risk (Lockheed & Verspoor, 1991; Sachs et al., 2004).
Proliferation of such education security risks not only worsens an already
existing poverty situation, but also creates even a larger forest dependent constituency
near wildlife areas. Therefore, practitioners involved in promoting wildlife conservation
and the Rwandan government must put mechanisms in place to support keeping the poor
children in school if school dropout rates and high adult illiteracy—both found to
influence forest dependence—are to be overcome. For example, an education support
system for poor households in areas neighboring the park could be set up and facilitated
to identify and provide the educational materials that have been keeping children out of
school. Evidence of perverse incentives such as children helping parents to earn a living
rather than attend school, also exists in limiting children from poor households to attain
education (Sachs et al., 2004). An education support system should investigate and
address perverse incentives that may exist in addition to the creation of a scholastic
materials support system. Since the creation of income-enabled and self-sufficient
households is the only sustainable solution to livelihoods’ security risks, including food,
health and education, these efforts should only be seen as complementary measures that
must go along with other poverty reduction measures (Frankenberger & McCaston,
1998).
The findings on the health risks as drivers of forest dependence point to a
situation of constraints on human wellbeing and productivity among the poor that is well
framed within the international development policies, but still affects the poorest
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households. The challenge, however, remains that of implementation and monitoring of
health risks that are still affecting the poorest residents. The proliferation of constraints
on human health among most rural and poor perpetuates bad health, hunger and poverty
(Sachs et al., 2004). The implications of these outcomes for natural resources use and
conservation are dire and need to be explored to maintain the integrity and wellbeing of
both the poor and the wildlife. In the recent past, integrated development and
conservation programs have appeared to combine human needs into conservation
strategies (Blomley et al., 2010). However most of these ICDPs have concentrated on
income and consumption aspects of poverty, ignoring other dimensions of poverty such
as health security risks and their implications for biodiversity conservation. The key
problems with ICDPs, as Salafsky and Wollenburg (2000) point out, is that they have not
been linked conceptually to their conservation impacts. The findings of this study are a
demonstration of the importance and need to explore and consider links between human
health and forest dependence The recent emergence of integrated Population, Health, and
Environment (PHE) programs in biodiversity rich but poor countries provide hope (De
Souza, Williams, & Meyerson, 2003). Practitioners and policy makers at VNP and those
involved in the ICDP in developing countries should tap into such PHE ideas and devise
public health programs that provide the poorest households neighboring the forest areas
with access to clean water and health care services.
The finding on food insecurity as a key driver for forest dependence also
corroborates exploratory findings on the causes of forest dependence from a park
management perspective.
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In addition, the finding of food insecurity as a driver of forest dependence in this
study supports existing literature that forest dependence is a function of these households’
need for resources to meet their subsistence needs (Bahuguna, 2000; Bennett &
Robinson, 2000; Masozera & Alavalapati, 2004; Wilkie & Carpenter, 1999). Evidence
exists that a household’s access to food is determined by its means to produce, purchase,
and gather food (Frankenberger & Goldstein, 1990). The food insecurity finding,
therefore, is not surprising because first, most poor households (60 percent of the sample)
near the park do not own land (see Table 5.2). For those with land, the production and
livelihood means of poor households neighboring VNP are severely compromised by
animal crop raiding. The only option left is to gather food from the park.
To address food insecurity associated with forest dependence problems at VNP,
the park management and government policy makers need to understand the local
conditions creating it (Davies et al, 1991). First, the crop-raiding problem and its impact
on poor households needs to be specifically targeted and addressed because crop-raiding
remains one of the key factor in human-wildlife conflicts (Naughton-Treves, 1998;
Pienkowski et al., 1998). In Tanzania, for example, crop raiding was found to be a key
source of human-wildlife conflict that resulted in a food security problem in Doma and
Mukumi villages (Vedeld et al., 2012). While the ongoing efforts to fence the park have
appeared effective elsewhere (Tweheyo, Hill, & Obua, 2005), they do not provide a longterm solutions (Naughton-Treves, 1998; Pienkowski et al., 1998). Various remedies to
the crop-raiding problem, such as a change in cropping patterns, compensation, night
vigils, fences and barriers, and introduction of non-edible crops have been proposed in
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the literature (Tumusiime, Vedeld, & Gombya-Ssembajjwe, 2011; Vedeld et al., 2012).
While animal crop raiding compensation seems to be preferred (Pienkowski et al., 1998;
Sekhar, 1998), it feeds into a complicated debate on compensation as a right or as
consolation (Vedeld et al., 2012). Ideally, a more long-term solution includes trust and
confidence building through communication and partnerships with the most affected
group of residents, the poor households, to enable a situation of improved tolerance for
wildlife (Naughton-Treves, 1998; Pienkowski et al., 1998; Tumusiime et al., 2011;
Vedeld et al., 2012). Thus, animal crop raiding compensation should not be viewed as a
right, but as a consolation because of the expectation it raises if it is viewed as a right,
and the potential associated management problems it might create in poor communities.
Additionally, efforts should be made to devise crop-raiding co-management strategies
with the poor and most vulnerable households (Sekhar, 1998; U. Sekhar, 2003; Vedeld et
al., 2012).
Second, the use and productivity of farmland owned by poor households must be
improved to increase annual productivity. For example, poor and vulnerable households
must be supported to invest in coping strategies aimed at improving agricultural
productivity such as soil conservation and land use changes that create variations in
cropping patterns (Clay, 1995; Boserup & Kaldor, 1965). Third, for poor households
without land, efforts must be made to identify and facilitate them to form and work in an
agricultural farming cooperatives. Such cooperatives can be supported to purchase land
from which they can produce for their consumption needs, and can also be used to sell
the surplus for income. Such successful models of community self-sufficiency programs
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exist elsewhere (Lewis et al., 2011). For example in Luangwa Valley in Zambia, food
insecure households were identified and trained in sustainable agricultural practices,
which not only enabled them to meet their food needs but also allowed them to generate
income from surplus produce sold to markets they were facilitated to access (Lewis, et
al., 2011). Borrowing from such business-based models promoting biodiversity
conservation and community self-sufficiency has the potential to create a more
sustainable solution to poverty and forest dependence (Lewis, et al., 2011). However,
efforts must be made at every stage of development of such conservation-oriented
community agribusiness initiatives to build and maintain a documentation and monitoring
mechanism to keep track of the biodiversity conservation link and to allow an evidencebased case to emerge and be replicated (Sachs, et al., 2009).

Conclusion
The main aim of this study was to identify household poverty dimensions that
influence forest dependence among poor residents in proximity to the boundary of VNP.
This was done in response to practitioners’ concerns regarding biodiversity loss that has
resulted from forest dependence at VNP. In addition, this study was a response to the
calls in literature to identify linkages between biodiversity loss and poverty (Sachs et al.,
2004; Vira & Kontoleon, 2010). The findings identified food, health, and education
security risks to be the drivers of forest dependence among poor households neighboring
VNP. Livelihoods’ security risks associated with these three poverty dimensions include;
insufficient annual production of food, high frequency of skipping meals in a day, poor
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access to clean water and health care services, high rate of children dropping out of
school due to lack of educational materials, and high adult illiteracy among these poor
households. These empirical findings place the HLS framework at the center of the
ongoing poverty and environmental debate in developing countries. As seen earlier in the
chapter, poverty is a complex phenomena (Chambers, 1995). However, this chapter has
shown that using HLS as a framework of study, household poverty and its causal
relationship to forest dependence behavior of the poor can be understood beyond the
income and consumption dimensions of poverty.
One of the key findings of this chapter is that there is no difference among the
effects each of the three dimensions (health, education and food) of household poverty
and forest dependence at VNP. There are a number of implications of this finding. First,
it demonstrates to practitioners and policy makers that health and education security are
as important as food security in the effort to address forest dependence at VNP and other
developing countries dealing with biodiversity loss resulting from human dependence on
forest resources. Second, it raises numerous questions. For example, how does lack of
educational materials and adult illiteracy among poor households influence forest
dependence and environmental degradation? How do health risks such as access to water
and health care services influence forest dependence? To what extent do forest resources
act as traps for health, education and food risks to neighboring poor households? How
can health and education be integrated in the biodiversity conservation programs, and
what are the policy and regulatory frameworks needed for this to happen? It would also
be important to investigate if and why income, employment and other “asset poverty”
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indicators may not significantly influence forest dependence. Do economic security risks
such as employment, income, and assets mediate the relationship between household
poverty and forest dependence? Future research on the poverty and forest dependence
relationship, therefore, should aim to investigate information gaps associated with
questions emerging from this study.
Three key recommendations have been made to address the study findings. First,
it has been recommended that food security risks be addressed by facilitating poor
landowners with coping strategies such as changing cropping patterns and improving soil
fertility to improve their agricultural productivity. Additionally, it was recommended that
crop raiding be managed by incorporating co-management strategies between park
officials and poor households affected by animal crop raids. This will not only help to
find a permanent remedy but also create a strong foundation for tolerance among the crop
raiding victims to reduce human-wildlife conflict and promote human-wildlife
coexistence. Second, it has been recommended that for poor households without land, a
community association be formed and facilitated to own land and engage in agricultural
production for its own consumption with potential to access markets for surplus
production to generate income. Additional recommendations have been made to integrate
both health and education security risks into the ongoing integrated conservation and
development programs that have traditionally focused on income and consumption
dimensions of poverty.
In summary, this chapter calls for a change in how poverty and forest dependence
should be viewed. It suggests that poverty must be look beyond traditional
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macroeconomic conditions and be understood as a multidimensional phenomenon
involving not just income and consumption variables but also health, education and
empowerment (Chambers and Conway, 1992; Frankenberger, et al., 1992). Poverty’s
relationship to forest dependence and biodiversity loss both in practice and in theory must
encompass this view. Until this is happens efforts to relate poverty to forest dependence
and biodiversity loss will remain abstract.
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CHAPTER SIX

THE POTENTIAL FOR COMMUNITY TOURISM BENEFITS TO ADDRESS
FOREST DEPENDENCE BEHAVIOR OF POOR HOUSEHOLDS IN PROXIMITY
TO PROTECTED AREAS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: THE CASE OF
VOLCANOES NATIONAL PARK IN RWANDA.

Introduction
The relationship between protected forest areas and the neighboring local
residents in developing countries has been one of conflict, because the demand for human
livelihoods often clashes with the need for wildlife preservation. (Blomley, 2003; Tosun,
2000; Walpole & Goodwin, 2001; Xu, L¸, Chen, & Liu, 2009). It has been documented
that protected areas in developing countries are some of the most rich and diverse in
biological species globally (Bookbinder, Dinerstein, Rijal, Cauley, & Rajouria, 1998;
Gossling, 1999). At the same time, the wildlife in these countries is often threatened by
humans (McNeely, 1993). In developing countries, human-induced threats to wildlife are
attributed to poverty (Nyaupane & Poudel, 2011). For example, previous studies have
indicated that protected areas in developing countries are surrounded by highly
impoverished communities, whose livelihoods are dependent on forest resources such as
wood and non-timber forest products (Sekhar, 2003). Traditionally, this conflict has been
managed by use of the “fences and fines” approach to protected area management, which
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alienates local residents and fails to address human-induced threats to wildlife (Brandon
& Wells, 1992; Hackel, 1999; Nyaupane & Poudel, 2011; Salafsky & Wollenberg, 2000).
In recent years, innovative approaches to managing human-induced threats to
wildlife have appeared that link local residents to wildlife conservation (McNeely, 1993;
Nyaupane & Poudel, 2011; Wunder, 2000). One of these approaches is to use the benefits
of tourism. These benefits may be direct benefits, such as employment, income from
small-scale enterprises, markets for local goods, or indirect benefits such as construction
of health centers, schools, and roads (Nyaupane & Poudel, 2011). It is believed that such
tourism benefits have the potential to offset the opportunity costs of coexisting with
wildlife (Gossling, 1999; Lindberg & Huber, 1993), and result in positive change in
resident attitudes towards wildlife conservation (Archabald & Naughton-Treves, 2001;
Brandon & Wells, 1992; Walpole & Goodwin, 2001). However, the conservation
effectiveness of both direct and indirect tourism benefits is contested in literature. On one
hand, direct tourism benefits are suggested as the most effective means to reduce forest
dependence and promote wildlife conservation (Ashley & Roe, 1998; Bunting & Wright
1991; McNeely, 1993; Walpole & Thouless, 2005). On the other, indirect tourism
benefits are suggested as the most effective means of achieving conservation goals (Kiss,
2004; Salafsky, 1999; Stem, Lassoie, Lee, Deshler, & Schelhas, 2003). In practice, these
conflicting views have led to incoherent approaches to tourism policy as a tool for
wildlife conservation.
Numerous direct and indirect tourism benefit initiatives have been implemented at
VNP through a revenue sharing scheme, with the aim of addressing human-induced
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threats to wildlife (Bush, Ikirezi, Daconto, Gray, & Fawcett, 2010; Munanura, Backman,
& Sabuhoro, 2013; Tusabe & Habyalimana, 2010). For example, 40 percent of tourism
revenue sharing funds in Rwanda are invested annually in community projects near VNP
(Tusabe & Habyalimana, 2010). Of this amount, over 80 percent has been invested in
indirect tourism benefits such as schools and water tanks (Munanura in prep). However,
the conservation effectiveness of these indirect benefits at VNP has been challenged
(Bush et al., 2010; Nielsen & Spenceley, 2010). While there is evidence that these
benefits have resulted in improved local attitudes towards wildlife conservation (Nielsen
& Spenceley, 2010; Spenceley, Habyalimana, Tusabe, & Mariza, 2010), it has also been
posited that this change of attitude has not translated into any change in forest
dependence behavior (Brandon & Wells, 1992; Kiss, 2004). In a recent study, it was, in
fact, observed that tourism benefits at VNP have not led to changes in the forest
dependence behavior of residents that neighbor the park (Bush et al., 2010). While there
is support in the literature for indirect tourism benefits as a tool for conservation (Kiss,
2004; Salafsky, 1999; Stem et al., 2003), there is also evidence that conservation support
and change in forest dependence behavior of local residents are more likely when
residents have access to direct and tangible tourism benefits (Ashley & Roe, 1998;
McNeely, 1993; Nyaupane & Poudel, 2011).
The aim of this chapter therefore, is to empirically examine the conservation
effectiveness of both direct and indirect tourism benefits, and contribute to the ongoing
debate on the conservation impact of tourism benefits. The main objective for this
attempt is to determine which type of tourism benefits (direct or indirect) has greater
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potential to influence positive change in forest dependence behavior by addressing
household poverty dimensions that were found to be responsible for forest dependence
among poor households neighboring VNP.

Literature Review

Household poverty and forest dependence nexus
Evidence portrays a high correlation between poverty and human forest
dependence behavior, which, in turn, results in biodiversity loss (Bahuguna, 2000; Jodha,
1998; Masozera & Alavalapati, 2004; Reardon & Vosti, 1995). It is also believed that
alleviation of poverty reduces the degradation of biodiversity (Sachs et al., 2009;
Angelsen and Wunder, 2003). In fact, Reardon and Vosti (1995) refer to this as the
“vicious cycle of [the] poverty and environment relationship.” Studies that have explored
poverty and forest dependence from a developing country’s perspective suggest that
forest dependence is largely driven by the subsistence livelihood needs of a household
(Adams & Infield, 2003; Brandon & Wells, 1992). It is posited that poor households
neighboring protected areas have depended, historically, on forest resources for
livelihoods in times of scarcity (Fisher, 2004; Masozera & Alavalapati, 2004; Salafsky &
Wollenberg, 2000).
Forested areas, especially those in the tropics, provide multiple benefits, such as
exploitation of the forest resources for commercial purposes, tourism services, harvests of
non-timber forest products (NTFPs), harvests for subsistence livelihood needs, and
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ecological services (Beckley, 1998; Hackel, 1999; Tumusiime, Vedeld et al., 2011). For
most poor households in proximity to forested areas, these forests harbor resources from
which they derive their subsistence livelihoods (Vedeld, Jumane, Wapalila, & Songorwa,
2012). For example, they hunt for meat and harvest resources such as wood, NTFPs, and
medicinal plants for both household use and income (Bahuguna, 2000; Cavendish, 2000;
Salafsky & Wollenberg, 2000). In countries like Rwanda, where population density is
high and farmland is limited, households neighboring forests also commonly rely on
forest resources to supplement their livelihoods (Masozera & Alavalapati, 2004). In some
cases, it is the only source of livelihood for those households with no farmland (Bush et
al., 2010).
While such forest-based livelihoods are important to the poor and vulnerable, they
also are believed to be the primary drivers of biodiversity loss in developing countries
(Bahuguna, 2000; Margolius & Salafsky, 2001; Masozera & Alavalapati, 2004). In most
of them, such forest dependent activities have become a source of conflict between local
communities and government officials responsible for conservation (Blomley, 2003;
Tumusiime et al., 2011). These conflicts are inevitable because dependence on forest
resources is unsustainable in the face of increasing biodiversity loss in developing
countries (Wunder, 2001). For this reason, forest dependence has become an important
aspect of conservation.
Theoretically, forest resource dependence has been conceptualized as a
multifaceted construct with many temporal and spatial dimensions (Beckley, 1998). For
example, forest use results in multiple forms of commercial exploitation, recreational
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services, harvests of NTFPs, and subsistence livelihoods (Beckley, 1998). These forms of
dependence operate and react differently at multiple levels—regional, national,
community, household and individual (Beckley, 1998). The implication for multiple
forms of forest dependence on different levels is that forms of forest dependence and the
unit of analysis have to be clearly defined to avoid ambiguity. Therefore, the unit of
analysis is limited to the household level because this study focuses on the mediation
among household poverty, tourism and the forest dependence. In this study, forest
dependence is limited to two dimensions, dependence on animal species and dependence
on forest habitat resources, which were suggested as the primary dimensions of forest
dependence in Salafsky and Wollenberg’s (2000) conceptualization. Following the results
of household poverty dimensions perceived to influence dependence at VNP presented in
Chapter 5, a structural model of household poverty and the forest dependence
relationship is presented in Figure 6.1. This model is used in this study to conceptualize
the relationship between tourism benefits and forest dependence that is mediated by
household poverty dimensions perceived to influence forest dependence.
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Figure 6.1. Model of the Household Poverty and Forest Dependence relationship

Tourism benefits as a tool for mitigating forest dependence
Wildlife conservationists in developing countries have turned to nature-based
tourism as a strategy to promote non-consumptive use of wildlife to achieve both local
community development and wildlife conservation (Lindberg & Huber, 1993; Wunder,
2000). The appeal of wildlife tourism as a conservation and development tool is in its
potential to provide local economic benefits while maintaining wildlife integrity (Stem,
Lassoie, Lee, Deshler, & Schelhas, 2003). This approach has resulted in various
community-based initiatives common in the tourism literature, such as construction of
schools, roads, health centers, small scale tourism enterprises, water supply programs,
and many more (Archabald & Naughton-Treves, 2001; Ashley & Roe, 1998; Blomley et
al., 2010; Munanura et al., 2013; Nielsen & Spenceley, 2010). Such initiatives are
introduced to reduce poverty, thereby indirectly creating incentives for wildlife
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conservation among local residents (Ashley & Roe, 1998; Boo, 1991; Walpole &
Goodwin, 2001).
Tourism benefits as a conservation incentive tool operate on the premise that if
local people can earn tourism income through such community-based tourism projects,
they, in turn, would value wildlife and help to protect it (Goodwin, 1996; Walpole &
Thouless, 2005; Wunder, 2000). However, achieving such an indirect objective is more
complex than it appears because of multiple practical challenges. An illustration of such
complexity can be seen in the research of Ashley and Roe (1998), who point out that the
conservation of wildlife in most developing countries depends on the commitment of all
the residents, whereas in reality, the tourism benefits are only accessed by a few. Many
studies on tourism as an incentive for conservation have focused on local resident
employment opportunities (Tosun, 2000; Walpole & Goodwin, 2001; Walpole &
Thouless, 2005), income from tourism (Ashley & Roe, 1998; Gossling, 1999; Tosun,
2000), and perception change toward wildlife conservation (Sekhar, 2003; Walpole &
Thouless, 2005). Results from these studies have fallen short of addressing the cause of
threats to wildlife conservation, which is attributed to the limited understanding of the
household-based drivers to human-induced threats to wildlife, and how they can be
directly targeted and addressed by tourism benefits (McNealy, Brandon and Wells,
Walpole and Thoules). Evidence suggests that ineffectiveness of tourism benefits in
addressing forest dependence and biodiversity loss is a function of poor linkages between
tourism benefits and wildlife conservation goals (Van der Duim & Caalders, 2002;
Vaughan, 2000; Walpole and Thoules, 2003).
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Tourism benefits to local residents as a tool for mitigating forest dependence and
the achievement conservation goals must be based on tangible and direct benefits to local
residents who bear the opportunity cost of wildlife conservation and tourism, rather than
the common method of indirect benefits promoted through monetary value and
development programs such as the building of schools and health centers (Ashley & Roe,
1998; Brandon and Wells, 2003; Bunting & Wright, 1991; Tosun, 2000; Walpole &
Thoules, 2005). Absence of a direct linkage between tourism benefits and wildlife
conservation is one of the key limitations of tourism benefits becoming an incentive for
wildlife conservation among local residents (Blomley et al, 2010). Most tourism benefits
to communities promoted as conservation incentives are indirect and social in nature
(Walpole &Thouless, 2005; Bunting & Wright, 1991; Brandon and Wells, 2003). In
addition, such tourism benefits are not targeted at residents that incur the cost of
coexisting with wildlife and are threatened the most (Vaughan, 2000; Walpole &
Goodwin, 2001; McNealy, 1993; Walpole and Thoules, 2003). This raises the issue of
sustainability that surrounds nature-based tourism in developing countries, and its ability
to ensure long-term survival of wildlife and the wellbeing of neighboring local residents.
However, another line of research on the benefits of tourism as an incentive for
conservation suggests that indirect and nonfinancial tourism benefits provide the most
effective means to achieve conservation results (Stem et al, 3003; Kiss, 2004; Salafsky et
al 1999). Such conflicting research outcomes have complicated the application of the
tourism benefits and conservation linkages proposed in the literature. It is imperative that
research on the effectiveness of both direct and indirect tourism benefits be pursued
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further to clarify which type of tourism benefits, direct or indirect, creates the best
outcome for managing forest dependence and biodiversity loss. Research determining the
circumstances under which direct or indirect tourism benefits operate successfully is
desirable and timely for practitioners.
This study aims to address this challenge by investigating the potential for indirect
and direct tourism benefits to address forest dependence and improve conservation
results. To achieve this objective, a model of forest dependence and tourism benefits
mediated by household poverty is conceptualized (Figure 6.2) and used as guiding
framework for this study.
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Figure 6.2. Hypothesized Household Poverty mediated Model of Tourism
Benefits and Forest Dependence Relationship
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Methodology

Research design
This study was done in three phases following an exploratory sequential mixed
methods design (Creswell, 2009). Phase one was carried out in September 2012 and it
involved an exploratory study using focus group interviews with three groups that were
important for answering both research questions. The aim of this phase was to explore the
perceptions of tourism benefits, the dimensions of household poverty, and the forest
dependence behavior of the poorest residents at the local level and from the perspective
of three important players (park management officials, residents without direct access to
tourism benefits and residents with access to tourism benefits) in the poverty, forest
dependence and biodiversity loss relationship at VNP. The results from this exploratory
phase were then used to inform the design of phase two and interpretation of phase three
results. In phase two, the survey was designed using the phase one exploratory results
implemented in April 2013, along with the literature review.
Using Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA), valid and relational measures of
household poverty and the forest dependence relationship were obtained, resulting in the
Household Poverty and Forest Dependence (HPFD) index. From the HPFD index, an
instrument was developed to measure the relationship between household poverty and
forest dependence (DeVellis, 2011; Noar, 2003). Phase three involved the use of the
validated HPFD Index to design a survey instrument. This survey instrument was
administered in June and July 2013 at VNP. It investigated the dimensions of the
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household poverty that are responsible for forest dependence behavior of the poorest
households neighboring VNP (Creswell, 2009). The identified dimensions of household
poverty causing forest dependence were then tested for their mediating effect on the
relationship between tourism benefits and forest dependence, as reported in this paper. In
addition, phase three investigated the potential for direct and indirect tourism benefits in
addressing forest dependence.

Participant selection
The target population of this study was the local residents in extreme poverty,
whose households live next to the boundary of VNP. The sample selection of participants
was narrowed from all the households in extreme poverty adjacent to the park boundary,
to only those in Kinigi sector. The Kinigi sector was selected out of four administrative
sectors neighboring the park because it has a higher incidence of illegal forest resources
use. The selection of participants was limited to four administrative cells in Kinigi sector
that are adjacent to the park boundary including Nyabigoma, Nyonirima, Kaguhu and
Bisoke cells. From each cell, a list of extremely poor household heads was obtained from
local leaders, who have all community residents classified according to their socialeconomic status. Four lists were labeled, combined and numbered to form a sampling
frame for this study. Following the suggestion of Dillman and colleagues, a systematic
random sampling was used to select participants from the sampling frame using a random
interval of 4 (Dillman et al., 2009). A sample of 322 participants was finally selected and
invited to participate in this study.
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Instrument design, pretesting and data collection
The instrument used in this study was developed from the phase one list of
tourism benefits (Table 6.1) and validated HPFD index (Table 6.2). Following DeVellis’
guidelines for writing clear and unambiguous indicator statements, measurement
indicators making up the HPFD index as well as tourism benefit indicators were rewritten
in clear and concise belief statements that are local residents could understand (DeVellis,
2011). For each belief statement representing HPFD Index and those representing tourism
benefits, a response format was created using a seven-point Likert scale where 1
represented Strongly Disagree and 7 represented strongly agree response. The developed
instrument was pretested on a group of 10 residents who were in the same category of the
targeted participants. A few indicators were rewritten to address the uncertainty that was
observed during pretesting. The instrument was implemented with the support of 10
assistants who reside in the same area. These assistants were trained and practiced, using
mock interviews among themselves to ensure that they all understood the content and
potential problems they might encounter during interviews. The use of interviewers in
data collection was selected as the most effective approach because most participants
could not read and write. As Morrow and colleagues suggest, there is a high correlation
between poverty and illiteracy, which ruled out other potentially applicable modes
(Morrow, Paratore, Gaber, Harrison, & Tracey, 1993).
Use of interviewers in data collection allowed maximization of response rates,
enabled the clarification of questions, and assured confidentiality for participants.
However, the interviewer-administered approach to a survey has the potential for
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interviewer bias (Groves, Fowler, Couper, Lepkowski, & Singer, 2009). To manage such
potential bias, three steps were taken, following Dillman and colleagues’ guidelines
(2009). First, an interview protocol was developed to guide interviewers in data
collection. This protocol was one of the tools used during interviewer training and the
instrument pretesting exercise and also served as a reference document during data
collection. Second, interviewers were trained before the survey. Following their training,
an instrument pretesting exercise allowed the researcher to select assistants who exhibited
a good understanding of required tasks and aptitude to be able make good judgments.
Third, the researcher closely worked with interviewers during the survey and monitored
them during interviews. Additionally, completed instruments were reviewed overnight to
identify anomalies that could be discussed the next day of data collection in order to limit
the occurrence of anomalies.
Table 6.1. Tourism Benefits at VNP (All were measured on a seven-Point Likert scale)
Tourism benefit desired or available at VNP

Category

We can earn income from employment in tourism (porters, guides, hotels)
We can earn income from local tourism enterprises (handicraft etc.)
We can earn income from selling agricultural produce (supply hotels with fruits)
We get compensation for animal damage of crops from tourism revenue
We can benefit from levies and taxes from tourism
We can earn income from Park events (local tenders for Kwita Izina event)
We can benefit from facilitation to construct and own modern houses
We can benefit by obtaining support for education (tuition and scholastic materials)
We can benefit by obtaining livestock assets (cattle, goats)
We can benefit by having access to alternative sources of park resources (Honey, bamboo)
We can benefit from health insurance plan contributions
We can benefit from school construction
We can benefit from health Center construction
We can benefit from construction of water tanks
We can benefit from membership in community associations and cooperatives
We can benefit from improved market for local goods
We can benefit from improved control of problem animals (fencing, ranger patrols)
We can benefit from involvement in park management
We can benefit from collective income of community enterprises
We can benefit from improved infrastructure (roads)
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Direct Tourism Benefit
Direct Tourism Benefit
Direct Tourism Benefit
Direct Tourism Benefit
Direct Tourism Benefit
Direct Tourism Benefit
Direct Tourism Benefit
Direct Tourism Benefit
Direct Tourism Benefit
Direct Tourism Benefit
Indirect Tourism Benefit
Indirect Tourism Benefit
Indirect Tourism Benefit
Indirect Tourism Benefit
Indirect Tourism Benefit
Indirect Tourism Benefit
Indirect Tourism Benefit
Indirect Tourism Benefit
Indirect Tourism Benefit
Indirect Tourism Benefit

Table 6.2. Validated Household Poverty and Forest Dependence (HPFD Index)
Validated Measures of Multiple Dimensions of Poverty and Forest dependence constructs
Economic Insecurity dimension of poverty
1. We don’t have livestock assets in our household
2. Our land is no longer productive
3. Our agricultural yield is not sufficient because of crop-raiding by animals from the park
4. We don’t have skills in our household to create jobs
Food Insecurity dimension of poverty
5. We regularly don’t eat food we prefer in our household
6. We regularly don’t eat enough food for everyone in our household
7. We regularly don’t eat three times in a day
8. The annual food production for our household is insufficient
Health Insecurity dimension of poverty
9. Health care facilities are far from our household
10. We don’t have money to pay for the national health insurance plan.
* We do not have access to clean water for use in our household
Education Insecurity dimension of poverty
11. Adults in our household cannot read and write
12. Our children do not study because they don’t have the required scholastic materials.
13. Our children do not study because they don’t have food at home.
Dependence on Animal species
14. Some people in our community go to the park to hunt animals for bush-meat to feed their families.
15. Some people in our community go to the park to hunt animals for bush-meat to sell and earn income.
* Some people in our community go to the park to hunt animals for bush-meat for medicinal use in our home.
Dependence on Forest habitat resources
16. Some people in our community go to the park to collect bamboo for household use.
17. Some people in our community go to the park to collect bamboo for sell and earn income.
18. Some people in our community go to the park to collect wood for crop support in their agricultural fields.
19. Some people in our community go to the park to collect honey.
20. Some people in our community go to the park to collect handicraft-making materials.

Data analysis
Data analysis for the household poverty and forest dependence relationship was
done in two stages of pre-analysis and model testing (Schreiber et al., 2006). The preanalysis stage was aimed at stabilizing parameter estimates, and involved data screening
using an SPSS software package to identify outlier effects and assessment of univariate
and multivariate normality assumptions (Kline, 2005; Schreiber et al., 2006). Missing
values that are normally of concern at this stage (Schreiber et al, 2006) were not in this
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study because the instrument was interviewer-administered which enabled full survey
completion. Five cases were excluded from the analysis due to extreme violations of
normality (Kline, 2011). Upon data cleanup and stabilization, a total of 317 usable cases
(sample) were then used for the hypothesized measurement model testing and to examine
coefficients of the hypothesized causal and direct effect construct relationships through a
Structural Equation Modeling process (Kline, 2005; Schreiber et al., 2006). This process
was run on EQS software (version 6.2) and involved the CFA for measurement and
structural modeling (Byrne, 2008; Schreiber et al., 2006).
The CFA was used as a measurement model to determine the level of
relationships and covariances in the tourism, poverty, and forest dependence relationships
(Byrne, 2008; Schreiber et al., 2006). CFA was also used to identify interrelationships
between measured scales and latent constructs (Kline, 2005; Schreiber et al., 2006). The
Structural Equation Modeling procedure in this study, therefore, followed the
recommended steps of model specification and estimation, testing model fit and
modification (Byrne, 2008; Kline, 2011). Model estimation was performed by the
maximum likelihood parameter estimation method (Byrne, 2008; Schreiber et al., 2006).
Measurement model testing for goodness-of-fit was performed using Chi-square tests,
Comparative Fit Index (CFI), Non-Normed Fit Index (NNFI), and Root Mean Squared
Error of Approximation (RMSEA) (Byrne, 2008; Hu & Bentler, 1999; Schreiber et al.,
2006). Where goodness-of-fit results of a hypothesized model were within the range
indicative of a substantively meaningful model that fits sample data (CFI≥0.90,
RMSEA≤0.06) the hypothesized model was regarded as plausible (Byrne, 2008; Bentler,
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1980; Hu & Bentler, 1999; Kline, 2011). However, where the goodness-of-fit was found
to be implausible (CFI<0.90, RMSEA>0.06), modifications were performed based on
Lagrange Multiplier Test (LM Test) results, with theoretical justifications (Byrne, 2008;
Hu & Bentler, 1999; Schreiber et al, 2006). LM Test results are regarded as useful
metrics that enable a researcher to identify parameters, if freely estimated would
significantly improve the model and are theoretically substantiated (Byrne, 2008).
To determine if the effect of direct tourism benefits differs from that of indirect
tourism benefits on household poverty dimensions responsible for forest dependence, a
test of structural invariance was performed (Byrne, 2008). Through multiple Chi-Square
difference tests, the structural invariance test provides an opportunity to examine and
determine whether the relationships in the hypothesized model have the same meaning
under different conditions (Byrne, 2008; Kline, 2011). Following guidelines for testing
structural invariance, the hypothesized model of tourism, household poverty dimensions
and forest dependence was used as the baseline model in the Chi-Square difference tests
(Byrne, 2008). An omnibus model was also estimated with all direct relationships
between tourism benefit constructs (direct and indirect tourism benefits) and household
poverty variables, fixed to equivalence (Byrne, 2008; Kline, 2011). LM Test statistics
were used to identify relationships whose Chi-square changes were significant and,
therefore, could be a source of noninvariance (Byrne, 2008). Noninvariant relationships
observed in LM Test statistics, were then tested separately in a hierarchical order to
determine the change of Chi-square and Comparative Fit Index (Byrne, 2008). Chi-
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square changes were compared using the Santora-Bentler scaled Chi-square difference
because Robust ML based Chi-square change is not Chi-square distributed (Byrne, 2008).
To answer the research question on the type of tourism benefit with greater effect
on household poverty dimensions responsible for forest dependence, a Sobel test was
performed (Sobel, 1992). The Sobel test (1992) was used to calculate the strengths of
indirect and direct tourism benefits on forest dependence through household poverty.

Results

Sample description
The characteristics of the sample were measured by gender, age, marital status,
primary education attainment, income, livestock asset ownership, shelter availability and
status, farmland ownership, number of children in a household and their school
attendance. Using nominal scale responses, participants were asked to select a scale that
best fit their response. A summary of demographic information on this sample is
provided in Table 6.3. Demographic results, in brief, show that the majority of
participants are married (>93%), under the age of 30 years, with about 4 children per
household. A little over 18 percent of the sample households had between 5 and 9
children. Over 60 percent are women and more than 75 percent of participants had no
basic primary education. The level of poverty was high among participants, as indicated
in the Table. For example, most of the participants (62.8 percent) earn less than 10,000
Rwandan Francs (approximately 15 US dollars) per month, and over 31 percent do not
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earn any income at all. Over 85 percent do not have basic livestock assets such as chicken
or goats, and about 60 percent do not have land for cultivation. Almost 90 percent of
participants live in incomplete shelters and 62.5 percent of these households do not send
their children to school.

Table 6.3. Description of the sample that participated in the survey at VNP (N=317)
Variables
Civil Status
Single
Married
Age
< 29
30-39
40-49
50-59
>60
Education
Attained primary education
No primary education
Gender
Male
Female
Household Income per month in Rwandan Francs (1 US$= 650RwF)
No Income
1-10,000
10001-20000
> 20000
Livestock Asset Ownership
Own livestock (goat, chicken)
No asset owned
Shelter status
Complete
Incomplete
Farmland ownership
Own land
Do not own land
Number of Children in a household
No children
1-4
>5
Children school attendance
Children attend school
Children do not attend school
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Frequency

Valid Percent (%)

20
297

6.3
93.7

107
75
61
41
33

33.8
23.7
19.2
12.9
10.4

77
240

24.3
75.7

120
197

37.9
62.1

101
199
13
4

31.9
62.8
4.1
1.3

47
270

14.8
85.2

32
285

10.1
89.9

126
191

39.7
60.3

28
227
62

8.8
71.6
19.6

119
198

37.5
62.5

Valid Measures of Tourism Benefits
CFI was performed to examine unidimentionality, reliability, and validity of the
tourism benefits measurement indicators compiled from focus group interviews. A twofactor model was hypothesized for direct tourism benefits (DTB) and indirect tourism
benefits (ITB) constructs, each with 10quantifiable measures, and it was tested for model
fineness (Byrne, 2008; Mulaik et al, 1989). The hypothesized model produced poor fit
(CFI=0.89; RMSEA=0.08), below the established standards of 0.95 for CFI and 0.06 for
RMSEA, implying that the model did not fit the sample data well (Byrne, 2008; Hu &
Bentler, 1999; Kline, 2011). Following Byrne’s (2008) guidelines for detecting misfit,
increment univariate statistics in the LM Test results were examined to identify misfiting
parameters. The LM Test results revealed parameters with significant Chi-square change
that need to be released (Byrne, 2008). Some of the variables (income from park events,
support for education through scholastic materials, community association membership,
market for local produce, and income from community enterprises) were cross loading on
both constructs, which signaled a unidimensionality problem (Gefen, 2000). While such
cross-loading variables would typically be omitted in the model (DeVellis, 2011), some
of them were not in this case because of two main reasons. First, the standardized
loadings of the maintained variables on the originally hypothesized construct were
substantial compared to the cross loading (Byrne, 2008). Second, their value as indicators
of tourism benefits is theoretically substantiated (Ashley & Roe, 1998; Walpole &
Goodwin, 2000). Allowing theoretically substantiated cross loadings, the model was respecified and produced a good fit (CFI=0.954; RMSEA= 0.047).
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Reliability of quantifiable measures for each construct was examined. Measures
that had less than 50 percent variance that is accounted for by measurement error were
selected as reliable, as indicated with single asterisks in Table 6.4 below (Bollen, 1989).
For model identification purposes given the minimal number of reliable measures
selected, additional measures with over 0.5 loadings were selected as indicated in Table
6.4 with double asterisks (Clark & Watson, 1995). Results presented in Table 6.4 reveal
that the reliable measures of DTB at VNP include; community association membership,
income from local tourism enterprises, levies and taxes that benefit the poor, income
from selling agricultural produce to tourist hotels, and markets for local goods. Reliable
measures of ITB at VNP include; construction of schools, construction of health care
centers, construction of water tanks, and improvement of social infrastructure projects
such as roads. These measures were selected as reliable and valid measures of tourism
benefits (direct and indirect) for use in subsequent analyses in this chapter.
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Table 6.4. Reliability and Validity of Tourism Benefit Measures
Indicators

Factor Analysis for Direct
Tourism Benefit Construct
Loadings
Reliability
0.236
0.06
0.568
0.32
0.543
0.29
0.463
0.21
0.644
0.41
0.218
0.05

Factor Analysis for Indirect
Tourism benefit Construct
Loadings
Reliability

V64
V65**
V66**
V67
V68**
V69
0.405
0.16
V70
0.401
0.16
V71
0.411
0.17
0.172
0.03
V72
0.332
0.11
V73
0.247
0.06
V74
0.497
0.25
V75*
0.808
0.65
V76*
0.788
0.62
V77**
0.697
0.49
V78*
0.7531
0.57
-0.187
0.03
V79**
0.6411
0.41
0.097
0.01
V80
0.427
0.18
V81
0.384
0.15
V82
0.333
0.11
0.257
0.07
V83*
0.724
0.52
Note; Items with standardized loadings greater than 0.5 were selected; 1 Items with potential unidimensionality problem
but maintained due to theoretical justification, with loading on original construct greater than 0.5; Average Variance
Extracted for Factor 1(Direct Tourism Benefits) = 0.4, Average Variance Extracted for Factor 2 (Indirect Tourism
Benefits)= 0.57. Composite Reliability (Factor 1 = 0.84 and Factor 2 = 0.90.

V64=Income from employment (porters, guides, hotels)
V65=Income from tourism enterprises (handicraft etc.)
V66=Income from selling agricultural produce (supply hotels with fruits)
V67=Compensation from animal damage of crops
V68=Levies and taxes that benefit poor
V69=Income from Park events (local tenders for Kwita Izina event)
V70=Facilitation to construct and own a modern shelter
V71=providing support for scholastic materials
V72=providing you with livestock assets (cattle, goats)
V73=Providing alternative sources for park resources (Honey, bamboo)
V74=Contributing to your health insurance plan
V75=School construction
V76=Health Center construction
V77=Construction of water tanks
V78=Membership in community associations and cooperatives
V79=Improved market for local goods
V80=Problem animal control (fencing, ranger patrols)
V81=Involvement of locals in park management and resource use
V82=Collective income from community enterprises
V83=Improved social infrastructure programs (roads, bridges)
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Test of structural invariance on the effect of direct and indirect tourism benefits
on Household Poverty dimensions perceived to influence forest dependence
A model hypothesizing the relationship between tourism benefits and forest
dependence mediated by household poverty variables was estimated. The initial model
produced a marginal fit (CIF=0.919, RMSEA=0.063). To detect the source of the misfit,
LM Test incremental univariate statistics were examined to identify parameters with a
sharp drop in Chi-square should the modifications be made (Byrne, 2008). Error
covariances between variables; income from agricultural produce and market for local
goods; community association membership and improved social infrastructure, were
specified and the model produced good fit (CIF=0.956, RMSEA=0.047).
The respecified model was then used as a baseline in the examination of the
structural invariance in the relationship between tourism constructs (DTB and ITB) and
household poverty dimensions perceived to influence forest dependence as hypothesized
in figure 6.2. Following Byrne’s (2008) guidelines for testing structural invariance using
Chi-square difference tests, an omnibus model was also estimated with all direct
relationships between tourism benefit constructs (DTB and ITB) and household poverty
dimensions fixed to equivalence (Byrne, 2008; Kline, 2011).
Both models were compared, and results, presented in Table 6.5, reveal evidence
of noninvariance (ΔS-Bχ2 =72.034(df=6); p<0.001; ΔCFI=0.017) (Byrne, 2008). LM
Test statistics indicated constraints whose Chi-square change was significant and,
therefore, could be a source of noninvariance (Byrne, 2008). Each of the six significant
constraints were examined separately to identify the level of harm to the baseline model
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by estimating one model at a time and compared with the baseline model. Results in
Table 6.5 reveal that DTB and ITB affect household poverty variables believed to
influence forest dependence differently. Results show a small level of difference in how
both DTB and ITB effect the poverty dimension of high adult illiteracy rate (ΔS-Bχ2
=25.3224(df=1); p<0.001; ΔCFI=0.004), and poor access to scholastic materials (ΔS-Bχ2
=13.971(df=1); p<0.001; ΔCFI=0.005. However, results reveal that both DTB and ITB
constructs differ significantly in how they affect high frequency of skipping meals (ΔSBχ2 =56.411(df=1); p<0.001; ΔCFI=0.011. Results also indicate that the effect of both
DTB and ITB on limited access to clean water was invariant (ΔS-Bχ2 =2.47(df=1);
p>0.005; ΔCFI=0).
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Table 6.5. Testing of Invariance of the effects of tourism benefits on Household Poverty and Forest
Dependence relationship
Model

a

S-Bχ2

dfa

prob

χ2

b

ΔS-Bχ2

b

Δdf

b

prob

CFIa

ΔCFI

Models
Compared

Model 1;
345.06
202
P<0.001
383.67
0.956
Unconstrained
baseline model
Model 2; Omnibus
408.47
208
P<0.001
452.3
72.034
6
P<0.001
0.939
0.017
2v1
Model with all
variables in the
relationship between
tourism and
household poverty
fixed to equivalence
Model 3; Effects of
382.43
203
P<0.001
424.49
56.411
1
P<0.001
0.945
0.011
3v1
DTB and ITB on
frequency of
skipping meals,
fixed to equivalence
and other constraints
in model 2 released.
Model 4; Effects of
359.21
203
P<0.001
398.47
25.32
1
P<0.001
0.952
0.004
4v1
DTB and ITB on
high adult illiteracy
rate, fixed to
equivalence and
other constraints in
Model 2 released
Model 5; Effects of
347.75
203
P<0.001
387.21
2.4714
1
p>0.005
0.956
0
5v1
DTB and ITB on
limited access to
clean water, fixed to
equivalence.
Model 6; Effects of
363.81
203
P<0.001
405.3
13.971
1
P<0.001
0.951
0.005
6v1
DTB and ITB on
limited access to
scholastic materials,
fixed to equivalence
Notes; a Robust statistics used (Byrne, 2008); d Differences calculated using the Santorra-Bentler scaled Chi-square adjusted difference
test (Santorra-Bentler, 2001); CFI= Comparative Fit Index; df=degrees of freedom; χ2 =Chi-square; S-Bχ2 = Santorra-Bentler scaled
chi-square; Prob= Probability.

Test of direct effects in the household poverty mediated relationship between
tourism benefits and forest dependence.
To answer the research question as to which type of tourism benefit (direct or
indirect) has a greater influence on forest dependence mediated by household poverty, a
Sobel test of indirect effect significance was performed on the model, hypothesizing a
household poverty meditated relationship between DTB, ITB and forest dependence
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(Sobel, 1982). The model produced a good fit with additional covariances released
between measures of DTB and ITB (CFI=0.957; RMSEA=0.0047). Results of a simple
Sobel test of indirect effect at the construct level are presented in Table 6.6.
In summary, the results of the Sobel test of indirect path significance reveals that
DTB affects the forest dependence behavior of local residents through household poverty
more than ITB does. In fact, the results reveal that ITB does not have a significant
household poverty mediating effect on forest dependence. This means that the household
poverty plays a key role in the relationship between tourism benefits and changes in the
forest dependence behavior of local residents neighboring VNP.
Three key results of the simple Sobel analysis can be shown. First, results suggest
that forest dependence can be addressed if DTB are directed to address the food
insecurity of a poor household neighboring VNP. Moreover, DTB that address food
insecurity should be specifically aimed at addressing the condition of high frequency of
meal skipping (β=0.32; SE=0.12;p<0.05) in poor households. Second, Forest dependence
can be addressed if DTB are directed to address health insecurity in a poor household,
particularly having access to clean water (β= -0.52; SE=0.25; p<0.05). Third, DTB can
influence the forest dependence behavior of poor households neighboring VNP if DTB
address education insecurity in these households. For this to be achieved, results indicate
that DTB must be targeted to address the lack of scholastic materials for children from
poor households (β= 0.39; SE=0.12;p<0.05) that might be contributing to high school
dropout rates and illiteracy.
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Table 6.6. Simple Sobel test of significance of indirect effects of Tourism Benefits on Forest
Dependence, in a household poverty mediated relationship
Mediating effecta

Standard error for Mediating
effect

DTB→FI3→DAS

0.17

0.10

1.63

DTB→FI3→DFR*

0.32

0.12

2.70*

DTB→FI4→DAS

0.10

0.06

1.55

DTB→FI4→DFR

0.11

0.07

1.59

DTB→HI1→DAS

0.11

0.07

1.54

DTB→HI1→DFR

0.14

0.09

1.57

DTB→HI4→DAS*

-0.52

0.25

-2.06*

DTB→HI4→DFR*

-0.48

0.24

-1.98*

DTB→EDI1→DAS*

0.39

0.12

3.27*

DTB→EDI1→DFR

0.35

0.12

3.01*

DTB→EDI2→DAS

0.05

0.15

0.34

DTB→EDI2→DFR

-0.09

0.15

-0.61

ITB→FI3→DAS

-0.01

0.01

-0.70

ITB→FI3→DFR

-0.02

0.02

-0.75

ITB→FI4→DAS

-0.03

0.03

-1.07

ITB→FI4→DFR

-0.03

0.03

-1.08

ITB→HI1→DAS

-0.01

0.03

-0.39

ITB→HI1→DFR

-0.02

0.04

-0.39

ITB→HI4→DAS

0.14

0.10

1.33

ITB→HI4→DFR

0.13

0.10

1.31

ITB→EDI1→DAS

-0.03

0.04

-0.85

ITB→EDI1→DFR

-0.03

0.03

-0.85

ITB→EDI2→DAS

-0.01

0.03

-0.34

ITB→EDI2→DFR

0.02

0.03

0.60

Indirect path

z
(>1.96 is sig at p<. 05)

Note: DAS= Dependence on animal species construct; DFR= Dependence on forest resources construct, DTB= Direct
Tourism Benefits construct, ITB=Indirect Tourism Benefits construct, FI3= Frequency of skipping meals variable,
FI4= Insufficient annual production of food variable, HI1= Difficulty to access health care services variable, HI4=
Limited access to clean water variable, EDI1= High adult illiteracy rate variable, EDI2= Limited access to scholastic
materials; a Values are based on unstandardized coefficients; * indirect path is significant at 95 percent confidence level
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Frequency of
skipping meals
(FI3)

Direct
Tourism
Benefits
(DTM)

Insufficient
production of
food (FI4)

r=0.544
Covariance=0.468*
SE=0.076

Dependence
on Animal
Species
(DAS)

Difficulty in
accessing health
care (HI1)
Lack of clean
water (HI4)

Indirect
Tourism
Benefits
(ITB)

High adult
illiteracy (EDI1)
Lack of
scholastic
materials (EDI2)

Dependence
on Forest
Resources
(DFR)

N
HPV
DTB→ HPV
ITB →HPV
HPV→ DAS
HPV →DFR
B=0.532*; SE=0.107
B= -0.030; SE= 0.039
FI3
B=0.313; SE=0.181
B=0.604*; SE=0.188
B=0.158; SE=0.091
B=-0.045; SE=0.040
F14
B=0.604*; SE=0.176
B=0.704*; SE=0.180
B=0.503; SE=0.300
B=-0.05; SE=0.139
HI1
B=0.224*; SE=0.057
B=0.278*; SE=0.061
B=0.459*; SE=0.127
B=0.124; SE=0.079
HI4
B=-1.125*; SE=0.449
B=-1.054*; SE=0.445
B=0.680*; SE=0.148
B=-0.052; SE=0.060
EDI1
B=0.576*; SE=0.124
B=0.514*; SE=0.129
B=0.628*; SE=0.113
B=-0.124*; SE=0.038
EDI2
B=0.079; SE=0.231
B=-0.148; SE=0.241
Note; HPV=Household Poverty Variables; DTB=Direct Tourism Benefits; ITB= Indirect Tourism Benefits;
DAS= Dependence on Animal species; DFR=Dependence on Forest Resources; SE=Standard Error,
B=Unstandardized coefficients; CFIa=0.956; RMSEAa=0.047; a Robust statistics used;
S-Bχ2 (202) =345*; *= p<0.05.

Figure 6.3 Test of direct Effects in the hypothesized model of tourism benefits and forest dependence
relationship

Discussion

Direct and Indirect Tourism benefit measures
There is an ongoing debate in the literature on the effectiveness of direct versus
indirect tourism benefits in addressing forest dependence and incentives for conservation
among forest-dependent residents (Kiss, 2004; Salafsky et al., Walpole & Thoules, 2003;
Stem et al., 2003). On one hand, it is posited that indirect tourism benefits that are social
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in nature, such as schools, do not lead to change in forest dependence behavior because
they do not address the basic needs forest dependent residents (Walpole & Thoules, 2004;
McNealy, 1993; Bunting et al, 1991). On the other hand however, it is argued that it is
the indirect tourism benefits that are more likely to influence change in forest dependence
behavior and support for conservation among residents living near wildlife areas
(Salafsky et al 1999; Stem et al., 2003; Kiss, 2004).
As the findings of this study reveal, these distinctions are not clear and sometimes
conflicting. For example, tourism benefits categorized by park officials as indirect
tourism benefits such as membership in community associations and improved markets
for local goods were found to be valid measures of direct tourism benefits by local
residents. Additionally, some of the tourism benefits such as membership in community
associations and improved market for local goods implemented as direct or indirect
benefits at VNP were found to be multidimensional. This is an indication that
determining valid and reliable measures of both direct and indirect tourism benefits
enables practitioners to have a clear distinction between which judgments can be made on
the conservation effectiveness of each type of tourism benefit.
In summary, the findings reveal valid and reliable measures of direct tourism
benefits from the perspective of poor residents neighboring VNP to include; community
association membership, income from local tourism enterprises, levies and taxes that
benefit the poor, income from selling agricultural produce to tourist hotels and markets
for local goods. Additionally, the findings reveal valid and reliable measures of indirect
tourism benefits of residents near VNP to include; construction of schools, construction
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of health care centers, construction of water tanks, and improvement of social
infrastructure projects such as roads.

The invariance of direct and indirect tourism benefits and household poverty
relationship
The findings reveal that the effect of direct and indirect tourism benefits on
household poverty variables mediating the relationship between tourism benefits and
forest dependence was not found to be equal. In specific terms, the findings reveal three
key factors. First, it was observed that there is a marginal difference in how direct and
indirect tourism benefits affect forest dependence mediated by education insecurity of
poor households neighboring VNP. Second, there was no difference in how direct and
indirect tourism benefits affect forest dependence mediated by health insecurity of poor
households neighboring VNP. In other words, direct and indirect tourism benefits equally
influence forest dependence when benefits are directed to addressing health security risks
in a poor household. Third and perhaps most telling, is the finding that both direct and
indirect tourism benefits significantly differ on how they influence forest dependence
when benefits are intended to address food security risks.
The findings of invariance on the effect of direct and indirect tourism benefits on
forest dependence mediated by health and education security risks do not support both
hypotheses in the literature on the conservation impact of direct tourism benefits (Bunting
et al, 1991; McNealy, 1993; Walpole & Thoules, 2004) versus indirect tourism benefits
(Kiss, 2004; Salafsky et al 1999; Stem et al., 2003). However, the finding of non-
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invariance supports both hypotheses in the literature that direct and indirect tourism
benefits differ in how they influence change in forest dependence behavior (Kiss, 2004;
Stem et al., 2003; McNealy, 1993; Walpole and Thoules, 2003).
The implication of the non-invariance findings of direct and indirect tourism
benefits on mediating poverty variables in the tourism and forest dependence relationship
is that the difference in the conservation impact of tourism must be viewed from the
household poverty condition they are aimed at directly addressing. If the main poverty
condition of concern influencing forest dependence and biodiversity loss is food security
risks, the findings show that direct tourism benefits must be used to achieve desired
conservation goals. Invariance results also show that when the main poverty condition
influencing forest dependence and biodiversity loss are health and education security
risks, then there is no difference on the type of tourism benefits.
However, the test of significance of indirect effect of tourism benefits on forest
dependence mediated by household livelihoods security risks confirms marginal
invariance findings. The test of indirect effect significance discussed in the next section
confirms support for the hypothesis that direct tourism benefits are desirable for tourism
benefits to serve as a tool for conservation (Walpole & Thoules, 2003; McNealy, 1993;
Bunting et al, 1991; Blomley et al., 2013).
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Significance of indirect effect of tourism benefit and forest dependence
relationships
While the noninvariance results confirm that direct and indirect tourism benefits
affect forest dependence differently through various dimensions of household poverty, it
does not answer the research question as to which has the greater effect. To find out
whether DTB or ITB has a greater effect on forest dependence, Sobel tests (Sobel, 1992)
were performed to find out how each type of tourism benefit influences specific
dimensions of forest dependence through the dimensions of household poverty. The
Sobel test of indirect effect significance revealed that, unlike indirect tourism benefits,
direct tourism benefits have more power to influence change in forest dependence
behavior if the benefits are targeted to address food security risks, particularly the high
frequency of meal skipping. When the Sobel test was performed on the other poverty
variables, it confirmed that direct tourism benefits have a higher chance over indirect
benefits, also, in addressing education security risks.
The Sobel test findings support the hypothesis in the literature that DTB have
more chance to address forest dependence than ITB (Walpole & Thoules, 2004;
McNealy, 1993; Bunting et al, 1991; Walpole and Goodwin, 2001). However the findings
do not support the hypothesis that indirect benefits lead to reduced forest dependence and
improved conservation (Salafsky et al 1999; Stem et al., 2003; Kiss, 2004), except when
the cause of forest dependence is associated with health security risks. When the cause of
dependence on forest resources is linked to food and, to some extent, education security
risks, indirect benefits have little chance of impacting conservation.
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Therefore, the findings of this paper suggest that direct tourism benefits such as
community association membership, income from local tourism enterprises, levies and
taxes that benefit the poor, income from selling agricultural produce to tourist hotels, and
markets for local goods, have a chance to address household livelihood security risks
perceived to be responsible for forest dependent behavior among poor residents
neighboring VNP. These findings are in keeping the view that conservation success is
more likely when local residents are able to access tangible benefits (McNealy, 1993;
Walpole & Thoules, 2003; Blomley, 2010). They are also in keeping with UNWTO’s
Sustainable Tourism Eliminating Poverty strategy (Scheyvens, 2007). However their link
to biodiversity conservation is not clear, and this is a common problem where tourism is
used as a strategy for both conservation and development (Blomley et al., 2010; Brandon
& Wells, 1992; Walpole & Goodwin, 2000).
At VNP, previous studies have shown that most of the tourism benefits to local
residents have been indirect in nature, supporting social infrastructure programs such as
schools and roads (Nielsen & Spenceley, 2010; Spenceley et al., 2010). It is argued that
because of the nature of benefits, tourism benefits at VNP have not impacted
conservation (Bush et al., 2010; Munanura et al., 2013; Nielsen & Spenceley, 2010).
There is also evidence elsewhere that changes in forest dependence behavior and wildlife
tolerance can only be achieved when tourism benefits are direct rather than indirect in
nature (Walpole & Thoules, 2003; Bunting & Wright, 1991; Brandon and Wells, 1992;
Blomley et al., 2010). The Sobel findings presented in Table 6 supports the hypothesis
that indeed direct tourism benefits affect forest dependence behavior through household
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poverty dimensions of food, health and education security risks. By addressing these
livelihood security risks in a poor household, direct tourism benefits are more likely to
address forest dependence.
Local perceptions show that current benefits are not targeted to poor residents
near the park and, therefore, cannot result in significant impact on conservation. They
point to a concern that even this study’s suggested direct tourism benefits may not be
successful if tourism benefit beneficiaries are not the poorest residents known as key
forest dependents at VNP. There is evidence that tourism benefits will only be effective if
a clear link is established with conservation (McNealy, 1993; Brandon & Wells, 1992).
For the link between tourism benefits and conservation impacts to be established, benefits
must be targeted to those residents whose dependence on forest resources for livelihoods
degrades biodiversity and at those who bear the cost of coexist with wildlife (Walpole
and Thoules, 2003; McNealy, 1993)

Conclusion
Results in this study provide empirical evidence that direct tourism benefits have
more chance to influence forest dependence behavior than indirect tourism benefits.
Direct tourism benefits are more effective in addressing household poverty conditions
such as health, education and food security risks. Therefore, direct tourism benefits serve
as better tools for practitioners to use in their quest for long-term solutions for forest
dependence and biodiversity loss problems. This study also shows that for a conservation
impact to be achieved, direct benefits must be targeted to the poor residents in order for
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the link between conservation and tourism benefits to be established (Brandon & Wells,
1992; Blomley et al, 2010; McNealy, 1993). Given the emphasis of current indirect
tourism benefits at VNP that do not target the poorest residents, it is not surprising that
the conservation impact of tourism benefits at VNP is in doubt (Nielsen & Spenceley,
2010; Bush et al., 2010; Munanura et al., 2013).
The finding of invariance on how direct and indirect benefits affect health security
risks and, to a lesser extent, education security risks (non-invariance was marginal) also
suggest that indirect tourism benefits can be effective in addressing conservation.
However, it must be recognized these indirect tourism benefit interventions such as
school and health care center construction have a long-term, not short- or medium-term
impact on conservation. In a developing country in which threats to wildlife conservation
and their management is an ongoing crisis demanding urgent and immediate mitigation
(Hackel, 1999), practitioners must aim to balance these short-term and long term
conservation goals and plan for tourism benefit initiatives that can lead to both goals.
While findings support the increasing trend in financing improved agricultural
production projects in communities near the park, it is recommended that future funding
be focused on supporting projects that will provide direct tourism benefits. This study
suggests that such direct tourism benefit opportunities include; promoting community
association membership, facilitating income generation from local tourism enterprises,
initiating opportunities for levies and taxes that directly fund programs that benefit the
poor, promoting income generation from selling agricultural produce to tourist hotels,
and creation of market opportunities for local goods such as handicrafts that are rather
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inaccessible to poor residents near VNP. Following suggestions in the literature (Blomley
et al., 2010; McNealy, 1993; Walpole & Thoules, 2003;), and the exploratory findings of
multiple stakeholder perceptions, the above direct tourism benefits must be targeted to
the poorest households who live adjacent to the park boundary in order for the
conservation impact of tourism benefits to be realized.
This study’s findings have implications to both researchers and practitioners. The
implication to researchers is that this study must be replicated in multiple sites within
developing countries dealing with similar situations to confirm the conservation
effectiveness of the recommended direct tourism benefits. In addition, this study
introduces health and education security variables into the relationship between tourism
benefits and conservation. Future research must extend this study by investigating further
the scope of the mediation effect of health and education security risks in the tourism
benefit and forest dependence relationship. For practitioners, the implications of this
study are two-fold. First, practitioners must use direct tourism benefits to achieve shortand medium-term conservation. At the same time, practitioners must invest in selected
indirect tourism benefits that can help to address poverty dimensions responsible for
biodiversity loss to meet long-term conservation goals. Furthermore, practitioners must
ensure that tourism benefit initiatives for improved conservation are targeted to the
poorest households who live in proximity with protected area boundaries if changes in
forest dependence behavior and biodiversity loss are to be mitigated.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSION

Synthesis
This dissertation was driven by two overarching goals. First, it aimed at
systematically investigating the dimensions of household poverty that influence the forest
dependence behavior of the poorest residents living in proximity to the VNP boundary.
Second, it aimed to investigate and understand whether tourism benefits available to
communities neighboring VNP are addressing the household poverty dimensions that
drive forest dependence and, therefore, indirectly help to reduce forest dependence
among the poorest residents in proximity to VNP. Five studies were designed to meet
these goals. Through these multiple studies, this dissertation makes a significant
knowledge contribution to the research.
First, it adds the two dimensions of health and education security risks to the
drivers of forest dependence. As such it makes a significant contribution to the theory of
forest dependence, which is still evolving (Beckley; 1998). Second, it shifts the
discussion and measurement of forest dependence away from traditional economic
measures, such as income and assets, (Cavendish, 2000; Fisher, 2004; McSweeney, 2002)
to household livelihood security risks. This has the potential to capture both quantifiable
aspects of poverty, such as income, and the non-observable aspects of poverty, such as
the ability to maintain a living, and both their influence on forest dependence (Chambers
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& Conway, 1992; Frankenburger et al., 2000). Third, this dissertation provides a new
measurement index, the Household Poverty and Forest Dependence Relationship Index
(HPFD Index). The HPFD Index makes a important contribution to the literature because
its adoption and use at multiple sites will serve as tool for improved understanding of
forest dependence from the perspective of a developing country. Fourth, the dissertation
affirms the importance of direct tourism benefits in achieving conservation impacts, as
previously suggested in literature (Ashley & Roe, 1998; Blomely et al., 2010; Walpole &
Thoules, 2003). It, however, does not support previous studies (Stem et al., 2003;
Salafsky et al., 1999) that have argued that indirect tourism benefits have a major impact
on wildlife conservation within the context of a developing country. The findings of this
dissertation are summarized below.
Chapters two and three present an examination of the local meaning of the
benefits from tourism, forest dependence and household poverty condition of the poorest
households living in proximity to VNP. The four themes presented below emerged from
these exploratory findings;
Theme 1;

The primary forest resources illegally harvested from VNP by poor
households for consumption and income generation are; water,
bush meat, bamboo, honey, grass for cattle feed, and sticks for
crop support.

Theme 2;

Poverty in households near the boundary of VNP is characterized
by food insecurity, lack of shelter, lack of domestic animals, and is
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attributed to having no land to cultivate, less yield for those who
do have land because of animal crop raiding and lack of jobs.
Theme 3.

Illegal use and dependence on forest resources for livelihoods
among poor households living in proximity to VNP are primarily
attributed to lack of land to cultivate, lack of compensation for
animal crop raiding and lack of jobs.

Theme 4.

Poor residents have no access to direct tourism benefits through
tourism associations because of the membership fee requirement,
while indirect benefits such as schools and water tank
construction from Rwanda’s revenue sharing program do not help
to address immediate livelihood needs that cause illegal use and
dependence on forest resources in poor households.

The findings presented in Chapters four and five derive from the community-wide
survey, which puts the exploratory findings into perspective from which management
implications can be drawn. First, Chapter Four confirms that the forest dependence
behavior of the poorest households noted in literature as the drivers of biodiversity loss
(Bush et al., 2010; Bahuguna, 2000; Masozera & Alavalapati, 2004) involves the use of
the park for bush meat, bamboo, water, and wood for crop support in agricultural
production. Honey and grass for livestock were not found to be part of the primary forest
dependence behavior of the poorest park neighboring households (see management
implication 1 and 2 associated with this finding).
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Second, Chapter Four’s findings suggest that the harvests from the park by the
poorest households of bamboo, bush meat, wood for crop support is driven by food,
health and education insecurity risks. Food insecurity has been cited previously as a
driver of forest dependence behavior among poor residents (Masozera & Alavalapati,
2004; Cavendish, 2000; Fisher, 2004). However the poverty dimensions of health and
education security risks are surprising and have not appeared in forest dependence
literature (see management implication 1). This dissertation adds value to the ongoing
debate on forest dependence.
Third, the findings in chapter Four suggest that contrary to the exploratory
findings presented in theme 2 and 3, economic security risks such as lack of jobs,
livestock assets, shelter and others do not actually influence forest dependence of poor
households. This dissertation challenges previous research that relied primarily on
income and assets to measure forest dependence. It suggests that this could be a
justification for the insignificant impact of integrated conservation and development
programs that focus on addressing income and livestock assets of local residents to
reduce forest dependence and biodiversity loss. This dissertation challenges the
conservation impact of ongoing integrated conservation and development efforts at VNP,
which focus on addressing economic security risks such employment income, shelter and
livestock assets. For example, Chapter Two suggests that over 30 million Rwandan francs
(approximately 50,000 US dollars) of tourism revenue sharing funds in the year 2012
were invested in building houses for the poor. Based on the findings of this dissertation,
such investment may not result in immediate conservation impact because it did not
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address the causes of forest dependence. This dissertation’s findings suggest that to
achieve immediate conservation goals, an integrated conservation and development
program must address food, health and education security risks of the poorest households
(see management implications 1 and 3).
Fourth, the Chapter Four findings challenge the local residents and park
management’s desire for crop raiding to be addressed as a key driver of forest
dependence demonstrated as shown by the exploratory findings in theme 2 and 3.
Demographic findings, for example, reveal that 60 percent of the poorest households
neighboring VNP do not own land to cultivate and over 90 percent of them do not earn
any income or their income is too marginal to rent land for cultivation. This means that
crop raiding is a problem only for residents who own farmland, though it may pose a
larger food shortage issue for the community. However, addressing it does not provide
immediate solution to the problem of forest dependence from the perspective of a poor
household. In fact, these findings suggest that efforts to address crop raiding reduces
forest dependence by only a maximum of 40 percent, in light of the lack of ownership of
farmland by the poorest households (see management implication 4). Based on this
finding, the study recommends that programs to inhibit crop raiding be implemented
along with interventions aimed at addressing food security risks such as lack of land for
the 60 percent poor households that do not own land. This dissertation proposed in
Chapter Four that communal agricultural projects targeting the 60 percent of landless
households should be facilitated by tourism revenue in order to purchase land from which
these households can practice agriculture. It will provide work for these individuals and
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reduce their dependence on the forest for their livelihood, (Lewis et al., 2011).
Additionally, this approach will address the food security problem and provide an income
from food produce sales (Lewis et al., 2011).
Fifth, Chapter Five’s findings suggest that only direct tourism benefits have
potential to provide immediate conservation goals by reducing forest dependence of poor
residents. This finding is in agreement with exploratory results and the hypothesis in the
literature that direct benefits create positive conservation results more quickly than
indirect tourism benefits (Ashley & Roe, 1998; Blomely et al., 2010; Walpole & Thoules,
2003). It challenges the support in the literature of indirect tourism benefits as a tool for
conservation (Salafsky et al., 1999; Stem et al., 2003) (see management implications 1, 6,
7, 8 and 9). Chapter Two’s findings suggest that tourism benefits go to people in
associations, who get access to about 30 percent of revenue sharing while the rest is
invested in indirect tourism. Based on Chapter Five’s findings, the reasons for limited
impact on conservation (Bush et al., 2010; Nielsen & Spenceley, 2010) results from the
problem that the forest dependent residents do not access tourism benefits (see
management implication 6, 8, and 9).

Management Implications
1. Reexamination of the Integrated Conservation and Development Programs (ICDP)
approach. The focus of ICDP, commonly funded by donor agencies and international
non-governmental organizations, should be narrowed down to address three key
needs of the poor residents that are instrumental in reducing their dependence on
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forest resources. First, the location of the poorest households should be identified and
be provided with access to clean water outside the park. Second, law enforcement
should control harvests of bush-meat, bamboo, and wood for crop support. Third, a
major investment of ICDPs should be in creating food security for the poorest
households neighboring the park. For those residents with land, efforts should be
made to improve its productivity by strengthening soil conservation, changing
cropping patterns, and controlling animal crop raiding. For those residents without
land, a farming association should be created and be provided with land to cultivate in
order to overcome the food security problem. Fourth, health and education security
risks presented in this dissertation as key drivers of forest dependence, should also be
considered and given the same attention given to food security risks during design
and implementation of ICDPs.
2. Management of forest honey and grass for livestock at VNP. Contrary to the
exploratory findings, the survey results in Chapter Four suggest that honey harvests
and grass for livestock do not represent the forest dependence behavior of the poorest
households near the park. If they continue to be significant threats to VNP, park
management should determine the causes rather than associating it to the behavior of
the poor. Some studies have linked honey gathering to external market influences that
could potentially be driving the forest honey market in the region (Ferraro, 2005;
Tsing, 2003).
3. Investment in improving the general economic condition of the community near
should be reexamined. As chapter two’s exploratory findings suggest, significant
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amount of revenue-sharing funds is invested in improving the economic conditions of
the community, following the government’s development goal to ensure that each
household in Rwanda has access to a cow and iron roofed house. This dissertation’s
findings presented in Chapter Four, however, indicate that this policy does not
address forest dependence and may not lead to a conservation impact in the short
term. Such investments should be made with the understanding that they may lead to
long-term conservation goals, but do not help address a conservation problem in the
short run. Given the scarcity of funding for wildlife conservation, such investment in
social infrastructure programs such as schools and roads should be left to the
government and the development organizations, while conservation organizations
should focus on food health and education security of the poorest households in
proximity to the protected areas.
4. Investment in crop raiding control should be reexamined. Crop raiding control has
attracted much attention and is used as a tool to address human-wildlife conflict at
VNP. While it is expected to help improve agricultural productivity, address a food
security problem, and reduce forest dependence to supplement livelihood needs, the
findings of this dissertation suggests it only addresses 40 percent of the problem. This
is due to the fact that 60 percent of poor households do not own land and, therefore,
are not affected directly by crop raiding. Investment in crop raiding control should be
made in consideration of this finding in order to balance the needs of landowners and
the landless poor households who depend on the forest to supplement their
livelihoods. Investment in crop raiding control to address a food security problem for
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the poor with small landholdings should be made along with investment in the
communal land ownership and agricultural projects that address the food security
problem for the poor and landless.
5. Design of conservation programs should be reexamined. Design of conservation
programs is normally reactive to funding availability and their limited time frames.
As a result, the practitioners designing conservation programs resort to exploratory
interviews to diagnose conservation needs, and design interventions with potential to
lead to results. The findings of this dissertation, however, suggest that such an
approach exposes program designers to project and personal biases and lead to
frequent misdiagnosis of conservation problems and needs (Chambers, 1990). For
example, the exploratory results portrays the need for livestock assets and control of
crop raiding as the key to addressing forest dependence, yet the survey results suggest
the contrary.
6. Tourism benefits to the community neighboring VNP from the revenue sharing
program should be reexamined. The tourism benefits to communities near VNP
should be reexamined based on two key findings of this dissertation. First, the
benefits should be direct in nature rather than indirect and social, as are most of the
currently funded revenue-sharing programs. This research determined that indirect
tourism benefits do not have immediate conservation impacts. Investment, thus,
should be focused on direct tourism benefits such as providing membership in
community associations, generating income from local enterprises, marketing
agricultural produce and building external market linkages for local goods. Second,
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efforts should be made to focus benefits on those poor residents that depend on the
park for their livelihood. For example, community associations for the poor should be
without a membership fee requirement, thus allowing the poor residents who live
adjacent to the park to participate and benefit from the tourism revenue-sharing
program.
7. Partnerships between local residents and park officials/government should be
reexamined. Tourism community associations with access to tourism revenue funding
drive the current partnership programs between park officials and local residents. The
park expects these groups to participate actively in park management partnerships.
However the membership fee has alienated the poorest forest dependents from these
partnerships and, as a result, their voice is not heard and considered in policy
formulation and decision-making. Partnership with communities should be
approached at two levels. On one level, community representatives in the park
management partnerships forums should include those community groups already
benefiting from tourism revenue sharing and have been working with the park
officials for some time. Additionally, another group of local community
representatives in decision-making or policy formulation forums should include those
residents identified to be in the forest dependent category or the poorest households
neighboring the park. However, these individuals may be too intimidated to be able to
contribute effectively (Tosun, 2000). It is suggested that the consultation and
engagement with members of these households be done in isolation from community
leaders and those wielding political and fiscal power in the community.
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8. The Rwanda Development Board, an institution responsible for conservation in
Rwanda, should minimize political influence in revenue sharing decision-making.
Exploratory results reveal significant political influence in revenue sharing decisions
that have resulted in favoring indirect tourism benefits over the direct tourism benefits
that have more potential to result in immediate conservation benefits. It is
recommended that political leaders should not be involved in revenue-sharing
decision making. Rather, park officials should selectively choose representatives from
the community groups that bear the cost of coexisting with wildlife, and those whose
livelihood needs are directly tied to forest dependence and biodiversity loss. These
community representatives and park officials, particularly those based at VNP, who
are more conversant with ongoing human-wildlife conflicts, should work together to
discuss, define, and develop appropriate linkages between revenue sharing projects
and wildlife conservation. Additionally, the community associations already
benefiting from tourism revenue sharing should not be involved in decision making to
prevent potential bias that could arise from their having no incentive to extend
benefits to others in the community.
9. The management of VNP should develop linkages between poverty and biodiversity
conservation. Exploratory findings in Chapter Two show that the linkages between
tourism revenue funded projects and their conservation outcomes are poor. The
management of VNP, therefore, should address this by targeting and working closely
with households in extreme poverty rather than residents in associations who are
economically better off. Partnering with the poorest residents in proximity to the park
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boundary can establish trust and improve relations with park management officials
through the following initiatives; develop regulated access to some of the most
important resources poor residents cannot get elsewhere, such as water; involve them
in the monitoring illegal use of the forest preserve to increase their involvement with
the conservation efforts; work with poorest households to monitor and control crop
raiding; collaborate to develop appropriate mechanisms to monitor and manage
compensation claims for crop raiding; seek the active participation by the poor
households in the conception and design of tourism revenue sharing benefits and
linkages.

Dissertation limitations and future research
The first limitation of this dissertation is that the sample of participants reflect the
perceptions of Kinigi administrative sector residents and may not necessarily reflect the
perceptions of residents in the other four park neighboring administrative sectors. The
administrative sectors that were not sampled in the study include Nyange, Nshingiro, and
Gatagara in Musanze district and other administrative sectors neighboring the park in
Burera and Nyabihu districts. Future research should examine the utility of the results
noted here in all the administrative sectors that are adjacent to the park boundary.
The second limitation of this dissertation is that the recommendations as well as
management implications are designed to achieve immediate conservation goals. The
long-term impacts of the findings are not known and were not considered in this study.
For example, this dissertation suggests that economic security risks such as income, and
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livestock assets do not influence forest dependence. It was suggested that given these
findings, investment in economic security be reduced given the findings of this
dissertation that improved economic security risks do significantly influence forest
dependence. However, the long-term effects of improved economic security risks on
forest dependence are not known. Future research should examine the significance of
long-term effects of all the household livelihoods dimensions of food, health education,
and economic security risks on forest dependence. This will help practitioners to make
informed decisions in order to better target both short-term and long-term conservation
goals.
The third limitation of this study is that the development of the HPFD Index, used
to measure the relationship between household poverty and forest dependence
relationship, was limited to VNP in Rwanda. The utility of the HPFD Index provided in
this dissertation beyond the VNP in Rwanda is not known. To overcome this limitation,
future research should test and apply the HPFD Index in multiple sites with similar
conservation concerns so that it may be improved and refined in order to be applicable
across different protected areas in the Albertine Rift. Of particular concern is the underidentification of health security dimension of household poverty construct and
dependence on animal species of the forest dependence construct (DeVellis, 1998).
Future research should address this limitation by investigating potential additional valid
measures of these dimensions.
The fourth limitation of this dissertation is that the effect of indirect tourism
benefits on forest dependence was limited to their short-term effect. Therefore, the long-
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term effect of indirect tourism benefits on forest dependence was not examined. Future
research should investigate the long-term effects of indirect tourism benefits on
household poverty and forest dependence relationship. Future research should also
examine the extent to which indirect tourism benefits, in the long term, address
household poverty dimensions of food, health, education, and economic security that are
perceived to influence forest dependence behavior of poor residents neighboring the park.
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Appendix C
Validity Checks for Qualitative Results in Chapter Two and Three
Validity is the extent to which an empirical measure adequately represents the
actual meaning of a phenomenon being studied (Babbie, 2008). Maxwell (2004)
suggested that in any empirical study, a researcher is required to accurately represent
what is being studied. There are two key legitimacy debates on validity in qualitative
studies. On the one hand, critics argue that validity cannot be assured without following
procedures while others argue that validity is relative to purposes and circumstances of
the study (Giorgi, 2002; Maxwell, 2004; Nastasi & Schensul, 2005). To demonstrate
validity, chapters two and three of this dissertation followed the later rationale,
considering the accounts of reality rather than data and methods of significance
(Maxwell, 2004). As such, this dissertation addressed two main validity threats in
qualitative studies, i.e., descriptive validity and internal generalizability.

Treatment of Internal generalizability in Chapter Two and Three
The ability to generalize results to persons in the community that was not directly
investigated is important in any empirical study (Maxwell, 2004). Threats to internal
generalizability include false inferences, where interview accounts expressed in a short
interview time may not represent participants’ actions outside interview situations (Cho
& Trent, 2006; Maxwell, 2004). To overcome this threat, this study conducted focus
group interviews to provide participants with a setting in which they can openly discuss,
share, and dispute ideas (Krueger & Casey, 2009). Additionally, several measures were
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considered to supplement focus group interview approach. First, the presence of the
interviewer as a foreign individual in a local resident focus group had potential to
discourage participants from discussing freely and truthfully about park dependence
behavior for the fear of prosecution by the government officials (Kidd & Parshall, 2000).
To address this, the researcher emphasized his student status and assured anonymity of
the results and data before the interviews. Second, smaller variation among participants
threatens internal generalizability (Krueger & Casey, 2009). To address this, participants
were selected from three distinctive groups of poor residents, not so poor residents that
have membership in local tourism associations as well as park officials who deal with
forest resource use in various forms. Additionally, efforts were made to ensure that
participants in each group had the same characteristics and rank in their category to avoid
leadership and opinionated influence (Kidd & Parshall, 2000; Sim, 2001). For example,
local leaders were not included in both local resident groups to allow participants to
speak freely. In fact, a local leader who had unknowingly joined the poor resident group
was asked to leave. Using the same rationale for park management focus group, the chief
warden was also not invited to the senior park management official focus group to allow
assistant wardens to speak freely without fearing their boss.

Treatment of Descriptive validity in Chapter Two and Three.
Descriptive validity refers to the accuracy of researchers’ account, and it is the
primary validity concern in qualitative studies (Maxwell, 2004). Threats to descriptive
validity are mainly associated with distortion of account resulting from mishearing,
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mistranscribing, or misremembering (Maxwell, 2004). To overcome descriptive validity
threat, interviews were recorded and field notes taken to enable the researcher to
corroborate responses and check for accuracy of transcripts (Kidd & Parshall, 2000).
Additionally, different measures were taken to mitigate descriptive validity threats. First,
interviews were recorded on two digital devices as a backup precaution in case of
malfunction during interview. At the end of each interview, as a part of initial memberchecking process, the recording for each focus group in Kinyarwanda language was
played back and compared to field notes to ensure consistency (Kidd & Parshall, 2000).
The researcher, who is proficient in both languages, used both the field notes and
recorded file to translate and transcribe interviews into English. Second, the translated
transcripts were validated for accuracy using the member-checking procedure (Creswell,
2009; Maxwell, 2004). For example, an English copy of the transcript and an electronic
file of the recording were sent to the warden in charge of community outreach who deals
with park dependence issues daily to check and identify mistranslations and
misrepresentation that may exist between English transcript and the Kinyarwanda
recorded file. Local participants were not used in the final transcript member checking
exercise because they do not speak English. One of the methodological limitations in this
study is the inability of local participants to verify their responses after transcription
because of language constraint and logistical challenges involved in attempting to address
it. As a strategy to improve rigor with this limitation in mind, we used the notes to
confirm responses during and after each focus group discussion as part of the initial
member checking process (Kidd & Parshall, 2000).
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Appendix D
Focus Group Interview Protocol
Introductory questions
1. What do you do for a living (what do poor residents do for a living)
2. How often do you (residents) go into VNP for park resources?
3. Would you get similar resources elsewhere other than VNP?
4. Are there other alternative resources that you would consider instead?
Main Questions
Forest dependence behavior construct;
1. What are the common forest resources that you and others in your Household
need from VNP?
2. What activities do you and other members of your household do in VNP to
practice your rituals and cultural beliefs?
3. What are the important park resources for your household livelihoods
4. Why are these resources important to you?
5. What would you do if these resources became unavailable to you?
Poor household livelihoods construct;
1. What are the characteristics of an extremely poor resident living in areas
adjacent to VNP?
2. What are the main causes of poverty for such residents?
3. What does the head of a poor household do to earn a living
4. What does the spouse of a poor household do to earn a living?
5. What are the day –to-day activities of the poor household children?
6. Which activities that you mentioned for a poor household head, spouse or
child involve use of forest resources?
7. What main things do you think influences how poor households use forest
resources?
Tourism benefit opportunity construct questions;
1. Is tourism at VNP beneficial to poor households? Why do you think that?
2. In what ways have you and your household benefited from tourism?
3. In what way have you and your household been negatively impacted by tourism?
4. What opportunities are available in your community because of tourism?
5. Which opportunities at VNP do you have access to? How do you use these
opportunities?
6. What opportunities do you wish to have access to at VNP? Why
7. Do you or any of your household members earn income from tourism through
employment, sale of agricultural goods or handicraft?
8. What benefits do you or members of your household get from the park
management established community benefit projects at VNP such as;
a. SACOLA
b. Water supply project
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c. Cultural tourist attraction centers
d. Heath centers
e. schools
9. What are the main limitations for poor households to access tourism opportunities
at VNP?
Concluding question
1. In your view, can tourism help you to overcome the need for forest resources?
How?
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Appendix E
Volcanoes National Park, Rwanda
Survey Instrument
Household Poverty and Forest Dependence Measurements Index Development
April 2013
Part 1; Demographics
☐ Yes

☐ No

3. Do you have primary education?

☐ Yes

☐ No

4. What is your gender

☐ Male

1. Are you married?
2. How old are you?.............................................

☐Female

5. How much money do you earn per month?
☐0
☐ 1-10000FRW ☐ 10001-20000FRW ☐ 20001-30000FRW
30000FRW

☐ Over

6. Do you have livestock assets in your household ☐Yes

☐ No

7. What type of shelter do you have?
☐ No shelter

☐ Grass house ☐ Tarpaulin house

☐ tiled house

☐ iron roofed

8. What is the status of your shelter

☐Complete

☐Incomplete

9. Do you have land for farming?

☐Yes

☐ No

10. How many children do you have?
☐ No children ☐ Less than 4 ☐ Between 5 and 9

☐ More than 9

11. If yes to question 10, do they go to school every school day?
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☐ Yes

☐ No

Part 2; Food Insecurity Indicators
12. Please rate how you agree or disagree with the following statements on items
believed to influence hunger in your household.
Potential Indicators of Food Insecurity

Strongly
Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly
Agree
7

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

We regularly don’t have food in stock
We regularly do not have food surplus for sell and
earn income
We are not able to prepare good food

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

We don’t have access to fuel wood to prepare food

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

We regularly don’t eat food we prefer in my
household
We regularly don’t eat enough food in our household
We regularly don’t eat three meals in a day in our
household
We regularly don’t have enough annual agricultural
yield my household
The diet in our food is not diverse
We don’t have fuel wood to cook food
We regularly borrow food to feed our family
We regularly borrow money to buy food for our
household
We regularly work for to feed our family
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Part 3; Health Insecurity Indicators
13. Please rate how you agree or disagree with the following statements on items
believed to influence poor health in your household.
Potential Indicators of Health Insecurity
Health care centers are far from our house
We don’t have money to pay for the national
health care insurance plan.
Our household hygiene is poor
We don’t have access to clean water in our
household
We regularly deliver babies at home because
delivery services are not accessible to us
We live in an incomplete house
The health care centers in our community are
poorly equipped

Strongly
Disagree
1
2
1
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

Strongly
Agree
6
7
6
7

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

Part 4; Education Insecurity Indicators

14. Please rate how you agree or disagree with the following statements on items
believed to influence illiteracy in your household
Potential Indicators of Education Insecurity
Adults in our household cannot read and write
Our children lack scholastic materials needed for
school
Our children are not able to pursue higher
education
Our children drop out of school because of lack
of food.
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Strongly
Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

Strongly
Agree
6
7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Part 5; Economic Insecurity Indicators
15. Please rate how you agree or disagree with the following statements on items
believed to influence economic stability in your household.
Potential Indicators of Economic Insecurity

Strongly
Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

Strongly
Agree
6
7

Our agricultural yield is not sufficient because of
animal crop-raiding
We don’t have livestock assets in our household.
We don’t have diverse income sources in our
household

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

We don’t have land for farming

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our land is no longer productive

All members of our household are not employed
Low percentage of household income from
Agriculture in your household leads to economic
insecurity in my household
There is less proportion of able people in our
household
Less percentage of income in our household is
earned by women
Our household has a high number of people to be
effectively provided for
We don’t have skills in our household to create
jobs
We don’t have access to credit facilities
We don’t have enough seeds for sufficient food
production.
The market prices for our agricultural produce is
low
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Appendix F
Volcanoes National Park, Rwanda
Survey Instrument
Household Poverty, Forest Dependence and Tourism Benefits
June 2013

Survey of Poor household livelihoods, Forest dependence and Tourism
benefits
Part 1; Demographics
1. Are you married?

Yes

No

3. Do you have primary education?

Yes

No

4. What is your gender

Male

Female

2. How old are you?.............................................

5. How much money do you earn per month?
0
1-10000FRW
30000FRW

10001-20000FRW

6. Do you have livestock assets in your household

20001-30000FRW

Over

Yes

No

tiled house

iron roofed

8. What is the status of your shelter

Complete

Incomplete

9. Do you have land for farming?

Yes

No

7. What type of shelter do you have?
No shelter

Grass house

Tarpaulin house

10. How many children do you have?
No children

Less than 4

Between 5 and 9

More than 9

11. If yes to question 10, do they go to school every school day?
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Yes

No

Part 2; Poor Household livelihoods
12. Please rate how you agree or disagree with the following statements on items
believed to influence hunger in your household.
Lack of fuel wood to cook food leads to food
insecurity
We regularly don’t eat food we prefer in my
household
We regularly don’t eat enough food in our household
We regularly don’t eat three meals in a day in our
household

Strongly
Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly
Agree
7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

14. Please rate how you agree or disagree with the following statements on items
believed to influence poor health in your household.

Health care centers are far from our house
We don’t have money to pay for the national
health care insurance plan.
We don’t have access to clean water in our
household

Strongly
Disagree
1
2
1
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

1

3

4

5

2

Strongly
Agree
6
7
6
7
6

7

15. Please rate how you agree or disagree with the following statements on items
believed to influence illiteracy in your household
Adults in our household cannot read and write
Our children lack scholastic materials needed for
school
Our children drop out of school because of lack
of food.
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Strongly
Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

Strongly
Agree
6
7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

16. Please rate how you agree or disagree with the following statements on items
believed to influence economic stability in your household.
Strongly
Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

Strongly
Agree
6
7

Our agricultural yield is not sufficient because of
animal crop-raiding
We don’t have livestock assets in our household.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

We don’t have diverse income sources in our
household

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Our land is no longer productive

Part 3: Forest Dependence
17. Please indicate the level to which you agree or disagree with the following statements
regarding the use of animal species from the park
Some people in our community go to the park
to hunt animals for bush-meat to feed their
families.
Some people in our community go to the park
to hunt animals for bush-meat to sell and earn
income.
Some people in our community go to the park
to hunt animals for bush-meat for medicinal
use in our home.

Strongly
Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

6

Strongly
Agree
7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

18.Please indicate the level to which you agree or disagree with the following statements
on the use of forest resources from the park
Some people in our community go to the park to collect
bamboo for household use.
Some people in our community go to the park to collect
bamboo for sell and earn income.
Some people in our community go to the park to collect
wood for crop support in their agricultural fields.
Some people in our community go to the park to collect
honey.
Some people in our community go to the park to collect
handicraft-making materials.
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Strongly
Disagree
1
2

3

4

5

Strongly
Agree
6
7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Part 4; Tourism benefits
21. Please indicate how you agree or disagree with the potential of the following tourism
benefits at VNP in addressing causes of poverty and forest dependence behavior in your
household.
Earning income from employment in tourism (porters, guides,
hotels)
Earning income from local tourism enterprises (handicraft etc.)
Earning income from selling agricultural produce (supply hotels
with fruits)
Compensation for animal damage of crops from tourism revenue
Benefiting from levies and taxes from tourism
Earning income from Park events (local tenders for Kwita Izina
event)
Benefiting from facilitation to construct and own modern houses
Obtaining support for education (tuition and scholastic materials)
Obtaining livestock assets (cattle, goats)
Having access to alternative sources of park resources (Honey,
bamboo)
Benefiting from health insurance plan contributions
Benefiting from school construction
Benefiting from health Center construction
Benefiting from construction of water tanks
Benefiting from membership in community associations and
cooperatives
Benefiting from improved market for local goods
Benefiting from improved control of problem animals (fencing,
ranger patrols)
Benefiting from involvement in park management
Benefiting from collective income of community enterprises
Benefiting from improved infrastructure (roads)
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Strongly
Disagree
1

2

3

4

5

Strongly
Agree
6
7

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
6

7
7
7

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7
7

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
7

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
6

7
7
7
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